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Abstract

This thesis describes the development of a novel apparatus for supplying an

isolated ac load through a dc link from a selÈexcited induction generator. The

generator is operable at variable speed. Machine voltage magnitude,load volt-

age magnitude, and load voltage frequency are simultaneously regulated to

rated values during steady running and during changes in both load power and

machine speed.

The selËexcited induction machine supplies a controlled Graetz bridge rec-

tifier in the dc link. A voltage-sourced inverter is used to supply the ac load.

A voltage-boost converter interfaces the variable dc output voltage which is pro-

duced by the rectifier to the relatively fixed dc input voltage which is required

by the voltage-sourced inverter.

A prototype electromagnetic transients program is described which is based

on a modified Dommel algorithm. The prototype program is used to study the

apparatus and associated controls. The program is particularly adapted for the

simulation ofpower electronic apparatus at a systemlevel. Individual switching

devices are represented accordingto simple characteristic curves. The modified

algorithm includes iteration of a time-step when required to provide solutions

on the curves. TWo time-step sizes are used in the program to permit events to

be located to within the resolution of the small time-step. A technique is de-

scribed for suppressingnumerical oscillations in the solutions for currents in ca-

pacitive loops and voltages at inductive nodes. Modifications to the induction

machine model are implemented in the prototype program in order to more accu-

rately simulate the dynamics of selÈexcitation.

A control system for the apparatus was developed using the prototype simu-

lation program. The control system is mainly feed-forward in nature but in-



cludes slower-acting feed-back control loops which provide correction of the

feed-forward control error.

A test apparatus has been built and tested in the laboratory. The test appara-

tus includes a control system based on a digital signal processor. The apparatus

is observed to operate generally as predicted by the electromagnetic transients

simulation program. The apparatus operates well during both transient and

steady-running conditions.
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List of Symbols

The followinglist contains symbols which are used frequently in the text. Oth-

er symbols which are rarely used in the text are defined where used'

ct,

B

p*

p

AT

0

the rectifier firing delaY angle.

the voltag*boost converter duty-cycle order. The duty-cycle order

d.escribes the ordered fraction of the voltage-boost converter period

during which the GTO device is turned off.

the signal describing the actual voltage-boost converter duty-cycle.

the angle of the main flux linkage vector with respect to the q-axis

in the description of the induction machine.

the duration of an integration time-step.

the phase eï'ror signal produced by the phase comparator in the

phase locked oscillator.

the vector of machine flux linkages in the dq model of the induction

machine.

the d-axis armature flux linkage in the induction machine model.

the d-axis amortisseur flux linkage in the induction machine model.

the q-axis armature flux linkage in the induction machine model.

the q-axis amortisseur fluxlinkage in the induction machine model.

the d-axis mutual flux linkage in the induction machine model.

the q-axis mutual flux linkage in the induction machine model.

the d-axis armature leakage flux linkage in the induction machine

model.

[Àaq]

À¿

Àta

l"q

Àrq

[-¿

L"q

f,.¿

xvu



Àt¿

Is9

Lq

the d-axis rotor leakage flux linkage in the induction machine

model.

the q-axis armature leakage flux linkage in the induction machine

model.

the q-axis rotor leakage flux linkage in the induction machine

model.

machine speed expressed generally in p.u. machine speed

the output angle from the phase locked oscillator. The phase locked

o scillator tracks the po sitive-se quence fu ndamental-frequency

( sine wave ) component of the monitored three-phase voltages.

a complex number of magnitude 1 and angle 120o.

frequency expressed generally in radians per second.

susceptance looking into the induction machine terminals.

the capacitance of wye-connected self-excitation capacitors.

the integrator gain in the Machine Voltage PI Control Loop.

the proportional gain in the Machine Voltage PI Control Loop.

the current-dependant voltage source used in representing a device

characteristic at a given device current.

frequency expressed generally in p.u. frequency.

the conductance of a given resistor.

the conductance matrix used in the Dommel algorithm for nodal

admittance circuit analysis.

the machine generation matrix.

conductance looking into the induction machine terminals.

v

e

ú)

Bi

c.

c*

cy

E(i)

f
ob

tGl

IGao]

G¡
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i currenü

t I I the vector of total current injection used in the Dommel algorithm

for nodal admittance circuit analysis.

I" the rms current in a wye-connected selÊexcitation capacitor

I¿ the average dc current in the Graetz bridge rectifier.

Id' the d-axis armature current in the induction machine model.

I I¿q ] the vector of machine winding currents in the dq model of the

induction machine.

I¿(ord) the final dc current order obtained by adding components of the

order in the Rectifier Current Controller.

I¿*(ord) the basic dc curent reference provided as output from the Look-up

Tables.

In(t-^T) the history current term used as an injection in representing a

particular branch in the Dommel algorithm for nodal ad¡nittance

circuit analysis.

It¿ the d-axis amortisseur current in the induction machine model.

Ir*(t-¡T) the history current term used as an injection in representing a

branch in the Dommel algorithm for nodal admittance circuit

analysis.

Iq the q-axis armature current in the induction machine model.

Itq the q-axis amortisseur current in the induction machine model.

I¡ the dc current provided to the inverter or dc load.

Im¿ the d-axis magnetizing current causing the d-axis mutual flux

linkage in the induction machine model.
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Imq the q-axis magnetizing current causing the q-axis mutual flux

linkage in the induction machine model.

r-, the net vector of magnetizing current causing the main flux

linkage in the induction machine model.

fm the rms magnetizing current for the induction machine.

Is the rms magnitude of the current into the Graetz bridge rectifier.

Irercr the rms magnitude of the reactive current into the Graetz bridge

rectifier.

f."rl the rms magnitude of the real current into the Graetz bridge

rectifier.

I¡¡ a constantmagnitude of rms reactive currentinto the Graetzbridge

rectifier.

K a constant.

K# gains in the control system where # equals l- to 6.

K1 the integral gain in the phase locked oscillator.

Kp the proportional gain in the phase locked oscillator.

L an inductance.

Lc the inductance of the commutating inductors.

Li.," the incremental inductance at the operating point on the induction

machine magnetizing curve. This represents the slope of a line

which is tangent to the curve.

Linst the instantaneous inductance of the induction machine

magnetizing curve atthe operatingpoint. This represents the slope

of a line which passes through the origin and the operating point.



t-r"¿ the inductance of the d-axis mutual flux linkage in the induction

machine model.

Irnq the inductance of the q-axis mutual flux linkage in the induction

machine model.

L" the inductance of the armature leakage flux linkage for both the d

and q axes in the induction machine model.

L, the inductance of the rotor leakage flux linkage for both the d and

q axes in the induction machine model.

p(t) an independent time varying voltage source.

Pbrr" the base power selected for the pov¡er transfer apparatus.

P¡ the power out of the induction machine terminals.

p.u. per unit.

R(i) the currenl-dependant series resistance used in representing a

device characteristic at a given device current.

R. the equivalent commutation resistance.

I R¿q ] the winding resistance diagonal matrix used in the dq induction

machine model.

R1 the resistance used to represent a device according to the linear part

of a simple v-i characteristic curve for positive current.

Riro' the resistance used in the phasor equivalent circuit of the induction

machine to represent the iron losses.

Ror the offresistance of a simple characteristic curve for a device.

R" the rotor resistance used in the phasor equivalent circuit of the

induction machine.
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&oør the resistance usedin the phasor equivalent circuit of the induction

machine to represent the quantity R"/s.

Rs the stator resistance used in the phasor equivalent circuit of the

induction machine.

s the slip of the induction machine.

Sr the factor by which the resistance R(i) is allowed to change in one

iteration of the electromagnetic transients simulation tim+step'

Ta time constants in the control system where # equals 1 to 6.

Toff the time that the GTO device in the voltage-boost converter is off

during a period of the voltage-boost converter.

T.'bc the period of the voltage-boost converter.

Tw the time constant ofthe low-pass real-pole filterin the phase locked

oscillator.

Tx the time constant of the low-pass real-pole filter which filters the

magnitude of the ac load voltage in the ac Load voltage PI

Controller.

Ty the time constant of the integrator in the ac Load voltage PI

Controller.

v a voltage.

Vü the cr voltage produced in the abc to oB transform of input voltages

in the phase locked oscillator.

Vp the B voltage produced in the abc to crp transform of input voltages

in the phase locked oscillator.

I v(t) ] the node voltage solution vector used in the Dommel algorithm

for nodal admittance circuit analysis.
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V" an A-phase voltage.

V"(load) the A-phase load voltage.

V""(load) the rms magnitude of the load voltage.

V5 a B-phase voltage.

Vu0oad) the B-phase load voltage.

% a C,-phase voltage.

V.o*p the compensation voltage provided by the Voltage-boost Converter

Controller to the Rectifier Current Controller. The signal

represents the present value of the voltage at the load end of the

dc inductor. The signal improves the speed \Mith which the Rectifier

Current Controller can respond to sudden changes in voltage which

would affect the dc current.

V"(load) the C-phase load voltage.

V¿ the average dc output voltage of the rectifier.

V¿(adj) the component of the final dc voltage order in the Rectifier Current

Controller which arises out of the dc current error.

V¿(ord) the final dc voltage order obtained by adding components of the

order in the Rectifier Current Controller.

Va*(ord) the basic dc voltage reference provided as output from the Look-up

Tables.

Vao the average dc output voltage of a Graetz bridge rectifier fired

with zero firing delay angle and disregarding the commutation drop.

I Vaq ] the vector ofvoltages applied to the windings in the dq model of the

induction machine.

Vs the airgap voltage in the phasor equivalent circuit of the induction

machine.
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V1 the voltage on the dc capacitor at the output of the voltage-boost

converter. This voltage is used to supply the inverter in the full

apparatus and to supply the dc load in the laboratory apparatus.

the intermediate reference value produced by the ac Load Voltage

PI Controller for the voltage on the dc capacitor which is located

at the output ofthe voltage-boost converter.

the radius of the arc that makes up part of the simple characteristic

curve for a switching device. This voltage basically describes the

forward voltage drop on the device.

the rms magnitude of the machine terminal voltage.

the rated machine terminal voltage which is used as a reference

in the apparatus.

the rms magnitude of the machine terminal voltage.

the p o sitive-s equence fundamental-fre qu ency voltage component.

the rotor leakage inductance used in the phasor equivalent circuit

of the induction machine expressed in units of Ohms per p.u.

frequency.

the stator leakage inductance used in the phasor equivalent circuit

of the induction machine expressed in units of Ohms per p.u.

frequency.

the magnetizing inductance used in the phasor equivalent circuit

of the induction machine expressed in units of Ohms per p.u.

frequency.

the reactance of the commutation inductors expressed in units of

Ohms per p.u. frequency.

VL"f

Vo"

v-

V*r"f

Vr

v+
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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 General Introduction

This thesis describes the development of an apparatus for supplying an iso-

lated ac load from an induction generator operable at variable speed. The ac

voltage supplied to the load is well regulated in frequency and magnitude.

Induction generators have certain advantageous features which promote

their use. The main feature is that an induction machine can include a robust

squirrel-cage rotor rather than a wound rotor. The use of the sturdy squirrel-

cage rotor obviates the need for brushes and a separate source of dc excitation

current which are required for a synchronous machine. Another advantage is

that an induction generator typically has lower unit cost and maintenance costs

than a s¡rnchronous generator.

In isolated operation, the excitation current for an induction generator can

be supplied by capacitors connected at the terminals of the machine. Such a con-

figuration is known as a selÈexcited induction generator. However, the output

voltage and frequency of a selÈexcited induction generator are highly depen-

dant on rotor speed, terminal capacitance and load I L,2,3f. Significant varia-

tion in either load or shaft speed during operation of the selÈexcited induction

generator thus dictates the need for additional apparatus to control and condi-

tion the output. This thesis describes po\Mer electronic apparatus which pro-

vides the required control and conditioning.

1.2 Backglound and Scope of the Thesis

Considerable prior work has been done in researching the use of selÊexcited

induction machines.



Several investigators have looked at supplying load directly from the three

phase induction machine terminals 14,5,6,7l. In such a configuration frequency

is regulated using precise machine speed control and voltage magnitude is regu-

lated using an atrangement of switched capacitorcl4,7I or a static compensator

| 4,5,6I for excitation control.

Alternatively several other investigators [ 8,9,10 ] have looked at supplying

a dc load from the rectified output of a selÈexcited induction machine. These

investigators relied on the reactive power absorbed by a Graetz bridge recti-fier

to help control machine voltage. However no mechanism remains for machine

voltage control when dc load and thus the rectifier current go to zeÍo. Further-

more these techniques can only regulate dc output voltage for narrow ranges of

load resistance and machine speed.

yet other investigators [ 11, 12, 1 3 ] have looked at asynchronously linking the

output of a selÈexcited ind.uction generator to an existing ac system through a

dc link. These latter schemes are unable to supply isolated ac load.

This thesis develops apparatus as illustrated in Figure 1 for supplying iso-

lated ac load from a selËexcited induction geneïator through a dc link. Avolta-

ge-boost converter is used in the apparatus between the Graetz bridge rectifier

and the voltage-sourced inverter. This arrangement of power equipment en-

ables the apparatus to be designed for operation in a specified range of machine

speed ( e.g. 1.0 to 1.4 p.u. speed ) witfr 0.0 to 1.0 p.u. load. In these operating

ranges machine voltage is regulated to 1.0 p.u. and the outputvoltageis well-re-

gulated in frequency and magnitude. In the event that the load requires regu-

lated dc voltage rather than ac voltage then the supply can be provided directly

from the regulated output of the voltagæboost converter. The controls which

have been developedrespond. quicklyand accuratelyto transientload conditions



including application and. rejection of full load at any speedin the specified oper-

ating range. The controls have been experimentally tested for dc loads-

Delta-connected
SelÈexcitation

Capacitors

Graetz
Bridge

Controlled
Rectifi.er

Voltage-boost
Converter
including

Gate-T\rrn-Off
Device

Voltaee-
Sourc"ed
Inverter

Controls

Figure 1 - Configuration of Developed Apparatus

1.3 The Choice of Apparatus ConfÏguration

The apparatus is made up offour main po\¡¡er system components. They are,

as illustrated in Figure 1, the induction generator; the Graetzbndge rectifier;

the voltage-boost converter; and the voltage-sourced inverter.

Various authors l1^,zlhave listed the beneficial attributes of a squirrel-cage

induction generator. The use of a squirrel-cage induction generator eliminates

the need for slip rings and a separate source of dc excitation current which are

required when a s¡rnchronous generator is used. Also unit costs and mainte-

nance costs for induction generators are generally lower than those for synchro-

nous generators.

In order to permit variable speed operation of the induction generator it is

necessary to provide an asynchronous link between the generator and the load.

f.

Induction
Generator



Provision of the dc link thus requires the selection of a suitable rectifi.er and in-

verter. The rectifier type is chosen to satisfy the requirements of operating the

induction generator. The selÈexcitation capacitors on the terminals of the in-

duction generator provide excitation current for the machine. However, at high-

er speeds these capacitors provide more VARS ( volt-amperes reactive power )

than the machine requires for operation at l p.u.terminal voltage. The rectifier

in the apparatus is required to absorb the excess reactive porrver. The rectifier

must also absorb sufficient real po\Mer to supply the load. The need to simulta-

neously absorb certainlevels ofreal andreactive powerinto the rectifierdictates

that a rectifier should be chosen which permits control of the input power factor.

The well-known controlled Graetz bridge rectifier has been chosen because it

is a very simple bridge and because power factor control can be accomplished

through control of the firing delay angle. The choice ofinverter is based primari-

ly on the need for acceptable transient response during complete rejection of the

ac load. The selected voltage-sourced inverter can be modelled as a voltage

source behind a reasonably small ( e.g. 0.1p.u. ) reactance. Therefore rejection

of the ac load will result in only small changes in the load voltage. The change

is related to the on-load voltage drop across the inverter transformer reactance.

A schematic for a six-pulse voltage-sourced inverter is illustrated in Figure 2.

The Graetz bridge rectifier is chosen to meet the needs of the selÈexcited in-

duction generator and the voltage-sourced inverter is chosen to meet the needs

ofthe ac load. However, the variable dc outputvoltage of the rectifieris not com-

patible for directly supplying the required relatively fixed dc voltage needed at

the input of the voltage-sourced inverter. This is evident from a consideration

of operation at light load. At light load the rectifier must absorb almost no real

power from the induction machine while continuing to absorb reactive power to

control the induction machine voltage. The rectifier must therefore be operated
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with a delay angle of approximately 90 o in order to have the proper power factor

for absorbing the reactive power. Operation at approximately 90 o corresponds

with almost zero average rectifier output voltage. The very low output voltage

will not sustain currentflowingfromthe outputofthe rectifier to the highervolt-

age on the capacitor at the input of the voltage-sourced inverter. Without the

presence of rectifier current the rectifier cannot regulate the machine voltage

and even the small ac load will not be supplied. It is therefore apparent that the

output of the Graetzbridge rectifier cannot be directly connected to the input of

the voltage-sourced inverter.

It is shown in this thesis that a voltage-boost converter can be successfully

used as an interface between the output of the controlled Graetzbridge rectifier

and the input to the voltage-sourced inverter. The voltage-boost converter op-

erates properly only when it is called upon to boost voltage. The minimum refer-

ence level for the voltage on the capacitor at the input of voltage-sourced invert-

2 - Voltage-sourced Inverter



er is thus chosen to be higher than the maximum output of the rectifier for 1.0

p.u. machine voltage. A voltage-boost converter is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Voltage-boost Converter

It \Mill be noted that the voltage-boost converter is a simple apparatus which in-

cludes only one GTO ( gate-turn-off) device and one diode device in addition to

the dc smoothing inductor and dc smoothing capacitor normally used with the

Graetz bridge rectifier and the voltage-sourced inverter. The symbol for the

GTO device illustrated in Figure 3 is the symbol for the insulated gate bipolar

transistor ( IGBT ) used in the experimental apparatus. In steady running the

output voltage V1 of the voltage-boost converter is related to the average input

voltage V¿ according to fr = O where duty cycle B is the fraction of the period

of the GTO device during which the device is "off'. Controls are developed in this

thesis which simultaneously control the duty--cycle order to the voltag+boost

converter and the delay angle order to the rectifier so as to provide acceptable

steady running and transient operation.



1.4 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis contains seven chapters.

The first chapter provides a brief description ofthe apparatus and techniques

used by earlier investigators and then proceeds to give a brief description of the

apparatus which has been developed in the thesis. The choice of converters in

the apparatus is explained.

The second chapter describes a non-linear search technique for producing

characteristic curves descriptive of operation of the apparatus with the induc-

tion machine voltage regulated to 1.0 p.u. voltage. Curves are produced for ma-

chine speedsbetween0.gS and 1-.6 p.u. speed andforloadpowerbetween0.0 and

1.0 p.u. power. These curves disclose the steady operating characteristics ofthe

apparatus. Characteristic curves for average rectifier output voltage V¿ and

current I¿ are used as a model in a feed-forward control system described later

in this thesis. The feed-forward control system is supplemented by feed-back

control loops to correct for small errors between the model and the real system.

The third chapter describes simulation techniques which have beenimplem-

ented in a prototype transients simulation prograrn written as part of the thesis

work. The program is particularly adapted to the simulation of GTO and other

power-electronic devices at a system level. Tlvo time-step sizes are used in the

program. Individual switching devices are represented according to simple

characteristic curves. The modified algorithmincludes iteration of a time-step

when required to provide solutions on the curves. A technique is described for

suppressing numerical oscillations in solutions for currents in capacitive loops

and forvoltages atinductive nodes. Nodes are termedinductivenodes whenthe

incident branches are inductive. Abrief description is given of an improvement

in the transients simulation modelling of saturation of the main flux path in an



ind.uction machine. The improvement in representation of saturation has also

been developed by others ll4l. The effectiveness of the improvement is demon-

strated by comparison of simulation results to laboratory results.

The fourth chapter describes the development of a control system for coordi-

nated control of the voltage-boost converter duty cycle and the controlled rectifi-

er delay angle.

The fifth chapter presents simulation results which demonstrate the good

steady running performance and transient response of the apparatus which is

provided by the control system. The simulated disturbances include instanta-

neous full-load rejection. It is demonstrated through simulation that the out-

put ac voltage of a twelve pulse voltage-sourced inverter can be filtered using

a reasonable amount of fiIter apparatus so as to be acceptable for most loads.

The sixth chapter describes an experimental apparatus which has beenbuilt

and tested in the laboratory to confirm the simulated operation of the apparatus.

The apparatus includes a selÈexcited induction machine; a controlled Gtaetz

bridge rectifier; a voltage-boost converter; a dc load; and a digital control sys-

tem. The induction machine is a high po\¡¡er factor squirrel-cage induction mo-

tor described in Appendix I. A high power factor machine is used in order to keep

the required selÈexcitation capacitors as small as possible. The reduced capaci-

tor size reduces the level of excess VARS produced during high speed operation.

This in turn reduces the current ratings of the rectifi.er; the dc smoothinginduc-

tor; and the voltage-boost converter. The voltage-boost converter includes a 50

Amp 1000 Vott IGBT ( insulated gate bipolar transistor ). An IGBT gate firing

card including fibre optic isolation was designed and built as part of the thesis

work. The digital control system is based on a 33 MHz Texas Instruments

TMSB20C30 floating-point DSP ( digital signal processor ) chip. The control sys-



tem was also designed, built, and programmed by the author. The transient re-

sponses observed in the laboratory generally correlate well with the responses

predicted by transients simulation. Minor differences between simulated and

actual responses are discussed and explained.

Chapter seven presents conclusions and contributions from the work.



Chapter Tbvo

Stea dy-state Charac terization of the Apparatus

2.1 Description of the Steady State Characterízation

Certain data must be calculated using a steady state equivalent circuit of the

induction machine prior to building the apparatus illustrated in Figure 1. Dif-

ferent models of induction machines have different saturation curves. There-

fore, it will be necessary to calculate the capacitance of the selÈexcitation capac-

itors Cs whenever a different machine is included in the apparatus design. This

chapter describes a method for the calculation of capacitance Cs. In addition,

the apparatus design must enable operation of the apparatus within specific

ranges ofmachine speed and output power. Therefore, for any permitted combi-

nation of speed and load, it is useful to know the values of average rectifier volt-

age V¿ and current I¿ which will supply the load power and properly regulate

the machine voltage. This chapter describes a method for calculating curves of

V¿ and I¿ required for specified ranges ofmachine speed and load power. Curves

for the test apparatus are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.

A non-linear search procedure for obtaining curves which characterize the

operation of the self-excited induction machine at 1.0 p.u. voltage is described

in section 2.3. The characterizationof the induction machine enables the calcu-

lation of required capacitance Cg and the curves of V¿ and I¿ described above.

The curves of V¿ and I¿ are ultimately used as a model in the feed-forward part

of a control system described in chapter 4.

A choice has beenmade to operate the machine at constant 1.0 p.u. terminal

voltage during variations in speed rather than operate at constant flux. This is

beneficial because it eliminates continuous overvoltage on stator insulation at,
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high speed. It also is suitable because it was decided to generate the same maxi-

mum po\iler atmaximum speed as canbe generated at minimum speed. The out-

put power capability remains essentially constant at 1.0 p.u. machine voltage

with an increase in speed because the speed increase balances the decrease in

the maximum possible torque which is associated with reduced flux due to oper-

ation at constant machine voltage and increased frequency.

2.2 The Steady-State Equivalent Circuit for the Induction Machine

Earlier investigators [ 1,2 ] have confirmed the acceptability of a steady-

state equivalent circuit representation of the induction machine. The equiva-

lent circuit is illustrated in Figure 4.

&oør=Rt/s

Figure 4 - Induction Machine Equivalent Circuit

In order to slightly improve the accuracy of the model, a representation of

iron losses has been added through the inclusion of the iron-loss resistor at the

terminals of the equivalent circuit. The iron-loss resistor was included at the

terminals of the machine rather than at the magnetizing branch because of con-

venience of modelling. Positioning the iron-loss resistance on the terminal side

of the stator leakage impedance rather than parallel to the magnetizing branch

typically will not cause significant error in simulating a self-excited induction

machine because Rro¡or, X*, and Riro' are typically much larger in magnitude

11
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than R. and &. The iron loss resistance appropriate for the machine described

in Appendix I is Riror, = 32.3 p.u.

In Figure 4, t}re reactances X-, Xr, and X. are descriptive of reactance at 1

p.u. frequency. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 4, it is necessary to multiply

these reactances by p.u. frequency "f in order to obtain true reactar.ces at fre-

quencies other than 1.0 p.u. frequency. In accordance with existing practise

I I,2 f, the relation between air-gap voltage and magnetizing reactance is ex-

pressed according to a curve + versus X-. The curve for the test machine,

based on the data in Appendix I, is illustrated in Figure 5. This curye is used

in the non-linear search procedure to include the effect of saturation ofthe main

flux path.

Xm ( ohms/p.u. freq.)

Figure 5 - Vr/f versus Xm Saturation Curve

2.3 The Non-linear Search Procedure

In order to characteñze the operation of the overall apparatus shown in Fig-

ure 1, it is first necessary to characteñzethe operation of the machine at 1.0 p.u.

voltage over the speed and power ranges ofinterest. Characterization of the ma-

chine allows selection of the size of the selËexcitation capacitors ( section 2.4 )
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and generation of curves of I¿ andV¿in Figures 7 and I descriptive of the opera-

tion of the overall apparatus ( section 2-5 ).

The objective of this section is to provide a method of characterizing the oper-

ation of the ind.uction machine alone at L.0 p.u. voltage over the desired operat-

ing ranges ofmachine speed and load po\iler. A non-linear search procedure has

been developed to provide a solution for slip s; frequency f; saturated magnetiz-

ing impedance X-; admittance looking into the machine terminals Gt + jBti and

current ( real and reactive ) into the machine for a given combination of output

power p¡ and speed v. In order to charactertze the machine for the speed and

power ranges of interest, the non-linear search procedure was conducted at 45

combinations of output power and machine speed to determine the steady-state

operating characteristics of the machine. However, for the purposes of explain-

ing the search procedure, it is sufficient to describe the procedure for finding a

single steady-state solution at a given machine speed v and output power P¡.

It is necessary first ofall to select the search variables for the search proce-

dure. The terminal voltage V¡ and the real power P¡ out of the machine repre-

sented in Figure 4 are dependant solely upon the saturation Xt, and the fre-

quencyf for agivenmachine speed v. The effective rotorresistanceR"oør (&oør

is equal to R,/ s. ) is related directly to frequency"f'at a given speed v because

slip s is equal to ( 1 -vlf). In addition, the dependence ofair-gap voltage Vt

upon X- and f according to the curve in Figure 5 can alternatively be treated

as a dependence upon X- and Rto¡or. It is therefore possible to use X* and &oør

as the search variables rather than X* and f'

The objectiveisto search overx*andR¡s¡e¡rrntilvt - 1.0 p.u. andthedesired

power p¡ is obtained at the given speed v. However, the objective P¡ can be trans-

formed into a more convenient form. At the solution point ( Xrr,,&o¡or ) the voltage
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Vr will be equal to 1 p.u. and therefore the desired power P¿ at the solution point

can be transformed into a desired conductance G¡ looking into the terminals of

the machine.

The search is thus carried out over R".6¡¡¡ and X6 and the objective is to obtain

both V¡ equal to 1.0 p.u. voltage and the desired conductance G¡ looking into the

machine terminals. However it is useful to note that terminal conductance G¡

is strongly dependant on R o¡o, and only weakly dependant on X-. Conversely,

terminal voltage V¡ is strongly dependant on saturation in X'r, and only weakly

dependant on R"o¡o".

The strong dependance ofV¡ on X* and the strong dependance of G¡ on &oør

forms the basis for the selection ofthe search routine. The search routine begins

with an initial estimate of R"o¿o, and Xrn. R¡o¡6¡ is then searched until G¡ is at the

desired value. A single change to X* is then made to improve v¡. The change

in X* is followed by a search of &otor to again bring G¿ to the desired value. The

pattern of single changes to X* each followed by a search of &oto, is repeated un-

til Xm has been searched and both V¡ and G¡ are at their desired values. In the

case of V¡ the desired value is always 1 p.u. voltage. The weak dependance of

G¡ on X- and the weak dependance ofV¡ oû &oør assures that convergence oc-

curs quite raPidlY.

Sufficiently accurate initial estimates for R"o¡o, and X* can be obtained by

ignoring R., X., and & in Figure 4. In that case, &oør can be estimated from

( 1/&oto, ) = ( Gt- 1/&ror, ). The estimate of &otor allows an estimate of slip

s to be calculated from R*o¡o, = & / s. An estimate for slip at a given speed v allows

an estimate of frequency f to be calculated. Ignoring stator inductance X" and

resistance R. indicates that air-gap voltage V, should be estimated as Ve = V,

- 1.0 p.u. Finally, the estimates for V* and f allow an estimate of X* from the
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V, / f versus X- curve in Figure 5. In this manner, adequate initial estimates

for R¡o¡o¡ and Xr' can be obtained.

The non-linear search procedure was conducted at nine values of power be-

tween 0 and 1 p.u. power for each of fi.ve different values of machine speed v be-

tween 0.g5 and 1.6 p.u. speed. For each combination of P¡ and v, a record was

made of the solution for s, f, X*,Gt, susceptance B¡, and current ( real and reac-

tive ) into the machine. By this method a record was made of the operating char-

acteristics of the machine at 1.0 p.u. voltage for the speed and power ranges of

interest. The solution for the 45 combinations ofv and P¡reQuired a few minutes

of computer time.

2.4 Caleulation of the Required self-excitation capacitance

The selÈexcitation capacitors must produce reactive current suffi.cient to

supply the needs of the ind.uction machine and the rectifier. In determining the

capacitance Cg, for operation of the machine at 1.0 p.u. voltage, it is necessary

to note that the maximum reactive porffer is absorbed by the machine when it

is operated at the minimum machine speed and the maximum load. Further-

more, operation ofthe machine at minimum speed and 1.0 p.u. load causes oper-

ation at the minimum frequency f . Operation at the minimum frequency f

cause s the minimum reactive power to be produced by the selÈexcitation capaci-

tors at 1 p.u. voltage. Operation at minimum speed and maximum po\iler there-

fore represents the case that determines a lower limit for the capacitance Cs of

the selÈexcitation caPacitors.

As noted above, the selÈexcitation capacitors must provide the reactive cur-

rent for both the rectifier and the machine. The non-linear search procedure

described in section 2.8 gives the reactive current absorbed by the machine at

all speeds and outputpowers ofinterest atV¡ - 1.0 p.u. voltage. This section de-
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scribes the calculation of the reactive current absorbed by the rectifi.er at mini-

mum speed andmaximumload. Determination ofthe reactive current absorbed

by the machine and rectifier leads directly to the calculation of the required ca-

pacitance Cs of the selÈexcitation capacitors..

The rectifier should be forced to absorb as little reactive power as possible

at minimum speed and maximum load so that the capacitance Cs can be kept

to a minimum. Maximumloading dictates that the rectifier must simultaneous-

ly absorb 1.0 p.u. real power. Therefore, at minimum speed and maximum load,

the rectifier should be operated at minimum delay angle o ( e.g. cr = 5 o ) so that

the power factor of the current into the rectifier can be maintained as high as

possible.

With reference to Figure 6, several quantities are known for the purpose of

selecting the selËexcitation capacitors. The ac machine voltage Vt is 1.0 p.u.

voltage. The commutation reactance Xl ( defined at l p.u.frequency ) is a physi-

cal parameter which is known. The frequency f for steady-state operation at

minimum speed ( i.e. 0.95 p.u. speed ) and maximum po\Mer ( i.e. 1-.0 p.u. power

) was found during the non-linear search procedure described in section 2.3. The

delay angle cr should be minimum ( e.g. cr = 5 o ). In addition, the product ofV¿

and I¿ is 1.0 p.u. power for purposes of selecting capacitance c5.

Figure 6 - Controlled Graetz Bridge Rectifier

Commutation
fnductance
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In the analysis ofthe Graetzbridge rectifieritis often assumed thatthe com-

mutation reactance and the bridge are lossless. Based on that assumption, stan-

dard approximate equations [ 15 ] are available with respectto the circuitinFig-

ure 6. They are as follows:

V¿ - V¿s cos a' - R¿ I¿

3J6v, ( rms )

Ks - I ,rr,
4P¿

Eqn. 1

Eqn. 2vdo =

Rr= 3fXr Eqn.3

Multiplying both sides of Eqn. 1by I¿ gives:

V¿ I¿ =Vdo 1¿ cos a-R, I¿2 Eqn. 4

A review of the list of known quantities ( Vt, Xl, f, cr, and P¿ = Va Ia ) described

above reveals that the only unknown quantity in Eqn. 4 is I¿. Thus the dc cur-

rent I¿ at minimum speed and maximum power can be obtained by solving for

I¿ in Eqn. 4. Eqn. 4 is in quadratic form and therefore the solution is

RcId=
2

where K6- V¿g coSG,
Eqn. 5

The magnitude of the ac current Ip into the rectifierfor the selection of the self-

excitation capacitor can subsequently be found using the following approximate

t 15 I equation with reference to Figure 6:

Rc
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Ip(rms) le to
Eqn.6

The real component of current into the rectifier is given by the equation Ireal =

pr / ( B Vt ). Finally the reactive po\ryer into the rectifier for selecting the capaci-

tors is obtained using

Í_
r react - Eqn.7

The reactive current into the machine at minimum speed and maximum po\Ã¡er

( from section 2.3 ) can be added to the reactive current into the rectifi.er to give

the total reactive current 16 that the self-excitation capacitors must provide at

minimum speed and maximum load.

The final step in determining capacitance Cs is accomplished by using 16 ob-

tained as described above; the p.u. frequency f at minimum speed and maximum

power obtained as described in section 2.3; and recalling that Vt is equal to 1.0

p.u. voltage. The appropriate equation is c5 = I 16 I / ( 27E f Vt ).

2.5 Obtaining Characteristic Curves for Operation of the Apparatus

The complex currentinto the rectifier is the sum of the complex currents out

of the machine and the selÈexcitation capacitors. Section 2.3 describes a meth-

od for obtaining the frequency f and the induction machine current ( real and

reactive ) for combinations of speed v and po\Mer P¡ at L.0 p.u. machine voltage.

Section 2.4 describes the method for determining the required capacitance Cs

for the selÈexcitation capacitors. Given f and Cg, the reactive current 16 pro-

duced by the selÈexcitation capacitors is thus also readily obtained for the al-

1l
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lowable combinations of speed and power atV¡ = l-'0 p'u' voltage' Consequently'

the real and reactive currents into the rectifier and the corresponding magni-

tudes In of the ac current canbe obtained for the allowable combinations of speed

and power.

The magnitude of ac current Ip into the rectifier approximately determines

I¿ according to Eqn. 6. Rectifier output voltage V¿ for a given power P¿ is then

available from Va = P¿ / I¿. Families of curves describing required I¿ and V¿ as

functions of speed v and power P¿ are presented in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

At a given speed and power both I¿ and V¿ must be at approximately the values

indicated in the curves in order to regulate the machine voltage to the proper

level and to cause the correct power to be delivered.

The capacitance Cs and the curves in Figures 7 and 8 are sufficient for the

desig¡ of the apparatus and control system as described in chapter 4'
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Chapter Three

Tþansients Simulation Techniques
for Power Electronic Apparatus

3.1 Outline of the Chapter

This chapter describes special modifications for adapting a transients simu-

lation program based on the trapezoidal algorithm ofDommel t 16 l. The modifi-

cations facilitate the simulation of systems which include arbitrarily specified

configurations of power-electronic switching devices such as diodes, thyristors,

and GTO devices.

The modifications are based on three techniques. The three techniques

when combined in the simulation progr¿rm result in shortened preparation time

for simulating new power electronic apparatus. In addition, the techniques re-

move certain difficulties norrrally encountered in simulating switching events.

A technique is described for representing devices according to simple character-

istic curves. This approachprovides for automatic coordinationin the switching

of devices which are in close proximity in the simulated circuit. A technique of

using two time-step sizes provides benefits which rvill be described. In addition,

a technique is described for modifuing the normal trapezoidal algorithm to re-

move certain numerical oscillations from solutions.

An improved method is briefly described for representing saturation of the

main flux path in an induction machine in a transients simulation program. The

improvement in representing saturation has also been developed by other inves-

tigators t 14 l.
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3.2 Motivating Factors for Modifrcation of the
a¡'an sienLs Simulation Algorithm

It was found necessary, as part of the thesis work, to investigate some new

and unusual configurations of power-electronic devices arranged as compo-

nents in power system apparatus. However, difficulties were encountered in at-

tempting to simulate the ne\¡¡ arrangements of power electronic devices using

existing techniques. This led to the development of novel modifications to the

simulation algorithm parbicularly suited to facilitating simulation ofnovel pow-

er electronic apparatus.

Tþaditionally, the trapezoidal algorithm of Dommel [ 16 ] has been used for

the simulation of power system transients. A primary feature of the Dommel

algorithm is that a computer program can readily be prepared to automatically

formulate the admittance matrix used in the solution method. Also ofnote is the

ease with which travelling-wave transmission line models t 16 I and machine

models can be interfaced to the main network solution t 17 l. These features

make the Dommel algorithm the method of choice when simulatinglarge electri-

cal power systems.

Capacitive
Loop

Figure 9. Inductive Nodes and Capacitive Loops
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There are of course limitations to any numerical method. one limitation of

this type of nodal admittance matrix analysis becomes apparent when the net-

work to be simulated contains capacitive loops or nodes which are connected to

the rest of the network only through inductive branches as illustrated in Figure

g. In the case of capacitive loops a numerical oscillation of two time-step period

can arise in the solution for currents in the capacitive loop. A similar numerical

ell.or can appear in the voltage solution for inductive nodes at which only induc-

tors are incident t 1g l. The oscillations often arise at discontinuities in the solu-

tions which in turn occur because of device switchings.

One technique available to reduce these numerical oscillations is to make

slight changes to the resistive nature ofthe network in question in order to darnP

out the oscillations. However, this method of adding small resistances does have

an effect on the accuracy ofthe solution. If fast damping of the numerical oscilla-

tions is desired then the damping resistances can have a significant effect on so-

lution accuracy.

Another technique for suppressing numerical oscillations involves making

a temporary modification to the solution technique when numerical oscillations

arise t 18lt 19lt 20lt 21- l. The temporarymodificationincludes usingthe results

of a halÈsize time-step based on the backward Euler method t 18l. The halÈ

size time-step is taken following a discontinuity in the solution such as can be

expected when a switch operates. The time-step length for the backward Euler

method is advantageously chosen to be equal to one-half that for the trapezoidal

rule because then the same conductance matrix can be used t 18 l'

A modification to the solution technique is described in this chapter which

allows for the continuous use of the trapezoidal rule but which also eliminates

numerical oscillations. The trapezoidal algorithmis used exclusivelyforthe de-



scribed solution technique because it it known to be more accurate than the

backward Euler method t 18 l. The more accurate trapezoidal algorithm is

employed in the described solution technique because the oscillation suppres-

sion technique is used in every time-step rather than only at expected disconti-

nuities.

Special care is required when simulating the switching of devices such as

GTO ( gate-turn-off) thyristors or IGBT ( insulated gate bipolar transistor ) de-

vices in a power system electromagnetic transients simulation program. A GTO,

for example, can be ordered to turn offwhen still carrying full load current which

is not the case \Mith conventionat thyristors. Also, the coordinated switching of

two devices in close proximitythat are made to switchinthe same time interval

( a common occurrence in several power-electronic circuit topologies ) is difficult

to handle when devices are represented as controlled on-off switches as is the

practise in most power system simulation packages in use today. To handle such

situations two basic modifications to the traditional Dommel algorithm are im-

plemented in the prototype progïam which has been used for the thesis work.

Firstly, the device characteristic is represented as a simple v-i characteristic

curve and not as a resistance changed in one abrupt on-offstep. In the case of

diodes the characteristic curve is fixed. However, for GTOs and thyristors there

are two characteristic curves, one being for the blocked state and the other being

for the forward. conducting state. The main intention here is not to represent the

characteristic accurately but to improve the numerical perfonnance of the pro-

gram when devices in close proximity are switched simultaneously. Iteration of

the solution within the same time-step is carried out to ensure that the solution

always falls on the v-i characteristic. However the progr¿un has an automatic

selection criterion that onlyiterates the solution when required andno iteration

takes place in the period between device switchings'



Figure 10. Modifring a Device Characteristic Using Small Time-steps

Secondly, the program permits the use of two time-step sizes during a simu-

lation. A specifiable large time-step size is the default. However, when it is nec-

essaryto change the characteristic for a devicebetweenthe "on" and "off'charac-

teristics as illustratedinFigure 10 thenthe change canbe carried outgradually

during a sequence of small time-steps.

3.3 Representation of Switching Devices in the Prototype Prograrn

In developing the protot¡le program a number of levels of complexity were

available for consideration with respect to the representation of device switch-

ing.

At the lowest level of complexity is what will be referred to as a binary t¡pe

switching. In binary switching a diode branch is represented by a simple resis-

tor which is given a high resistance in the next time-step following the detection

of i S 0 and is given a low resistance in the next time-step following detection
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of i > 0. For thyristors, the change to a low resistance is delayed until there are

both a small forward current and an "on" pulse at (t-ÂT), the beginning of the

time-step. Such'binary" switchingis prone to errors when simulating arbitrary

power-electronic topologies. In the prototype program an alternative "iterative"

approach is used as described below.

Each switching device such as a diode, thyristoa orgate-turn-off( GTO ) de-

vice is represented in the network by a resistance R and a series voltage source

E. As illustrated in Figure 11, the voltage source E and resistance R translate

into a straight line segment in the v-i plane with slope R and voltage axis inter-

cept E. The values of R and E are changed with the current i through the device

in order to cause the device to be represented accordingto a simple characteristic

curve such as the solid curve illustrated in Figure 11. In particular, when it is

necessary to represent the characteristic curve at a given current i, then the

values ofE and R are chosen to cause the line segment to be tangent to the char-

acteristic curve at the current i.

----/-; Slope = R1
I

./,
radius = Vo.,

E

Slope

,Á

ia i1 is i6

Figure 11. þpical Diode Characteristic

The characteristic illustrated in Figure 1l- consists of two straight line seg-

ments which are tangent to ¿ur arc of a circle. The line segment extendinginto

'(ï-

= Roff ..
-.4
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quadrant III \Mith slope Rosrepresents the reverse-voltage blocking state of the

device. The slope Rl of the line segment in quadrant I can be set to a small value

to represent the loss of forward blocking capability. Conversely, slope R1 can be

adjusted gradually toward slope Ro¡¡to represent the recovery of forward block-

ing capability for a thYristor.

In order to represent the characteristic properly for a given current such as

i1 in Figure 11 it is necessary to be able to obtain voltage source E and slope R

as functions of the device current i. Equations for E(i) and R(i) are readily

d.erived using basic trigonometry for characteristic curves specifi.ed in terms of

Roff, RI, and Vo,, definedinFigure 11. The relevant equations are giveninAppen-

dix II. The curved portion of the characteristic between i¡ and is in Figure 11

is referred to as the switching zone because changes to E and R are required only

within this zone in order to properly represent the characteristic for varying i.

The iterative aspect of the switching algorithm is described below with refer-

ence to Figrrre 12.

It is assumed that i1 in Figurc 12 is the solution for a device current at the

beginning of a time-step during the switching of the device. The solution for the

end of the tim*step ( is, vs ) ( i.e. point Xin Figure 12 ) is first computed repre-

senting the device as a resistance R( i ) and series voltage source E( i ) evaluated

withi=il.However,thesolution(is,vs)(i.e.pointX)isnotontheactualcharac-

teristic. Solution ( is, vs ) may stitl be acceptable if the ratio R( is )lR( ir ) is not

too different from unity. A ratio close to unity ( e.g. 0.33 < ratio < 3.0 ) indicates

that the solution is not far offthe characteristic. If the solution is unacceptable

then the equivalent branch parameters R and E are changed to R( in ) and

E( in ) where in = ( i1 + is )/2. This represents picking the tangent point of the

line segment ( defined byE andR ) onthe characteristic curve forthe nextitera-



tion to be one-half way on the current axis from the tangent point in the last

iteration toward the

.rl n{ i. ),-^1R(in)
vS

S| 
Tangent Point for the second Iteration

E(ir) R(ir)
vs'

urt9-
,4

is'is ip i1 i

Figure 12. Explanatory Illustration of an Iteration

solution current in the last iteration. The value of is as the candidate end of ti-

me-step solution is discarded and new solution ( is', vs') ( i.e. point Y ) is calcu-

lated by repeating the simulation time-step from i1. It can be noted from Figure

12 that( is', vs' ) ( i.e. point Y ) now falls closer to the characteristic than ( is,

vs ) ( i.e. point X ). If the solution is still unacceptable a further iteration is con-

ducted using R( in' ) and E( in' ) with in' = ( is'+ is )/2 in order to arrive at a new

solution ( is", vs" ). Iterations are continued until the attainment of the desired

convergence criterion.

Under some circumstances, the tangent point for the next iteration ( e.g.

in ) is not chosen to be midway between the tangent point and solution current

from the last iteration ( e.g. i1 and is respectively ) but rather closer to the tan-

gent point from the last iteration ( e.g. ir ). This is to ensure that the slope R of

the tangent point is changed gently from iteration to iteration ( e.g. slopes

R( ir ) and R( in ) at consecutive tangent points are not too different ). Appendix

II includes an equation defining the maximum movement of the tangent point
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along the current axis in an iteration in order to limit the change in resistance

R( i ) to a specifiable factor Sr ( e.g. Sr = 3.0 ). The limitation on the change in

the tangent-poinb-current based on the specifiable slope factor $ is applied in

every iteration.

on rare occasions the tangenü-point-current moves back and forth on the

current axis during the iterations for a time-step. However, when reversals in

search direction do occur for a device, the progÏam counts the number of rever-

sals and iteration for the device is terminated afber a specifiable number of re-

versals. The permitted number of reversals is placed quite high ( e.g. 8 ) so that

this exit criterion for the searchis rarely used ( e.g. perhaps never in given simu-

lation run ). It is possible to use this exit criterion on the rare occasions when

it is met because the solution is always acceptable. The solution is acceptable

because a large number of reversals ( e.g. 8 ) is seen to occur only when there are

several reversals in consecutive iterations and because the change to R( i ) per-

mitted between consecutive iterations is limited according to the factor Sr. Un-

der those circumstances R( i ) \Mill be correct to within the factor s¡.

This'iterative'procedure is found to give accurate results in the modelling

of device switching and particularly in the coordination of the characteristics of

two devices switching simultaneously. A simple circuit is illustrated in Figure

18 to aid in the further explanation of the switching algorithm used in the pro-

gram.

For the circuit in Figure 13, it is assumed that a simulation has been under-

way for a sufficient number oflarge time-steps with thyristor Tl blocked so that

the current i1 through diode D1 has become steady at 10 Amps. In the blocked

state the thyristor has a characteristic curve with R¡ = Roffin Figure 11'
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Vl = 100V

0.01 c) V2=50V

Figure 13. Circuit for Describing Switching Operation

At the end of each large ( e.g. 50 pS ) time-step the program checks to see

whether a change in the characteristic ofthe thyristor has been signalled by con-

trols in a user-supplied subroutine called DRIVER. When the main program

receives a signal to change the thyristor characteristic to represent forward con-

duction, the main program can only tell that the switching was called for some-

time in the large time-step. The program therefore takes action to identifu the

time of switching more precisely.

Upon receiving a signal to change the thyristor characteristic, the program

rejects the results of a large time-step completely and resets the simulation to

the condition that existed at the beginning of the rejected step. The simulation

then proceeds with a scheduled number of small ( e.g. 1 pS ) time-steps in order

to relocate the switching event. In this manner, the commencement of the "on"

switching of the thyristor characteristic can be identified to within one small ti-

me-step.

Binary type switching as mentioned in the opening paragraph ofthis section

does not workvery well for circuits such as illustrated in Figure 13. It is assumed

for demonstration purposes that a new "on'pulse for a blocked thyristor T1 ap-

pears while current i1 is flowing through diode Dl. In that circumstance, diode

D1 \Mill continue to be represented by a low resistance in the next time-step be-
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cause i1 = 10.0 Amps is flowing at ( t- 
^T 

). As well, thyristor T1 witl be switched

to a low resistance for the time-step because of the existence of forward voltage

and an "on" pulse at ( t - 
^T 

). The result of this binary device logic is that both

diode D1 and thyristor T1 will be represented by low resistances for the time

step and the solution at t will include an erroneous one time-step 10000 Amp

spike of current backward through diode D1.

Of course, in a circuit as simple as that in Figure 13, it is very easy to devise

overriding logic ( referred to as circuit level logic ) to cause the simulation to work

properly. One only needs to note that as soon as thyristor T1 is turned "on" diode

DL needs to be turned'off'. This circuit level logic can be arranged so that in

the very same time-step that thyristor Tl is changed to a low---r'esistance repre-

sentation, diode D1 can be changed to a high-resistance representation ( even

though at ( t- 
^T 

) the current i1 will still be forward through the diode ). This

logic arranged for switching diode Dl represents a case where circuit level logic

needs to be given priority over device level binarylogic in order to make the sim-

ulation work properly.

As noted above, circuit level logic is very readily devised for a circuit as simple

as that shown in Figure 13. On the other hand, if the circuit for a simulation

contains a large number of devices, then the circuit level logic required to make

the simulation work properþ could conceivably be very complex. It was there-

fore decided to provide more complex device logic in the program so that the user

of the progïam would not need to implement any circuit level logic.

The erroneous result of the switching operation described in relation to Fig-

ure 13 is corrected without the use of circuit level logic when the iteration algo-

rithm discussed above is employed. The erroneous current spike through diode

Dl is still calculated at the end of the first solution of the time-step. However,
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the solution is not accepted as fi.nal because iteration of the time-step is trig-

gered by the diode D1. This iteration is triggered due to the fact that the repre-

sentation of the diode characteristic during the time-step ( i.e. a low resistance

R ) is clearly inappropriate with a large reverse current through the diode. Con-

tinuing iteration of the time-step occurs with adjustment of the diode resistance

R( in' ) and source voltage E( in' ) until the characteristic is represented by a large

R which is appropriate for a reverse biased diode. With a large R the current

through the diode D1 will be correct at the end of the time-step. The currents

through devices D1 and Tl in Figure 13 as computed using the prototype pro-

gram are illustrated in Figure 14.

Thyristor Current Diode Cur¡ent

12.5

0.6 0.8 1.0

Time seconds x10-s

Figure 14. Device Currents During a Simple Switching Operation

A further enhancement used in the program involves extending the modifica-

tion of device forward-resistance ( RI in Figure 11 ) over a sequence of small ti-

me-steps. For example, R1 can be decreased exponentially over l-0 small timæ

steps to model the non-zero duration of the turn-on process as illustrated in

Figure 10. Likewise, the turn--offprocess can be extended over 20 small time-

steps to model a non-zero duration of the turn--offprocess. This method adds

accuracy to the solution as is demonstratedby simulation of the example circuit

Ø
A¡

t^
()
Hk

U

-2.5
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illustrated in Figure 15. Small time-steps rather than large are always used

during modifications to device forward resistance Rl in order that the modifica-

tion to the device characteristic is not extended over an unacceptably long time.

Device

1000 v L000 ¡rF

Figure 15. Circuit for Demonstrating GTO Device
Tum--off Switching Operation

Figure 15 contains an example power-electronic circuit which contains two

GTO devices. The circuit has been simulated in order to demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of modifying forward-resistance R1 slowly over 20 small time-steps in

order to simulate the turn-offof GTO devices. Both devices are initially "off'but

are switched "on' at t = 0.05 seconds. By t = 0.35 seconds a current of 500 Amps

is established in the 0.01 H inductor. The number ofvolü-seconds applied to the

inductor in establishing the current is 5 Volt-seconds. Thus 5 Volt-seconds

applied in the opposite direction is required to block the current.

\Mhen both GTO devices are turned "off' over 20 small time-steps a quasi-

impulse ofvoltage is simulated atnode 1 as illustratedin Figure 16. Integration

of the impulse shows that the area under the impulse is approximately correct

at 5.L96 Volü-seconds. This accuracy is good given the ratio of event duration

( essentially 10 ps ) to small time step size ( 1 ps ). The accuracy would not be

10 mÌI

Device # 1
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as good with a one time-step turn-offof the GTO devices. In fact, \Mith a one-

step turn-offthe solution canbe completelywrong. While practical GTO devices

would certainly fail from the impulse plotted in Figure 16, the example does

demonstrate the ability of the simulation method to handle unusual situations

with accuracy.

x1 o6

o
()
Þo€

Time seconds

Figure 16. Node l Voltage Impulse for Figure 15 Circuit
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For many simulation cases it is adequate to have an on/offbinary representa-

tion for the switching device instead of using the characteristic curve to repre-

sent the device. The program allows for this simpler representation as well. Uti-

lizing this feature ofben leads to a significant reduction in simulation time.

Savings in simulation time of about 4 }Vohavebeen obtained in some simulations

where the feature \Mas used. Ttre user canidentifywhich devices canbemodeled

as binary switches and which devices require detailed representation. For in-

stance, a Graetzbridge rectifier fed from a low impedance source and supplying

a dc smoothing inductor might be modelled as binary switches because itis opera-

tion is well understood and it is somewhat isolated from fast transients in the

remainder ofthe system. On the otherhand,less well understood apparatus will

often require representation of the devices according to the characteristic

Node 1 Voltage
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curves. The use of two time-step sizes to accurately locate switching events is

used whether devices are represented according to characteristic curves or as

binary on/offswitches.

3.4 ModifTcation of the Conventional Algorith-m for Suppression of
Numerical Oscillations

The prototype program is based on the Dommel algorithm [ 16 ] for nodal-ad-

mittance circuit analysis.

In the Dommel t 16I l22l algorithm, the branch equations for resistors, in-

ductors and capacitors can be written in the form

i( t ) - s v( t )+I¡*"( t - LT ) Eqn. 8

by the application of the trapezoidal rule ofintegration. This form is clearþ rec-

ognizable as a conductance and parallel current source as shown in Figure 17.

Inn( t-Ar )

+

v(t)

Figure 17. The Branch Equivalent in the Dommel Algorithm

Similar matrix equations can be developed for mutually coupled branches such

as transforrners and other elements such as transmission lines. Term.s with the
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suffi.x ( t - 
^T 

) represent ( or are entirely derived from ) branch voltages and cur-

rents known at the beginning of a time-step of duration ÂT. Node voltages at

the end. of a time-step from ( t - 
^T 

) to t are obtained by solving for the node

voltages in a network consisting of conductances g and parallel current sources

Ir*( t- 
^T 

). The solution for the node voltages at t involves the solution of the

matrix equation

tGlIv(r)]=[/] Eqn. 9

where t G I is the conductance matrix; t v( t ) I is the vector ofunknown voltages

at t; and t I I is the vector of total current injections into each node. These injec-

tions include injections from machines or other state equation based models in-

terfaced to the main network solution. I I ] can also include terms corresponding

to voltage and current sources defined for time t. Once node voltages v( t ) are

obtained, the application of Eqn. 8 for each branch will yield i( t ), the branch

currents at the end of the time-step.

In the conventional Dommet atgorithm the solution at t is complete at this

point and the solution of the next time-step can begin. However, this chapter

describes a modification which can be implemented in order to eliminate the two

time-step numerical oscillations which are sometimes observed in the pure

Dommel algorithm for capacitive loops and inductive nodes [ 18 ]. This tech-

nique for suppression of numerical oscillations consists of additional action at

the end of the conventional time-step described above.

The first prescribed action is to interpolate all node voltages and branch cur-

rents at ( t- 
^T 

) \Mith corresponding quantities at t in order to estimate branch

currents li(t- LT/2) I and node voltages I v( t- 
^T/2 

) ]. All series voltage sources

are also interpolatedto obtain sources p(t- LT/z ). Itis also necessaryto obtain
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the capacitor voltages at (t- LTlz ) for branches consisting of a series inductor

and capacitor.

A time-step is next taken from (t- LT/z ) to t using an additional I G ] matrix

maintained for time-steps of length LT/z. One advantage of this technique is

that current injections from machines and other state variable type models in-

terfaced for the ( t- 
^T 

) to t solution are the same for the (t- LT/z ) to t solution

and need not be recalculated. The limited involvement of machines and otJrer

models in the numerical oscillation suppression technique is acceptable because

adequate methods exist t 17 I and have been used for suppression of two time-

step numerical oscillations betweenthe model solutions and main network solu-

tion.

P(t)= l0cosal t
t=0

Figure 18. Circuit for Illustration of Numerical Oscillation

Figure 18 illustrates a very simple network which can be used to d.emon-

strate the effectiveness of the numerical oscillation suppression technique. It

consists of a 10 V cosine voltage source driving current through aninductor and

a switch connected. in series. The switch is initially closed but is opened at exact-

ly the instant that current goes through zero. For discussion pu{poses, this time

is referred to as t = 0.0 seconds. In the open condition the switch is represented

by a resistance of 10 
6 Oh-r. Application of the basic Dommel trapezoidal rule
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to the inductive branch with a series independent voltage source yields conduc-

tance

g¡= LT /2L

and history current

Eqn. 1-0

Ir,( t-^T ) = il(t-ÂT)+gllp(t) +p( t-^T )-vr( t-^T )l Eqn. L1

Opening the switch att = 0, corresponding to a currertt zero, gives initial condi-

tions ofil( 0 - ) and vr( 0 - ) both equal to 0 and a pre-existing voltage source

of p( O - ) equal to 10 volts. Under those circumstances the conventional solution

method will produce an erroneous numerical oscillation in the node 1 voltage.

The voltage oscillates around the true solution of 10 volts as illustrated in Figure

19.

19.92 r9.76

AT=50 ps I
Figure 19. Numerical Oscillation of Node 1 voltage inFigure 18
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19.92

9.96

Ir//i
9.99984

10.04

I
10.00016

9.96

Â T=50 p s

Figure 20. Effect of the Numerical Oscillation Elimination Technique

On the other hand, when the numerical oscillation suppression technique is

used, the erroneous numerical oscillation is removed from the solution very

quickly as illustrated by the curve in Figure 20 ( not to scale ). In Figure 20,

the voltage solution closely approaches the true solution of 10 volts in two time
steps.

The numerical oscillation suppression technique is similarly effective for ca-

pacitive loops. Chapter 5 presents simulation results for the thesis apparatus.

No numerical oscillations existin solutions forthe capacitive loops andinductive

nodes in that larger apparatus.

3.5 Structure of the Overall Program

A simplified flow chart for the prototype program is shown in Figure 21. The

inclusion of the simulation techniques into the program is described below \¡¡ith

reference to the flow chart. The main program loop in the flow chart ( shown as

a wider line in Figure 21 ) corresponds to the processing of one time-step of size

ÂT1 of the simulation solution from ( t - Att ) to t.
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Read data and initial conditions

Restore the conditions
that existed before the

rejected large
time-step and
request a small
time-step size.

( See Figure22.)

Select t based on time-step size ÂT1 and ( t - 
^T1 

)

Set up the Sparse
Matrices

Note:
Rejection of a

large time-step
in A causes
the next
time-step
to be small.

Is it necessary to reject
a large time-step and
to chanse to a small
time-st"ep size for
switching reasons ?

Output the valid ( t - AT1 ) solution

Finished ?

Adjust device characteristic if required

Find a solution at t

Adjust representation of devices
ifrequired

Shift the
( t-^T1 -ÂTz ) solution to the (t-aT1 -ÃTz-ÂTs ) register;
the ( t - ÂTr ) solution to the ( t - aT1 - ÂTz ) register; and the
the ( t) solution to the ( t-AT1 ) register. ( See Figure22.)

Select the next time-step size ( Iarge or small )

--7rÈJI
\\

Figure 21. Flow Chart for the Prototype Simulation Program
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The operation block labelled DR,MR in the flow chart is a user-supplied

FORTRAN subroutine which makes calls to existing subroutines for modelling

control blocks, machines, phase-locked<scillators, bridge-firing logic, and

breaker 1ogic. The DRIVER subroutine has access to a FORTRAN COMMON

block of memory shared with the main program. DRI\IER uses the memory

block to monitor the system condition; to signal switching events; and to define

sources.

Reference to Figure 21 shows that the DRI\IER subroutine is called once

prior to processing the block labelled H. The block tabelled H finalizes the list

of fitled positions in the sparse I G ] matrix which is used in solving for node volt-

ages in Eqn. g 123l. This sequence of processing provides the opportunity for

the first call to a subroutine within DRI\IER to enter branches into the network

to be simulated. Accordingly, the bridge-firing subroutines in DRIVER can be

made to enter the branches required to represent the bridge without the need

for any entry in the data file. A similar approach is taken with respect to enter-

ing the interface conductances required [ 17 ] by the machine state-variable

model which is called in DRIVER and interfaced to the main network solution.

When the characteristic curve for a device needs to be adjusted as shown in

Figure 10 then the adjusting is done in the block labelled B in the flow chart

illustrated in Figure 21. Changes to device characteristics are initiated in re-

sponse to signals from the DRI\¡ER subroutine.

The actual solution for the ( t - 
^T1 

) to t time-step occurs in the block labelled

C. The process conducted in block C includes the numerical oscillation elimina-

tion procedure described in Section 3.4.

Immediately after the solution at t is obtained in the block labelled C, the

code in the block labelled D determines which devices are not being properly rep-
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resented in the network according to their characteristic curves. An adjustment

to the device representation ( i.e. source E and resistance R in Figure 11 ) is re-

quested for any device which is not properly represented for the current through

the device. If any adjustments are made then the block labelled E requests an

iteration of the solution in block C followed by another check of device represen-

tation in block D. When no further iteration is requested then the solution at

t is tentativelY accePted.

Memory Block 4 Memory Block 3 Memory Block 2 Memory Block 1

Not
Stored

I

I

I
I

I

ÂTe 
**

I
'Second Previous

SteP

ÂTz 
**

First Previous
Step

ÀTr

Current
Step

* Restoration operation after rejection ofa large step'

**Time-stepsATl,ÂT2,andAT3neednotbethesamesize.

Figure 22. storage of a sequence of solutions in the Progrnm

Figure 22 illustrates memory blocks used for recording the network solution

obtained in earlier time-steps. When the time-step ÂT1 from ( t - lTt ) to t gives

a new solution at t then the former solutions are shifbed one memory block to the

left in Figure 22. This is d,one in the operation block labelled F in Figure 21.

When a large time-step steps over a switching event then the program rejects

the large time-step in favour of small time-steps to locate the event more accu-

rately. These rejections are triggered in the block labelled A in the flow chart.

When the large time-step is rejected then the condition of the system is restored

to that which existed prior to the large time-step. In Figure2?the restoration

Condition at
(t-^T1)

Condition at
(t-^T1 -

ÂTz )

Condition at
(t-aT1 -

ATz - ÂTs )
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coïTesponds to shifting earlier solutions one memoryblockto the right' This oc-

curs in the operation block labelled G in the flow chart.

The above discussion of the flow chart in Figure 21 serves to identifr the gen-

eral sequence of processing employed in the prototype proglam.

The prototype program is intended to simulate power electronic circuits in

power systems and. potentially large systems have to be handled. The larger of

two time-step sizes is the default step size for the simulation. Small time-steps

are used to locate and carry out changes to device characteristics and iteration

is used to assure that solution points fall on the device characteristics. The ap-

proach of using small time-steps only during switching events and not during

the entire simulation greatly reduces the computational effort. computationis

further red.uced by obtaining the solution for node voltages I v( t ) ] in Eqn 9 by

forward triangularization and, back substitution rather than by inversion. A

sparse matrix technique has been implemented which is similar to one which

has been used in the popular EMTP program t 23 l. In addition, the most effec-

tive method of "near optimal" node numbering suggested by Tinney and Walker

[ 28 ] has been implemented in order to maintain sparsity in the forward triangu-

larizationprocess. Row elimination is practised intheforwardtriangulariza-

tion [ 16 ], I zB ] so that when a branch is changed triangularization can be

started. at the row number associat€d with the smallest node number for the

branch.

A further technique, not yet implemented, is to break larger networks into

subsystems connected by travelling-wave transmission lines as is done in the

program EMTDC t 1Z l. fime-step solutions in each subsystem would be solved

independently usingEqn. 8 separately prepared for each subsystem' This inde-

pend.ent solution of the subsystems would perrnit one to choose the most appro-
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priate time-step size for the next time-step in a subsystem regardless of the ti-

me-step size chosen for the other subsystems. Travelling-wave transmission

line models typically include a vector to store the profile of the travelling-wave

of current incident on a subsystem. subsystems connected by a travelling-wave

transmission line model do not need to use simultaneous time-steps of the sâme

size because the current injections for a subsystem solution can be obtained by

interpolating between the points in the vector. Solving a large network as sever-

al subsystems permits using a single large time-step in most subsystems simul-

taneously with the use of small time-steps in any subsystem that requires the

small time-step size for switching. Ttre ability to split the network into subsys-

tems and to choose the most appropriate time-step size for each subsystem be-

comes very important when the number of devices in the network becomes large.

The importance of splitting a network containing a large number of power

electronic devices into subsystems can be made clear by considering the conse-

quences of continuing to add devices to a network solved as a single subsystem.

By continuing to increase the number of devices in the single subsystem the situ-

ation would arise where there would almost always be a switching event being

located or a characteristic cun/e being modified throughout the duration of the

simulation. Locating a switching event or changing a characteristic curve re-

quires the use of small time-steps. consequently, the benefit of having a large

time-step size available wouldbe virtuallylostbecause the small time-step size

would be used for nearly the entire simulation ofthe large network. On the other

hand., splitting a network containing many devices into smaller subsystems

would reduce the number of devices in each subsystem. The reduced number

of devices in each subsystem would allow the simulation of the subsystems to

proceed more quicklybecause the small time-steps would be needed for a small-

er fraction of the simulation time in each subsystem.
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3.6 Modelling Interaction of d and q Axis Mutual Fluxes in Round
Rotor Inductio¡ llt¿shines Due to Saturation

An improved method of representing the saturation of the main flux path in

a round rotor ind.uction machine was d.eveloped as part of the thesis work' Much

of this aspect of the work has been anticipated in a paper t 14 I presented at the

lggg IEEE power Engineering SocietyWinter Meeting. Unfortunately the pa-

per was not published in the IEEE Tbansactions on Energy Conversion until

June, 1gg1. The presentation of the method below with laboratory verification

will thus serve as a con-firmation of the technique described by Hallenius et al

t141.

Self-excitation of the induction machine described in Appendix I \¡¡as con-

ducted in the laboratory with three 170 pF capacitors connected in delta configu-

ration on the machine terminals. The dynamic voltage build-up observedis as

illustrated in Figure 28. The unmodified transients simulation model for the in-

duction machine first employed gave a voltage build-up during transients simu-

lation of self-excitation as illustrated in Figure 24. Itcan be seen that the origi-

nal simulation model did predict the correct final operating voltage of

approximately 420 volts line-trline peak. One p.u. voltage is 294 volts line-to-

line peak. However, there are two notable differences in the dynamics ofthe volt-

age build-up to be noticed when comparing the original simulation results and

the actual voltage build-uP.

The most important difference in d.ynamics relates to the rate of build-up of

voltage once saturation of the main flux becomes a significant factor. The labora-

tory measured voltage in Figure 23 rises from 1.0 p.u. voltage (294.0 volts line-

to-line peak ) to approximately the final voltage level in approximately 6 cycles.

However, the voltage build-up from 1.0 p.u. voltage using the original tran-

sients simulation mod.el extended over about 15 cycles as illustrated in Figure
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24. This difference in dynamics is significant and is discussed below following

the disposal of the second difference.

A second and less signifi.cant difference in the dynamics of voltage build-up

relates to the rate ofvoltagebuild-up atlowerlevels of saturation. It canbe seen

that at lower levels of voltage the build-up predicted by the transients simula-

tion model and illustrated in Figurc 24 occurs more quickly than the actual

build-up illustrated in Figure 23. This difference atlow voltage is less impor-

tant to the thesis work because the machine is operated at 1.0 p.u. voltage in the

thesis apparatus. The difference is very likely at least partially related to the

simple representationofthe saturationcurveinthe transients simulationmodel

of the machine. In Appendix I a table is given for measured p.u. magnetizing

reactance versus p.u. air-gap voltage. It can be seen that the largest magnetiz-

V.,
b

0.416

Representation of the
magnetizing curve used in the
transients simulation Program

Improvement in rePresenting
the magnetizing curve ( not implemented )

0.L45

Figure 25. ADetail of a Magnetrzing curve at Low voltage

ing reactance is 2.86 p.u. which occurs at 0.416 p.u. air-gap voltage. In the tran-

sients simulation model the magn etizingcurve below 0.416 p.u. voltage is repre-

sented by a straight line through the origin with slope X* = 2'86 p'u' as

illustrated in Figure 25by the solid curve. However, authors Elder, Boys, and
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'Woodwar dl24l have shown that the magnetizing curve is more properly repre-

sented according to a curve such as the dashed line in Figure 25. This more de-

tailed representation ofthe saturation curve at low levels ofvoltage has not been

implemented because the dynamics of the voltage build-up at such low levels

of voltage is not a significant factor in designing the control system for the thesis

apparatus.

The original transients simulation model for the induction machine was re-

viewed and modified to better simulate the dynamic build-up of voltage for a

selÈexcited induction machine at higher levels of voltage where saturation of

the main flux path is significant. In the dq axis representation of an induction

machine the state-variable description of d and q axis current derivatives are

given by matrix Equations 12 and 13.

Eqn 13

The components in the righthand side ( R.H.S. ) ofEqn. 12 represent respective-

ly voltages externally applied to the d and q axis windings, I Vaq ]; resistive volt-

age drops in the windings, I R¿q ] [ I¿q ]; and generation voltages for the wind-

ings, v I G¿q] [ Iaq ] . Theleft hand side ( L.H.S. ) ofEqn. 12 thus represents the

H l.l ['un][! 
.v["un

-1

]H

ï!
Eqn 12
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rates of change of flux linkages in the windings on the d and q axes. Eqn. 13 can

be re-written as Eqn' 14.

Eqn 14

The transients simulation model of a single cage induction machine includes

a stator ( armature ) winding and a rotor winding on the d axis and a stator wind-

ing and a rotor winding on the q axis. In that case, the L.H.S. of Eqn. 14 can be

expanded as shown in Eqn. 15. In Eqn. 15 the mutual d-axis flux linkage has

subscript "md" and the mutual q-axis flux linkage has subscript "mq'.

HIL ]H

-t
dÀ ¿

dt
bu

dr

bu
dr

dÀ t ¿
dt

dr 
o

dr

aI rq
dr

-1

dÀ rd
dt

dÀ 
"¿

dt

df sq

dt

t'o
dr

Eqn 15

The stator d-axis winding flux linkage is given the subscript "d" and the stator

q-axis winding ftux linkage is given the subscript "q". Similarly, the rotor d-axis

winding flux linkage is given the subscript "kd" and the rotor q-axis winding



flux linkage is given the subscript "kq". The second vector on the R.H.S. of Eqn.

15 represents the vector of rates of change of leakage flux linkages.

If one assumes no interaction between the d and q axis flux linkages due to

saturation then the vector of rate of change of mutual flux linkages in Eqn. 15

can be expressed according to Eqn. 16. The winding currents in Eqn. 16 have the

same subscripts as are assigned above to the winding flux linkages. Similarly,

the mutual inductances have the same subscripts as are assigned above to the

mutual flux linkages. The vector of rates of change of leakage flux linkages in

Eqn. 15 is expressed in Eqn. 17. Inductance L. and L, are respectively the stator

and rotor leakage inductances.

bu
dr

dI *d

dIJ

dr

t=n
dr

bn
dr

dr

dItd
dr

dIn

dr

dI tq
dr

Eqn 16
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dr rd
drj

dr

dÀ 
"d

dr

dIt ¿
dr

dIo
Eqn 17dr

dL sq

dr

%
dr

dr

dI tq
dr

Eqn. 16 will certainly be true if there is no saturation of the mutual induc-

tances. However, if there is saturation, then Eqn. 16 needs to be modified to ac-

count for interaction between the d and q axes. The d-axis and q-axis magnetiz-

ing currents which produce the d-axis and q-axis mutual flux linkages are

respectively:

and

rj
Iq

Ir¿
Irq

Imd

I rrro

Eqn 18

Eqn 19

The original induction machine model accounted for saturation by finding

the net magnetizing current as

T,=
^m

Eqn.20

and then using I-, to look-up the instantaneous magnetizing inductance l4rr.¡

at the operating point on the saturation curve as illustrated in Figure 28. The

value of l4r,.r obtained at a given instant in the simulation \Mas then assigned

to L-¿ and L-o in Eqn. 16. These inductances are shown below to be correct for

2
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constant ac voltage magnitude on the machine. However, such an approach is

too simple for representing the dynamics of voltage magnitude change.

The definitions for I*¿ and I-n contained in Eqns. 18 and 19 allow Eqn. 16

to be collapsed to Eqn. 21.

Eqn 21

The collapse ofEqn. 16 into Eqn. 21 reduces the task ofrepresentinginterac-

tion of d-axis and q-axis mutual flux linkages to the task of providing a more

realistic replacement for Eqn. 21. In order to develop the modified version of

Eqn. 21 one can coûrmence with a simple system of two perpendicular sinusoi-

dally distributed windings "d" and "q" ott a round magnetic core as illustrated

in Figure 26. It is assumed that I-¿ flows in winding d in Figure 26 and I-o flows

in winding q. Referring to Figure 27 ,themain flux Ç will fall on the same angle

p with respect to the q-axis as the net magnetizing current I-'because of the

symmetry of the round core.

H
Lmd

Fd
L*q
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Figure 26. Perpendicular D and Q Axis Windings on a Core

Imd

Àmd

It is clear from Figure 27 thlat

Xmd = Àm sin P

and Xmq = X- cos P

I*q

Figure 27. Alignment of the Main Flux and Net Magnetizing Current

I;

F,qn.22

Eqn.23

l" ma
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Taking the derivative of Eqn.22 and 23 with respect to time yields

dÀ o,d dX o, sinp + À- coso 
uo 

¡,qn.24
drdr

dÀ mq dI-
= cosp -

dr

= dr

Figure 27 also illustrates that

^ . dp
^m 

srnp_
dr

Imd
I,rr'

Eqn. 25

and

With reference to Eqn. 20 and Figure 27 it can be determined that

sinp = Eqn.26

E,qn.27

Eqn.28

Eqn.29

Eqn.30

Eqn.31

T

coso = 
-mq

tTt rm

õI t; = 
I-q
Im'

= 
Imd
r-'

Linst r#

r. dI*
! lnc

dr

ôI me

õI 
"i

ôI md

In Figure 27 t}:re main flux Ç is related to the net magnetizing current f-,
accordingto a saturationcurve suchasillustratedinFigure 28. Atthe operating

point in Figure 28

and

and

l"m =

dx-
dr
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Operating Point

Figure 28. Inductances Defined on a Saturation Curve

Eqns. 28 and 29 allow Eqn. 31 to be expanded to Eqn. 32.

dÀ*

The Slope of the Line Through the
Origin Defines the Instantaneous

dp

r. Imd dlmd ." r. I*q
-lnc 

- 

= -rncr; dr r;

The Slope of
the Tangent Line

Defines the
Incremental Inductance

L in.

d Ime

dr
Eqn.32

dr

With further reference to Figure 27

P=tu"1t+]

Eqn. 33 can be used to develop Eqn. 34.

Eqn. 33

Irr,q dI-d Imd dlma
Eqn. 34

dr TÅ, dt rn4' dt

Substituting Eqns. 26,27,32, and 34 into Eqns. 24 and 25 gives a replace-

ment for Eqn. 21, namely:



dÀ *d
dr

dÀ ma

t I-q
Lç
l- Imd
t-

L r-,

L3= ["t. l,irrst]

Lirr.ti

Lirr.t+

I-q r-d

dr

- dl*d
dr

dlme
Eqn.35

Eqn. 36

Eqn. 37

Eqn 39

where

L1 =

T_tr2

L inst

L inst

t'

t'

t'

l'
Eqn.38

Tt2tln

Substituting Eqns. 18 and 19 into Eqn. 35 allows an expansion of Eqn. 35 to

give Eqn. 39. Eqn. 39 provides a replacement for Eqn. 16 and describes mutual

inductance terms between the d and q axes.

dÀ -d
dr

%u
dr

%n
dr

%n

.tJ
dr

dIt ¿
dr

L
dr

b
dr

Finally, a ne\ry expression for I L ] in Eqn. 13 is obtained by adding the leakage

inductance matrix in Eqn. 17 to the mutual inductance matrix in Eqn. 39. Fig-



ure 29 illustrates the simulated build-up ofvoltage obtained using the the mu-

tual inductance matrix of Eqn. 39. Comparison ofFigure 29 \Mith the actual volt-

age in Figure 23 shows that the build-up of voltage using the new simulation

model correctly continues until a few cycles before the final ac voltage is reached.

This contrasts with the slow approach to the final operating voltage illustrated

in Figure 24for the old induction machine model.
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Figure 29 SelÈExcitation According to the Modified Machine Model

In closing the discussion of the induction machine model it should be noted

that the old and new induction machine models both predict the sarne final level

of self-excitationvoltage. In this regard compare Figures 24 and29. This corre-

lation is easily explained by the fact that at constant À- the mutual inductance

matrix for the new model in Eqn. 39 can be reduced to the mutual inductance

matrix in Eqn. 16 which is used for the old induction machine model. This result

is readily obtained having regard to two points. As a first point, when Ç is con-

stant any term in Eqns. 36,37 , and 38 containing Lir,. drops out because the rate

of change of I-, will also be zero. As a second point, when f-, is constant the rate
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ofchange ofI-¿ can be expressed

versa. In this regard see Eqn. 20.

be written as

dÀ -d
dr

dl' ma

in terms of the rate of change of I-o and vice

Whenthese points are consideredEqn. 35 can

dr*d
dr

dlme
Eqn. 40

dr dr

which is the same as for the original model.

This chapter has described the preparation of simulation tools. A prototype

transients simulation program has been described whichis particularly adapted

for the simulation of switching devices in power system networks. A description

has also been given of modifications to an induction machine model implem-

ented to facilitate the more correct simulation of selÈexcitation dynamics.

Chapter 4 describes the control algorithm developed for the thesis apparatus.

The prototype transients simulation program was instrumental in developing

and testing the control algorithm prior to building the apparatus.

L inst
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Chapter Four

The Control System Design

4.1 Introduetion

This chapter describes a control system for the apparatus illustrated in Fig-

ure 30. The control system provides a duty-cycle order p to the voltage-boost

converter and a firing delay-angle a to the rectifier. The described control sys-

tem consists of a feed-forward control for quick response to sudden load changes

combined \Mith a feed-back control to correct for any error in the feed-forward

control. Some error in the feed-forward control can be expected because of the

eïTors and simplifi.cations in the model used in the feed-forward control. A sim-

plified schematic of the apparatus and a condensedblock diagram of the control

system are illustrated in Figure 31.

The control system outlined in Figure 31is designed to meet the control re-

quirements of the apparatus during both steady running and transient condi-

tions. The Load Voltage PI Controller shown in Figure 31 monitors error in ac

load voltage and produces a dc capacitor voltage reference signal, VIr"f. V1r"¡is

passed to the Power Order Control Block in the Main Control. The Main Control

responds to V1r"¡and controls the dc capacitor voltage V1 so as to obtain the re-

quested ac load voltage.

The Power Order Control Block shown in Figure 31 receives V1r"¡ and creates

a p.u. power order. The power order is essentially the measured load power ( VI

times I¡ ) plus additional ( typically smaller ) components of power to regulate

Vl accordingtoVlr"¡. These additional components ofpower ( describedin alater

section ) compensate for expected errors in the measurement of the load power

as well as providing correction ofVl during start-up and other transient condi-

tions.
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The power ord.er is implemented by passing it along with machine speed t'o

the Look-up Tables shownin Figure 31. The tables provide basic reference val-

ues for dc current l¿*(ord) and dc voltage V¿*(ord)' The Look-up Tables are

based on curves such as illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. The value of la*(ord) pro-

vided by the tables is equal to a pre-calculated magnitude of dc current I¿ in-

tended to provide operation of the machine at approximately 1'0 p'u' voltage for

the given combination ofmachine speed and power order. The product of I¿*(ord)

and V¿*(ord) provided by the tables is always equal to the input powel order'

I¿*(ord) and Va*(ord) are provided in an essentially open-loop feed-forward

manner because they depend mainly on measured machine speed and load pov/-

er.

The Voltage-boost Converter Controller receives the basic dc voltage ord'er

V¿*(ord) and ( after minor adjustments described in a later section ) produces

a TargetVoltage which is the reference for controlling the average voltage at the

load end of the dc inductor. The Voltage-boost Converter Controller controls the

voltage-boost converter by means of a duty--cycle order p. The duty-cycle order

B specifies the time Toçthat the GTO device is turned "off' during a period ofthe

voltage-boost converter according to Toff= Þ x Trn¡" where T'ç is the period of the

voltage-boost converter. The dc capacitor voltage Vl is only applied to the load

end of the dc inductorwhen the GTO device is turned'off'. The average voltage

at the load end of the dc inductor is therefore equal to p times Vl during a period

of the voltage-boost converter. The Voltage-boost Converter Controller accord-

ingly selects B in order to provide the Target voltage voltage at the load end of

the dc ind.uctor as closely as possible having regard to the available dc capacitor

voltage V1. The Voltage-boost Converter Controller also creates a signal V"o-p

representingthe actual averagevoltage attheloadend ofthe dcinductorbymul-

tiplying the actual duty-cycle B* times vr. The signalv"omp is then passed to the



Rectifier Current Controller where it forms the main component of the final dc

voltage order Va(ord).

The Rectifier Current Controller receives the basic dc current order la*(ord)

and adjusts it to provide a final dc current order for controlling I¿. The adjust-

ments to l¿*(ord) ( described in a later section ) remove oscillations in machine

voltage magnitude V- and also overcome errors in steady running so as to cause

V- to settle to L.0 p.u. voltage. The Rectifier Current Controller supplements

V"o-p received from the Voltage-boost Converter Controller by adding a compo-

nent V¿(adj) in order to produce the final dc voltage order V¿(ord). The resultant

final dc voltage order V¿(ord) controls the rectifier output voltage V¿ so as to ad-

just I¿ to the necessary level.

The control action briefly described above regulates V¿ and I¿ during steady

running so that the machine voltage is regulated to 1.0 p.u. voltage and the nec-

essary power is supplied to the load. As part of this action the inverter dc capaci-

tor voltage V1 is also regulated. However, the control system also responds

quickly and accurately during transients such as those which occur after a sud-

den large load change. The rapid response of the control system is attributable

to the fact that changes in the measured load power are carried through the con-

trol signal paths described above in a feed-forward manner and cause changes

in both the final dc cunent order l¿(ord) and the final dc voltage order V¿(ord)

to occur within approximately one period ofthe voltage-boost converter ( e.g. 1.0

msec. ).

The selection of the dc inductor and dc capacitor sizes is described in this

chapter. The twelve pulse voltage-sourced inverter illustrated in Figure 30 is

of standard design and is described with filters in Appendix III.
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The schematic for the Main Control is illustrated in detail in Figure 32. For

explanation pu{poses the schematic illustrated in Figure 32 is divided into three

parts illustrated in Figures 34, 35, and 36. A slightly more detailed description

of the parts and their interaction is given in the next section. Detailed explana-

tions of the schematics in Figures 34, 35, and 36 are given in later sections of this

chapter. It is suggested that readers refer to Figures 34,35, and 36 to study the

individual parts of the control and that Figure 32 should only be used as an over-

all connection diagram.

4.2 A General Description of the Control System

This section describes the basic control loops and their interaction. Tban-

sients simulation has been used to develop and test the operation of the control

system. In addition to transients simulation, the Main Control illustrated in

Figure 32 has also been tested on digital control hardware builtin the laborato-

ry. The laboratory verifi.cation is described in Chapter 6. The general descrip-

tion presented in this section consists of brief descriptions of the Power Order

Control Block, the Look-up Tables andVoltage-boost Converter Controller, and

the Rectifier Current Controller illustrated respectively in Figures 34, 35, and

36.

Chapter 1 describes the choice of apparatus configuration illustrated in Fig-

ure 30 and explains the function of the voltage-boost converter. The voltage-

boost converter acts as a interface for matching the variable dc output voltage

of the Graetzbridge rectifier to the relatively-fixed dc voltage Vl on the inverter

dc capacitor. Vlis not actually fixed but in fact must be regulated over a range

of about 10 percent in order to offset an ac voltage drop in the inverter transfom.-

ers whichvaries with the acload current. In transient simulations of the exam-

ple systemVl is regulatedin the range between 310 and 340 volts. The dc capaci-
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tor voltage order Vrr"r is developed by the Load Voltage PI ( proportional-

integral ) Controller illustrated in Figure 33 which responds to error in the ac

Vacref

= 120
volts

{<

These
limits are
non-stick
limits.

Va(load)

Vb(load)

Vc(load)

vlt"f
passed

to
Main
Control

in
Figure

31.

Tx = 0.006 sec.

Ty = 0'033 sec'

K = I.25

Figure 33. The ac Load Voltage PI Controller

load voltage. Vlreris passed to the Main Control illustrated in Figure 32. The

Load Voltage PI Controller changes VJr"¡ so as to obtain the necessary dc capaci-

tor voltage Vl to maintain rated ac load voltage.

The Power Order Control Block schematic illustrated in Figure 34 is an ex-

cerpt from the Main Control illustrated in Figure 32. The Power Order Control

Block develops a po\Mer order for the pov¡er which must be supplied from the vol-

tage-boost converter to the inverter dc capacitor and the inverter in Figure 31

in order to regulate the capacitor voltage Vl according to Vrr"f. This power order

is developed essentially by measuring the power to the load and adding a compo-

nent of power to correct Vl toward VIr"f. With reference to Figures 31 and 34,

340 r- *

i,,o
340 r-
i,,o

l- + sT*
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vlref

is developed by the
ac Load Voltage
PI controller
illustrated in
Figure 33.

VI and IL
are measured
quantities as
illustrated in
Figure 31.

Symbols:

¡- magnitude
J hmit

ramp rate
limit
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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A signal to the Voltage-Boost
Converter Controller to
cause the GTO device to
conduct continuously due
to Overvoltage in V¡.
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Figure 35.

Look-up Tables and Voltageloost Converter Controller
shown in Figure 35

Figure 34. The Power Order Control Block
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r 0-12J o.o
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Out = 1.0 else
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and set Duty-Cycle Order to 0.
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the load power is the product of filtered signals for V1 and I¡. The schematic for

the Power Order Control Block is explained in detail in section 4.3.

Basic reference values for rectifier current order l¿*(ord) and rectifi.er voltage

orderV¿*(ord) are obtained by the control system from Look-up Tables as illus-

trated near the top of Figure 35. Measured machine speed and the developed

power order are used as the input arguments to the Look-up Tables. The power

order is provided by the Power Order Control Block as briefly described above

and machine speedis measured. The Tables are based on curves of l¿*(ord) and

V¿*(ord) developed as described in Chapter 2 and illustrated as in Figures 7 and

8. The Look-up Tables provide the model for the feed-forward part ofthe control

system. The look-up ofVa*(ord) and l¿*(ord) in the digital control built for the

test apparatus was accomplished by two-dimensional interpolation between

points in the curves. The schematic for the Look-up Tables and Voltage-boost

Converter Controller shown in Figure 35 is integrated into the Main Control

schematic as shown in the center of Figure 32.

The values of la*(ord) and V¿*(ord) change very quickly during a sudden load

change because they are both directly developed from the measured load po\trer.

In turn, the feed-forward part of the control system responds very quickly to

these sudden changes in l¿*(ord) and V¿*(ord).

The current order l¿*(ord) from the Look-up Table in Figure 35 is passed to

the Rectifier Current Controller as the basic dc current order. The schematic for

the Rectifier Current Controller illustrated in Figure 36 is taken from the left

hand side of the Main Control schematic illustrated in Figure 32. The Rectifier

Current Controller is described in detail later in section 4.5.

The Voltage-Boost Converter Controller is illustrated in the lower part of

Figure 35. The basic dcvoltage orderV¿*(ord) and the measuredinverter capac-



itorvoltageVl are usedbytheVoltage-boost Converter Controller to develop the

duty-+ycle order p for the voltage-boost converter. This Controller selects the

duty-cycle order B so as to cause the average voltage at the load end of the dc

inductor in Figure 31 to be equal to the Target Voltage which is approximately

equal to V¿*(ord). The average voltage at the load end of the inductor can be con-

trolledin steadyrunningbecauseitis the productofmeasuredVl andthe specifi-

able duty-cycle order p. The Target Voltage is adjusted \Mith respect to V¿*(ord)

by a factor ( I¿*(ord) / fu ¡ when the actual dc current I¿ is not equal Ia*(ord). The

adjustment is described in detail in section 4.4.

The Voltage-boost Converter Controller illustrated in Figure 35 also multi-

plies the actual duty-cycle p* times the inverter capacitor voltage Vy to produce

a compensation signal, V.o-p for the Rectifier Current Controller. V.o,,,o pro-

vides the RectifierCurrentControllerwith a smoothcompensation signalforthe

actual average voltage at the load end ofthe dc inductor. V.o-ois up-dated once

per cycle of the voltage-boost converter ( i.e. each msec. in the test apparatus ).

The Rectifier Current Controller, illustrated in Figure 36, uses V.o-o as the main

component of the final rectifier voltage order, Va(ord). Therefore, a sudden

change in average voltage at the load end of the dc inductor due to load change

will be quicklyrepresentedinV.o*p and cause a correspondingprompt and accu-

rate change to V¿(ord). The rapid and accurate adjustment ofV¿(ord) prevents

a large overshoot or undershoot in the dc current I¿ following a sudden load

change.

The two most severe load changes are full-load rejection and sudden switch-

ing on of full-load from an initially unloaded condition. Load rejection mustbe

promptly followed by essentially continuous conduction of the GTO device in the

voltage-boost converter in Figure 31 to avoid an overvoltage in Vl.
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The inductance of the dc inductor is chosen to limit excursions of dc current

during sudden load changes. Sudden continuous conduction of the GTO device

following a load rejection causes the average voltage at the load end of the dcin-

ductorin Figure 31 to suddenly drop to essentially zero. For the test apparatus,

Figure 8 shows that the average voltage at the rectifier end of the inductor is ap-

proximately 255 volts prior to a full-load rejection ( assuming operation at 1.0

p.u. speed ). Loadrejectiontherefore causes an approximate step-voltageof 255

volts to be applied to the dc inductor due to the removal ofthe voltage at the load

end of the dc inductor. This step-voltage lasts until the rectifier output voltage

is brought downby the effect ofVco-p as described above. V"o-pis updated every

msec. in the test apparatus. However, a new firing pulse is generated for the six-

pulse rectifier at 60 Hz on average only every 2.77 tnsec. The discrete firing

times of the rectifier can thus cause delay in the reduction of the rectifier output

voltage V¿.

The inductance of the dc inductor in the test apparatus was chosen so as to

limit the transient change in I¿ following full load rejection. As indicated in Fig-

ure 7, the dc current I¿ in the test apparatus is approximately 22 Amps before

full load rejection at l-.0 p.u. speed. A 100 mH dc inductor was chosen so that

a nominal 255 volt step-voltage lasting 2.77 msec. would change I¿ by only about

7. L Amps. This represents an anticipated change in I¿ of about one-third follow-

ing full load rejection at 1.0 p.u. speed. The prompt effect of the compensation

signal V.o-p in helping the Rectifier Current Controller to control I¿ makes it un-

necessary to choose a larger inductance to limit the transient change in I¿. The

selected 100mH inductance is also adequate for limiting dc current ripple even

when rectifi.er delay angle approachs 90 degrees. Chapters 5 and 6 present sim-

ulation results backed up by actual test results illustrating the control of I¿ dur-

ing large load changes.
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Figure 37. Machine Voltage PI Control Loop

The inverterinput capacitor selected for the test apparatus is rated at7 .zmE,

not for ripple control, nor for transient response, but rather in order to select an

electrolytic capacitor large enough to be rated for the large ripple current carried

bythe capacitor. In simulations, capacitances as low as 1.6 mF \ilere used with-

out degrading the system transient response.

The Rectifi.er Current Controller, illustrated in Figure 36, monitors the ma-

chine voltages and fires the rectifier to control dc current so as to maintain 1.0

p.u. machine voltage magnitude. The Rectifier Current Controller accepts the

basic current order la*(ord) from the tables and modifies it to account for ma-

chine undervoltage or overvoltage as will be described in section 4.5. The modifi-

cations to the current order include adjusting the dc current order by adding a

cx 3 ¡-'
I

t -J-s
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tr
Vc

Vcr cos 0
Phase Comparator

Vsin Q
+

0 PhaseError

is the L of the 'y'f phase voltage sine wave.

Gains used in the test apparatus:

Tw = 0.0015 sec. K¡ = 1364.8 ( integral gain ) Kp = 170.6 ( proportional gain )

Characteristic Equation assuming an ideal phase comparaton

53 + A1S2+ AZS + A3 = Q where

Roofs:

A1= 1/T*

Ar= Kp/Tx

A3 - K¡/T¡

51 = 52 = -329.1 + j0
s3 = -8'41 +jo

Figure 38. Flow Diagrem for the Phase Locked Oscillator
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Va sin0
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+
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+
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component provided by a slow-acting integrator in the PI controller illustrated

in Figure 37 in the Rectifier Current Controller. The added feed-back compo-

nent eliminates steadyrunning errors in machine voltage V- which occur when

the feed-forward control alone is used to determine the final dc current order.

Figure 38 contains the schematic for the phase-locked-oscillator ( PLO ) 1o-

cated at the top ofFigure 36. The PLO is used to synchronize the rectifi.er firing

pulses with the variable frequency machine voltages. The PLO and other com-

ponents are described in more detail in sections 4.3 through 4.5.

4.3 The Power Order Control Block

This section gives a detailed description of the Power Order Control Block il-

lustrated in Figure 34. The Power Order Control Block provides a po\Ã¡er order

to control the power delivered by the voltage-boost converter to the inverter dc

capacitor and the inverter in Figure 31. The power order, developed for passing

to the Look-up Tables in Figure 35, is determined by four contributing factors

as follows:

i ) the p.u. power measured in the load current branch ( i.e. filtered V1 times

filtered I¡in Figure 3l- );

ii) a contribution to the power order in p.u. developed in the proportional

signal pathin Figure 34 having gain? /Yy"r( nominal ), for correctingun-

dervoltage in V1;

iii) a contribution to the power order in p.u. developed in the integral signal

path in Figure 34 having gain K4, for reducing the power-order due to

overvoltage in V1; and

iv) a speed-dependant lower limit on the power order, for preventing a final

po\iler order which would result in an duty-cycle order B between 0 and

0.05 for the voltag+boost converter.
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The net po\Mer to be delivered to the inverter dc capacitor and the inverter must

supply the required power to the load ( i.e. I¡ times Vl in Figure 31 ) and also

regulate Vy according to VIr"f. As discussed above, some error between V1 and

Vlref is acceptable during steady running because VL"¡is only an intermediate

signal whose value is controlled by a feedback PI controller attempting to regu-

late ac load voltage. The Load Voltage PI Controller is illustrated in Figure 33.

In order to develop the power order it is first necessary to measure the power

to the load. Signals for V1 and I¡ are filtered using low-pass single-pole filters

\Mith 2 msec. time constants ( i.e. Tr =Tz= 2 msec. in Figure 34 ). The purpose

of filtering is to attenuate the ripple on the measured values ofVl and I¡ caused

by the 1.0 kHz voltage-boost converter and the twelve-pulse 60I{zinverter. In

addition to this normallow-pass filteringthe maximumramp rate ofthe output

of the V¡ filter has been limited to 75 volts/msec. This additional step is accom-

plished by dynamically limiting the filter input V1 to a band within plus or minus

150 Volts of the present value of the filter output V1*, as illustrated in Figure 39.

A normal ripple on V¡, which is well within the plus or minus 150 Volt band, is

T = 2 milliseconds

Figure 39. The V1 Filter with a Ramp-Rate Limit

filtered without any effect due to the ramp rate limit. The ramp rate limit was

implemented in the V1 filter to moderate the consequences of a possible error in

Vl* + 150 V

tJ
Vr* - 150 V
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analog-trdigital ( A/D ) conversion ofVl in the test apparatus. The benefit of

the ramp-rate limit in the test apparatus is that one bad A,/D conversion for V¡

can cause no more than 4.2 volts of error in the filter output Vl* in the 56 lrsec.

before the next correct AID conversion. The ramprate limit was placed on the

V1 filter because the A/D converter for V1 was originally more vulnerable to elec-

trical noise than the other AID converters. The vulnerability to noise of the A/D

converter forV¡ was subsequently corrected in the test apparatus by routing the

analog signal for V1 through a linear opteisolator to separate the control system

ground from the power system neutral. However, ramp-rate limiting remains

a useful technique for moderating the effect of an A./D converter error for a slowly

varying quantity that is sampled at a relatively high rate. In addition to V1, the

machine speed signal is also conditioned by a ramp rate limiter as described in

section 4.4. Having obtained the filtered capacitor voltage V1* and the filtered

load current I¡, the measured load power in p.u. is obtained by multiplnng Vl*

by Il and subsequently by the inverse of the power base as illustrated in Figure

34.

The second factor, listed above, which contributes to the po\Mer{rder is the

proportional signal developed in the path having gain2 /Vlr"r( nominal ). As

illustrated in Figure 34, the input to the proportional path is inverter capacitor

voltage error and the output is positive when Vy is lower than Vyr"¡. The propor-

tional gain 2 / Vr"r ( nominal ) was chosen after laboratory testing so that the

po\iler order is increased by 0.02 p.u. when Vl is 0.01 p.u. low. The contribution

due to this factor is limited to between 0 and 0.12 p.u. po\trer. The 0 limit allows

a contribution onlywhenV¡ is too low. The limit of 0.12 p.u. po\ryer helps smooth

the start-up transient by preventing the basic po\Mer order from being more

than 0.L2 p.u. larger than the actual power measured in the load.
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The thirdfactorlisted above, which contributes to the power orderis a power

order reduction signal developed in the integrator in Figure 34 having gain K4

equal to 40. As illustrated in Figure 34, the input to the integrator is -1.0 when

no overvoltage exists inVl and the integrator output is then driven against the

lower non-stick integrator limit of -0.1 p.u. po\Mer. When an overvoltage in Vl

is sensed the integrator will receive an input of 1.0 and in 2.5 msec. the output

of the integrator will go positive and begin to reduce the power order. The lower

limit of 0 positioned after the integrator prevents a negative power order reduc-

tion. The integrator plays an important role when the load drops to a low level

such as 0.02 p.u. power. This role is described below afber an explanation of the

fourth factor listed above.

The fourth factor listed above, which contributes to the power order is a

speed-dependant lower limit on the po\¡¡er order. This limit, shown in Figure

34, prevents a final po\¡¡er order which would resultin an duty-cycle order B be-

tween 0 and 0.05 for the voltage-boost converter. If the power order before the

limit is negative then there is no reason to turn the GTO device "off' and in that

case the duty<ycle order B and the final po\Ã¡er order are both set to 0. Avoiding

duty--cycle orders between 0 and 0.05 ensures that when the voltage-boost con-

verter GTO device is turned "ofP it will not be turned back on for at least 0.05

periods ofthe voltage-boost converter. This allows plenty oftime for the turn-off

ofthe GTO device to be complete before the turn-on begins regardless ofthe type

of GTO device. A speed-dependant lower limit to the po\¡¡er order in the test

apparatus of 0.038 + 0.125 ( Speed p.u. - 0.95 ) avoids duty-cycle orders less

than approximately 0.05.

The equation for the speed-dependant lower limit is developed for the appa-

ratus by considering the Required Rectifier OperatingVoltage curves in Figure
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Figure 40. Required Rectifier Operating Voltages at Low Power Levels

8 at low levels of power. Average dc rectifier voltage during steady running is

approximately V1 times the actual duty--cycle p* of the voltage-boost converter.

Therefore, avoiding duty-cycle orders less than0.05 for anominalVl ofSl0Volts

corresponds to avoiding rectifier operating voltages less than 15.5 Volts during

steady running. Figure 40 shows a close-up of the low-power portion of Figure

8. For each speed curve in Figure 40, the power order should be maintained suf-

ficiently high so as to to avoid the portion of the curve below 15.5 Volts. The ap-

propriate minimum power level for each speed curve is marked on the power axis

inFigure 40. Figure 4L illustrates a curye ofthe minimum desired power order
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o.t14

o.o92

0.069

0.043

0.033
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Figure 41. Minimum Desired Power Order versus Speed

versus speed for the test apparatus. The expression for the po\trer order lower

limit, 0.038 + 0.125 ( Speed p.u. - 0.95 ), is a straight line approximation to the

curve in Figure 41 derived from Figure 40 by plotting minimum desired po\Mer

versus speed. Using this expression as the speed-dependant lower limit for the

power order avoids rectifi.er operating voltages less than 15.5 Volts and thus du-

ty-cycle orders between 0 and 0.05. Hard limits are placed on the duty-cycle

order in the Voltage-boost Converter Controller so as to prevent duty-cycle or-

ders between 0 and 0.05 during transient conditions.

As mentioned above, the integrator with gain K4 illustrated in Figure 34

plays an important role when the measured load power drops to low levels such

as 0.02 p.u. po\Ã¡er. The lower limit on the po\Ã¡er order is then generally active
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and holds the power order slightly higher than the measured load power. That

higher power order can cause the inverter capacitor voltage V1 to slowly drift, up-

ward. The integrator intervenes to prevent the overvoltage in Vr which other-

wise could occur.

The most rapid drift upward in V1 occurs for the highest I¿ which in turn oc-

curs during operation at the highest speed. In the test apparatus the highest

I¿ of40 Amps occurs atlow power and high speed as shown in Figure 7. The aver-

age current passed to the inverter capacitor is equal to the actual duty-cycle B*

times I¿. If the load current I¡ is negligibly small then the maximum average

current charging the capacitor in the test apparatus in these circumstances is

0.05 times 40 Amps or 2 Amps. The dc capacitor in the test apparatus is rated

at 7 .2 mF and therefore the fastest drift upward in V1 is 2 Amps / 7 .2 nf = O.27 7

Volts/msec.

As discussed above the integrator responds to overvoltage in 2.5 msec. and

begins to create a po\Mer order reduction. The integrator response time of 2.5

msec. is very acceptable in view of the rather slow maximum drift rate for V1 of

0.277Voltslmsec. Forlowloadpowers(e.g.0.02p.u.),thepowerorderreduction

created by the integrator eventually causes a negative po\üer order to exist

ahead ofthe lower limit ( e.g. 0.038 + 0.125( Speed p.u. - 0.95 ) ) applied to the

power order. The Rectifier Current Controller replaces such a negative power

order with a zero final power order and a zero duty-cycle order B as noted above.

The zero duty-cycle order B causes the GTO device in the voltage-boost conver-

ter to conduct continuously.

The integrator ( gain K4 = 40 in Figure 34 ) can also cause a power order re-

duction to remove overvoltage in Vl during operation when the power order is
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above its lower limit. Such a reduction may be required if the measurement of

load power is erroneously higher than the actual load power.

The function of the Power Order Control Block illustrated in Figure 34 is

summarized briefly as follows. The Power Order Control Block creates a power

order, for passing to the Look-up Tables, which specifies the power required to

supply the load and regulate V1. The control avoids power orders which would

lead to duty-cycle orders between 0 and 0.05. When the voltage-boost converter

GTO device should not be turned "off'then the power order is set to zero and a

signal is sentto theVoltage-boost Converter Controllerto cause continuous con-

duction of the GTO device.

4.4 The Look-up Tables and Yoltageboost Converter Controller

This section gives a detailed description of the Look-up Tables and the Volta-

gæboost Converter Controller illustrated in Figure 35. The Look-up Tables are

located at the top of the schematic in Figure 35 and the Voltage-boost Converter

Controller is located below the tables"

The Look-up Tables provide outputs l¿*(ord) and V¿*(ord) based on the pow-

er order provided by the Power Order Control Block and the measured machine

speed. In the test apparatus, machine speed is determined by measuring the

time required for the machine shaft, to turn one-quarter turn. Speed is the in-

verse of the quarter-turn rotation time multiplied by an appropriate scaling fac-

tor. A slotted disk and an light beam are used to sense the quarter turns. The

speed signal is filtered, as illustrated in Figure 35, using a filter with a time con-

stant of Ts = 33.0 msec. A ramp rate limit of 1.5 p.u. speed/sec. is included in

the machine speed filter in the test apparatus using the method illustrated in

Figure 39. This ramp rate limit limits the possible introduction of error to 1.25
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percent in 8.333 msec. which is the time it takes the shaft to turn a quarter turn

at 1.0 p.u. speed.

Extracting l¿*(ord) and V¿*(ord) from the Look-up Tables requires two-di-

mensional interpolation between points in the curves illustrated respectively in

Figures 7 and 8. The quantities l¿*(ord) and V¿*(ord) are approximate values

for the required average rectifier dc current and dc voltage which would supply

the ordered power and cause the machine voltage to be held at 1.0 p.u. voltage.

I¿*(ord) is provided to the Rectifier Current Controller as the basic dc current

order. SimilarlyV¿*(ord) provides the basis for the duty-cycle order p produced

by the Voltage-boost Converter Controller. The duty--cycle order p is selected

so as to control the voltage at the load end of the dc inductor to a TargetVoltage.

In steady running the rectifier outputvoltage is approximately equal to the volt-

age at the load end of the dc inductor.

The product of la*(ord) and Va*(ord) out of the Look-up Tables is always

equal to the required power order used as an input to the Look-up Tables. If
Ia*(ord) differs from the measured I¿ then the Target Voltage for the voltage at

the load end of the dc inductor is V¿*(ord) multiplied by a limited proportional

factor Ia*(ord)/Ia, as illustrated in Figure 35. The adjustment to V¿*(ord) is made

so that the ordered power can reach the load. The value of I¿ during steady run-

ning may be slightly different from I¿*(ord) due to error in Figure 7 and 8 cun¡es.

The Rectifier Current Controller ( discussed in detail in section 4.5 below ) con-

tains a PI controller which adjusts I¿ to correct for steady running errors and

bring machine voltage V- b 1-.0 p.u. voltage. The limits of 0.9 and 1.1 for the

Ia*(ord)Æ¿ factor, illustrated in Figure 35, reflect a maximum acceptable error

in the curves of plus or minus 10 percent. Laboratory test results presented in
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Chapter 6 verifrthat the limits of 0.9 and 1.1 provide good operation for the full

range of steady running conditions.

As illustrated in Figure 35, the duty-cycle order B is determined by dividing

the Target Voltage ( i.e. V¿*(ord) times a limifpfl value l¿*(ord)/Ia ) by the mea-

sured inverter capacitor voltage Vl* in the Divide and Limit block. Calculation

of the duty-cycle order p in this \May causes the average voltage at the load end

of the dc inductor to be equal to the Target Voltage when limits are not active.

In steady running the upper lìmit of 0.92 in Figure 35 \Mill not be active in the

test apparatus because the highest rectifier output voltage in Figure 8 ( 270

Volts)dividedbythe nominalinvertercapacitorvoltage(310Volts)ison]y0.87.

The corresponding lower limit of 0.05 will not be active in steady rururing be-

cause the Power Order Control Block avoids power orders which would result

in duty-cycle orders between 0 and 0.05 as discussed in the preceding section.

The upper limit of 0.92 p.u. on the duty-cycle order prevents very short, GTO de-

vice conduction times.

A selectorforthe final duty-cycle order pis located afterthe Divide and Limit

block. As discussed in section 4.3, when the Power Order Control Block sets the

final power order to zero then it also sends a signal to the Voltage-boost Conver-

ter Controller to select a final duty-cycle order B which is also equal to zero. In

any other case the selected duty-cycle order B remains the quotient from the Di-

vide and Limit block.

The Voltage-boost Converter Firing Logic block, illustrated in Figure 35,

converts the duty-cycle order to an on/offsquare \ryave signal. The on/offsignal

is provided by a fibre optic link directly to the GTO gate-firing board in the test

apparatus to control the GTO device conduction state. Lr the test apparatus the

voltage-boost converter frequency was chosen as 1.0 kHz in order to provide a
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design which could accommodate a broad range of GTO devices. The period of

the voltag+boost converter in the test apparatus is thus about 1.0 msec. The

digital signal processor ( DSP ) in the test apparatus perforrns all calculations

indicated in the Main Control schematic ( Figure 32) at least once each 56 psec.

which is the control calculation time-step. However, the on/offsquare wave sig-

nal for the boost converter is adjusted six times in each 56 psec. control tim e-step

in order to provide increased accuracy in the on/offGTO device firing times. The

maximum error in firing times introduced by up-dating the on/offsignal at this

rate is therefore plus or minus L/12 of 56 psec.

As discussed above in the General Description, the Voltage-boost Converter

Controller also provides a compensation signal Vcomp to the Recti-fier Current

Controller. V.o*p is approximately equal to the average voltage at, the load end

of the dc inductor. This signal is developedby multiplying the filtered dc capaci-

tor voltage Vr* times the filtered value of the actual duty-cycle p*. The actual

duty--cycle B* is used because it is essentially a dc quantity which is updated

once per period of the voltage-boost converter. The 2.0 msec. filter (Te = 2

msec. ) on the p* signal is included to smooth step changes in the p*signal. The

smoothing of the p* sigrral also gives persistence to the V.o-p signal when the

apparatus is very lightly loaded. For very light loads the actual duty-cycle p*

is non-zero only occasionally and then only for one voltage-boost converter peri-

od at a time. Providing added persistence to the V"o-o signal causes it to partici-

pate more effectively in determining rectifier valve firing times at these low potv-

er levels.

The function of the Look-up Tables andVoltage-boost Converter Controller

are surnmarized briefly as follows. The Look-up Tables accept inputs ofmachine

speed and power order and provide la*(ord) and V¿+(ord). Ia*(ord) is an approxi-
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mation of the required dc current at the given speed and power. Ia*(ord) is

passed to the Rectifier Current Controller as an approximate dc current order.

Va*(ord) is an approximation of the required dc voltage at the given speed and

po\Mer. The Voltage-boost Converter Controller controls the duty-cycle order of

the voltage-boost converter so as to cause the volfage at the load end of the dc

inductor to be equal to the Target Voltage which is equal to approximately

Va*(ord). The Voltage-boost Converter Controller also provides the Rectifier

Current Controller with a signal V"o-p which represents the actual voltage at

the load end of the dc inductor. The Rectifier Current Controller described in

the next section uses I¿*(ord) and V.o*o in controlling I¿ so as to control machine

voltage Vr' to 1.0 p.u. voltage and provide the necessary poïver to the load.

4.5 The Rectiflrer Current Controller

This section gives a description ofthe Rectifier Current Controllerillustrated

in Figure 36. The reasoning behind the multiplication of the basic dc current

order l¿*(ord) byV- in Figure 36 is given in detail in Subsection 4.5.1. Subsec-

tion4.5.2gives a full explanation ofthe gains andlimits ofthe PI controller. Sub-

section 4.5.3 describes the details of the phase-locked-oscillator ( PLO ).

The Rectifier Current Controller as implemented requires certain informa-

tion from the system in order to function. The PLO ( discussed in section

4.5.3 ) located as shown near the top of Figure 36 provides a signal describing

the angle 0 of the positive-sequence A-phase sine-wave of machine voltage.

The angle 0 is used by the Rectifier Current Controller as a reference angle for

firing the rectifier. The PLO also provides a measurement of frequency co in ra-

dians/sec. which is used in Figure 36 to calculate the commutation resistance R"

in ohms according to Eqn 41. The PLO also provides a measurement of machine

voltage V- in p.u. ac voltage. The machine voltage is frltered using a low-pass
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Rc= cllx(K2)

where

and

Eqn.41

= 3 L"/n
is the commutation inductance in Henries.

single-pole filter with time constant Ts = 4 msec. as sho\ün in Figure 36. The

dc current I¿ is also measured and filtered using a low-pass single-pole filter

with time constant T+= 4 msec. as shown.

It maybe possible to substitute cosine firing control in place ofthe PLO based

rectifier firing system. Cosine firing control also provides a control which imple-

ments a dc voltage order such as V¿(ord) in order to control the rectifier output

voltage. This alternate approach has not been tested. It may also be possible to

use a PLO based on detection of zero crossings of voltage. This approach has

also notbeen tested. The Tþansvektor t 25lt 26I type PLO usedin this apparatus

is discussed in section 4.5.3.

The Recüifier Current Controller creates a final dc current order I¿(ord) con-

sisting of two parts. The first part is the product of V- times the basic current

order I¿*(ord) from the Look-up Tables. The second part is the output of a PI

controller located as shown in Figure 36. The creation of these two components

of the final dc current order is the topic of sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

\Mhen the measured dc current I¿ is subtracted from the final dc current order

Ia(ord) the resulting error is multiplied by the proportional factor K3 in Figure

36 and added to Vcomp to provide the final dc voltage order V¿(ord). V.o-p is pro-

vided by the Voltage-boost Converter Controller as discussed above and repre-

sents the average dc voltage at the load end of the dc inductor. KB is chosen as

7.5 volts/amp in the test apparatus in order that the rectifi.er dc voltage order

V¿(ord) will be 7.5 volts higher than V.o*o for each Amp of dc current error. The

K2

Lc
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resulting voltage applied to the 100 mH dc inductor in the test apparatus re-

moves dc current error with a time constant of 13.3 msec. The fi.nal dc voltage

order Va(ord) is used to determine the rectifier firing delay angle a.

The Rectifier Curent Controller functions by solving Eqn. 1 for cos( cr ) as

shown in Figure 36. Atl other quantities in Eqn. 1 are obtained for this purpose.

I¿ is measured as mentioned above. Commutation resistance R" is developed

from or as described above. V¿e is obtained fromV', according to Eqn. 2. The final

dc voltage order V¿(ord) is obtained as described above. Limits are applied so

as to limit cos cr between cos 5 degrees and cos 135 degrees. An arccosine look-

up table is used to provide cr in the test apparatus. The Rectifier Firing Signal

Generator shown in Figure 36 uses 0 and cr to determine which thyristors receive

firing pulses at a given time. In the test apparatus firing pulses are adjusted

twice in each 56 psec. calculation time-step period. In addition, the angle 0 is

phase advanced by an angle equal tÐ U4 of the calculation time-step times the

VCO frequency. Ttris phase advance causes the firing time error due to the dis-

crete time-step size to be at worst between 14 psec. early and 14 p.sec. late rather

than between 0 psec. early and 28 psec. late. The next three subsections give

necessary details for explaining and implementing the Rectifier Current Con-

troller.

4.5.1 Multiplication of the Basic Current Order by p.u. Machine Voltage

As illustrated in Figure 36, the basic current order l¿*(ord) received by the

Rectifi.er Current Controller is multiplied within the controller by p.u. machine

voltage V-. The basis for this multiplication is explained below.

Arrillaga andWatson [ 8 ] have provided a diagramforestimatingthe voltage

of a self--excited induction machine under no load at a given frequency as illus-

trated in Figure 42. InFigure 42I"is the selÈexcitation capacitor characteris-
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tic; I- is the machine magnetizing characteristic; and point A is a stable operat-

ing point. Arrillaga and'Watson have also illustrated the effect caused by

loading a selÈexcited induction machine \Mith a constant magnitude purely

reactive ac current I¡, as shown in Figure 43. A purely reactive ac current Ig,

of essentially constant magnitude is drawn by an unloaded rectifier under con-

stant current control as illustrated in Figure 44.The slope of the capacitor char-

acteristic t in Figure 43 is reduced as compared to the slope in Fi gwe 42 because

a larger capacitor is chosen to also supply the purely reactive ac current I¡¡. Ar-

rillaga and Watson have noted that point D in Figurc 43 is inherently unstable

as an operating point. As part of the present research it has been noted that

Voltage
Vm P.u.

1.0

Current Amps

Figure 42. Cuwes for an Induction Machine Excited by Capacitors

point D canbe made stable ifthe purelyreactive ac current Ixl ( determined orig-

inally for 1.0 p.u. machine voltage ) is not held constant but is instead multiplied

by p.u. machine voltage Vrr,. The effect of the multiplication is illustrated in Fig-

ure 45. The scaling of the reactive ac currenf Tyr. according to V- causes the Ef-

fective Reactive Current Supply Line in Figure 45to be the same as the Reactive

Reactive Current Supply Line
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Voltage
Vm P.u.

Purely reactive
ac currents of
magnitude lxr,

Phase information
for the commutation
bus

Effective Reactive Current --
Supply Line ----å --"

c^ ,

f-rI

Dl

-."/

Reactive
Current Amps

Figure 43. Curves for an Induction Machine Excited by Capacitors
and Loaded with a Constant Reactive Load Current

IxL= $ "
( see Eqn. 6 )

Constant
Current
Controller

dc current
orcler

Figure 44. A Rectifier Providing Constant Magnitude
ac Current Loading

Current Supply Line in Figur e 42. P oint B in Figure 45 is therefore a stable oper-

atingpoint for the same reasons that pointAin Figure 42is describedbyArrilla-

ga and'Watson as a stable operating point.

Controlled
Rectifier
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Effective Reactive Current
* Supplyline

Voltage
V- P.u. /./

B ,I

v-

,1 ,

I¡g, times Vû,

Reactive
Current Amps

Figure 45. Curves for an Induction Machine Excited by Capacitors
and with a Voltage Scaled Reactive Load Current

In the thesis apparatus the ac current drawn by the rectifier under no load

conditions is almost purely reactive ac current. I¿*(ord) from the Look-up

Tables describes the required rectifier dc current at 1.0 p.u. machine voltage as

explained in chapter two. In turn, the purely reactive ac current I¡¡¡in Figure

45 corresponds to 0.780 times l¿*(ord) for the unloaded thesis apparatus accord-

ing to Eqn. 6. Therefore, an Effective Reactive Current Supply Line and operat-

ing point B are established for the unloaded thesis apparatus as shown in Figure

45 when I¿ is controlled according to l¿*(ord) times V* p.u. machine voltage.

On the other hand, when the rectifier draws both real and reactive ac cur-

rent, then multiplication of l¿*(ord) byV- p.u. voltage causes the rectifier reac-

tive component of ac current fr"".¡to change by more than the factorVr' p.u. volt-

age. Figure 46 illustrates the increase h lr"*"t from lr"..t(l) to Ir"*"¡(2) that

occurs when I¿ is increased according to a factor K during constant-power opera-

tion with constantV*. As shown in Figure 46, the multiplication of I¿ by the fac-

tor K causes the reactive current Ir"u"¡(Z) to be larger than K times lr"".t(l).
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When the factor K is the voltage Vr' then an increase in V- during constant--

po\Mer operation causes fr"¿ to decrease rather than hold constant as shown in

Figure 46. Therefore the change in I¡"*¡ due to multiplication of I¿ by V- p.u.

voltage is even more pronounced than when I¿ is multiplied by a constant factor

K.

Ireact

It"".t(2) - - I."*"t(2)

K. I¡sac¡(l-)

( see Eqn. 6 )

-- In(1) =
.I¿

- In(2) = 'K'r¿

1r
îE

-E
TE

Figure 46. The Effect of Scaling dc Current by a Factor K
for Constant Real Load

As explained above with reference to Figure 46, multiplication of la*(ord) by

Vm p.u. machine voltage in the presence of real rectifier ac current causes the

reactive current fr"r"r drawn by the rectifier to change by more than the multi-

plyingfactorV-. The effectivereactive current supplyline canthus qualitative-

ly be represented as illustrated in Figur e 47 fot a given combination of real pow-

er and machine speed. The Effective Reactive Current Supply Line in Figure

47 intersects the Machine Magnetizing Characteristic at an angle closer to the

I."a(1)
I"""t(2)

\ \,

'\---
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Effective Reactive Current
Supply Line Machine Magnetizing

Characteristic
tt Im

Voltage
V- P.u.

Reactive
Current Amps

Figure 47. t};,e Qualitative Change to the Effective Reactive
Current Supply Line due to Constant Real Load

perpendicular than in Figure 45. The presence of a real component of rectifier

ac curïent is therefore a stabilizing influence on the magnitude of V* when

I¿*(ord) is multiplied by V*.

The stabilizing influence of real rectifier ac current was demonstrated in the

laboratory. The apparatus was tested using a dc current order of V- times

Ia*(ord). In the test the PI block in the Rectifier Current Controller \ryas not per-

mitted to contribute to the final dc current order I¿(ord). V* remained stable in

magnitude for speeds below about 1.2 p.u. speed during neload operation \Mith

the final dc current order l¿(ord) developed in this way. However, small oscilla-

tions in both V- and I¿ began at approximately L.2 p.u. speed during operation

under no load. These oscillations occur because at high speed the operating

point, such as point B in Figure 45, moves into a very lightly saturated portion

ofthe magnetizing curve andthe operatingpoint starts to become unstable. The

oscillations at 1.2 p.u. speed were eliminated by applying approximately 0.35

p.u. load to the apparatus. A further increase in speed brought the oscillations
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back and a subsequent increase in load again eliminated the oscillations. These

laboratory observations support the conclusion drawn above that real load sta-

bilizes the machine voltage V* when V- is used as a multiplier for la*(ord).

The use ofV- p.u. times l¿*(ord) as the final dc current orderis byitselfinad-

equate because it results in steady state error in V- and the oscillations de-

scribed above. The PI controller illustrated in Figure 37 adds a component to

the current order in the Rectifier Current Controller so as to bringV- to a stable

1 p.u. voltage. The component added by the integrator in the PI controller is able

to correct for both error in l¿*(ord) obtained from the Tables as well as steady

running error between the final dc current order la(ord) and actual I¿. The PI

controller in the Rectifier Current Controller is described in the next subsection.

4.5.2 The PI Controller in the Rectifier Current Controller

The PI controller illustrated in Figure 3 7 has been designed for two purpo ses.

The proportional part of the PI controller modifies the Effective Reactive Cur-

rent Supply Characteristic discussed above so as to remove oscillations in the

magnitude ofV- in the firll ranges of speed and power. The slow acting integral

part of the PI controller responds to steady running error in V- so as to cause

an I¿ which will bringV- to 1 p.u. voltage. The limits on the output ofthe propor-

tional and integral parts of the PI controller make sure that neither part can

create a component of dc current order larger than about I0 Vo of t}re maximum

dc current order.

As noted in the preceding subsection, when the PI controller in the Rectifier

Current Controller is disabled, the machine voltage magnitude V- oscillates

when the apparatus is operated at high speed and no load. Reduction of speed

or increase in load tends to stabilize V* for reasons also discussed above. The

mostunstable condition ofhigh speed (e.g.'J,.4p.u. speed ) and no-loadis there-
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fore used as the base case for designing the proportional part of the PI controller

illustrated in Figurc 37. The operating point E in Figure 47 was concluded in

the preceding subsection to be a more stable operatingpoint than point B in Fig-

urre 45 because in Figure 47 t}re Effective Reactive Current Supply Line inter-

sects the machine magnetinng curve at an angle closer to the perpendicular.

The approach taken in designing the proportional part of the PI controller is

therefore to cause an Effective Reactive Current Supply Line which similarly in-

tersects the machine magnetizing curve at an angle closer to the perpendicular

for high-speed no-load conditions.

Effective Reactive Current Supply Characteristic
after multiplication of l¿*(ord) by Vm and addition
of the limited output of the proportional part of
the PI controller.

2.35 Amp rms Limit

Voltage
Vrr P.u.

1.0

6.7 Ip = 9.4 32.2 Reactive
Current Amps

Figure 48. The Effect of the Limited Proportional Control on the
E ffective Reactive Current Supply C haracteri s ti c

Based on the data developed for the test apparatus in chapter two, it is

known that the ac frequency ofthe machine is 1.397 p.u. during operationatT.4

p.u. machine speed, 1 p.u. voltage V-, and no load. The excitation capacitor reac-

/
/I
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tance and machine magneL:.nng reactance at this frequency are respectively

about 3.72 ohms and 18.0 ohms. These reactances correspond to a line current

to the delta-connected excitation capacitors of 32.2 Amps and a magnetizing

current to the machine of 6.7 Amps for operation at 1 p.u. machine voltage as

illustrated in Figure 48.

In Figure 45 the Effective Reactive Current Supply Line passes through the

operating point B and the origin due to multiplication of l¿*(ord) byV* in p.u.

voltage. The proportional part of the PI controller in Figure 37 further modifies

the reactive current supply characteristic as illustrated in Figure 48. Propor-

tional gain C" shown in Figure 37 is calculated as follows for the value of Io illus-

trated in Figure 48.

Cv=
Ip Amps rms

( 0.78 ) ( l p.u.voltage error )

= 12.0

h Io of 9.4 Amps shown in Figure 48 causes a large increase in the angle that

the Effective Reactive Current Supply Characteristic makes with the Machine

Magnetizing Characteristic. The factor of 0.78 above ( from Eqn. 6 ) converts the

necessary change inrectifier reactive ac cunent illustratedin Figure 48 into the

corresponding change in the dc current order. The 3.0 Amp limit on the output

of the proportional branchin Figure 37 is the dc limit corresponding to the maxi-

mum permitted change in rectifier reactive ac current due to the proportional

branch of 2.35 Amps as illustrated in Figure 48.

The integrator in Figure 37 is provided to modifr the final dc current order

to correct steady running error in V-. As mentioned above it is anticipated that

steady running errors could cause l¿*(ord) from the Tables to differ by approxi-



mately t0 7o ftom,the final dc current order Ia(ord). The limits of +3.0 and -3.0

Amps on the integrator output in Figure 37 correspond to plus or rninus L0 Vo

ofthe dc current order atl. p.u. speed. Thelimits ofplus orminus 0.1p.u. volt-

age on the input to the integrator and the integrator gain of 150.0 allow the inte-

grator to slowly adjust the dc current order to eliminate errors h Vr,r. The inte-

grator input limits and the gain allow the integrator output to move fromzero

to an output limit in 200 msec. when an input limit is active.

The magnitude of the output limits on the proportional part of the PI control-

ler have been chosen to be equal to the limits on the output of the integral part.

The magnitude ofthese identical limits is chosen so that during transients a 0.1

p.u. change in V- can cause the proportional part of the PI controller to com-

pletely offset the output of the integrator. Such an offset is appropriate in the

event that the integrator output needs to recover from being close to a wrong

limit.

The PI controller was added to the Rectifier Current Controller afber the ap-

paratus was implemented in the laboratory and tested. In earlier transients

simulations machine voltage V* remained very close to 1 p.u. voltage without

the presence of the PI controller during operation over the full range of machine

speed. The very accurate feed-forward control ofV- in the transients simula-

tions can be attributed to the fact that the apparatus in the simulations is exact-

ly that specified by the apparatus parameters used for calculating the curves in

Figures 7 and 8. The cun¡es therefore provide a nearly ideal feed-forward con-

trol model when used in the transients simulations. It is therefore to be expected

that the feed-forward control operates very well by itself in transients simula-

tions. However, the actual apparatus differs to a minor degree from the theoreti-

cal model described by the parameters and the curves. For instance, the actual

machine hysterisis is only approximately modelled by a constant resistance at
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the machine terminals. Furthermore, the model used for calculating the curyes

in Figures 7 and 8 is based on one saturation curve measured at a single frequen-

cy of 60 Hz. Many other possible sources of minor inaccuracy could be listed.

In the actual apparatus the enorinV- \¡/as very small at 1 p.u. speed even with-

out the PI controller. However, the error inVr' became significant in the actual

apparatus without the PI controller when the machine speed was increased to

higher speeds. For instance, the machine voltage V- oscillated slightly in mag-

nitude around 0.82 p.u. voltage during operation at'J,.Ap.u. speed under no load.

This steady running error h V- confirms that an integrator is required in the

Rectifier Current Controller in order to produce a final dc current order which

causes V- to settle to 1.0 p.u. voltage.

fn summary, the PI controller in the Rectifier Current Controller stabilizes

V- in two ways. The proportional part of the PI controller removes oscillations

in V,o by essentially modifi¡i.rg the Effective Reactive Current Supply Charac-

teristic as illustrated in Figure 48. The integral part ofthe PI controller provides

a component to the final dc current order I¿(ord) to overcome steady running er-

rors and cause V* to settle to 1.0 p.u. voltage.

4.5.3 The Phase-Locked-Oscillator

The signal flow diagram for the phase-locked+scillator ( PLO ) used in the

test apparatus and in the simulations is illustrated in Figure 38. The PLO is

based on the Transvektor type PLO t 25 l. Three minor modifications have been

made as compared to the PLO described in reference [ 26 ].

In referen ce 126l the error signal g, describing the angle by which the voltage

Va leads the VCO angle, is approximated byV* sinQ. In the present apparatus

V*cosQ is also developed and an arctangent type function is used to determine

Q from V* sinQ and V*cosQ. In the test apparatus the arctangent is evaluated
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using look-up tables stored in memory. There

arctangent is not evaluated using the look-up

are two exceptions for which the

tables. If Eqn. 42 is true then S

F,qn. 42

is set to zero and the arctangent is not evaluated. This eliminates the evaluation

of the arctangent when both V* sinQ and V*cosQ are small. In addition the mag-

nitude of the error Q is set atr"/2in the test apparatus when Eqn. 43 is true. The

lV* sinq I t ro " lV* cosQ I Eqn. 43

sign of Q is taken from the sign of sinQ when Eqn. 43 is true. This second excep-

tion eliminates the evaluation of the arctangent when V*cosQ is zero which

otherwise would result in division by zero. Figure 49 illustrates the output of

the phase comparator in the test apparatus as a fimction of actual error assum-

ing purely positive sequence voltages which are free of harmonics.

The second modification to the PLO consists of providing a low-pass single

pole filter ahead ofthe PI controller so as to attenuate higher harmonics. Choos-

ing T* equal to 1.5 msec. in Figure 38 causes significant attenuation of noise

introduced by the second and higher harmonics in the error signal.

The third modification is not shown in Figure 38 but was implemented to re-

move an error due to the discrete integration time-step ( ÂT = 56 psec. ) used in

calculations for the low-pass filter, PI block, and VCO. The modification con-

sists of phase advancing the angle 0 out of the VCO from the last time-step by

ÂT times the VCO frequencybefore providing the adjusþd e to the generator of

sinO and cosO and hence to the input of phase comparator in Figure 38. When

0 is adjusted in this way the error g in a new time-step remains zero if the VCO
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Error signal
developed by
the Phase
Comparator

Actual error

Figure 49. Phase Comparator Output versus Actual Phase Error

was perfectly locked in frequency and phase during the last timrstep. This

technique eliminates an error in 0 which otherwise would be of the order of ÂT

times the VCO frequency.

It was experimentally verified that the output 0 of the PLO is the angle of

the A-phase positive-sequence sine-wave voltage. Tlvo sets of voltages were

applied to the PLO. The first set ofvoltages is shown in Figure 50 as an approxi-

mately balanced set of three phase voltages. The saw-tooth wave shown in the

photograph in Figure 50 represents 0 and 0 drops from 2n to 0 radians as ex-

pected at approximately the time that the A-phase sine wave ofvoltage goes pos-

itive. The second set of voltages is shown in Figure 51 as a very unbalanced set

of voltages. In this laboratory test the C-phase voltage Vc was set to zero and
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Va --+>w-+
Vc --->

0of +
V*(=V")

Figure 50. PLO Response to Approximately Balanced
Three Phase Voltages.
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Vc = 0.0

dVc=0.0

The ramp shown in the photograph represents 0.

Figure 51. PLO Response to Very Unbalanced
Three Phase Voltages.

vb

Vb

Vc=0<-
Va
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Vb was made to lag Va by 90 degrees rather than by 120 degrees. For this set

ofvoltages the positive-sequence A-phase voltage leads the A-phase voltage by

approximately 15 degrees as shown by the phasor diagram in Figure 51. Refer-

ence to the photograph in Figure 51 shows that the 0 saw-tooth wave dropped

from Zntn zeto asexpected at approximately 15 degrees before the A-phase volt-

age went positive.

The gains of the PI block in the PLO are as illustrated in Figure 38. A ratio

ofintegral to proportional gain equal to 8.0 performs satisfactorily. The propor-

tional gain is as high as possible consistent with maintaining the roots of the

characteristic equation purely real. Even with these relatively high gains the

PLO works properly for very unbalanced sets of voltages such as illustrated in

Figure 51.

The Texas Instruments TMS320C30 digital signal processor ( DSP ) used in

the control hardware for the test apparatus required 13.5 psec. of the 56 psec.

control calculation time-step in order to execute the PLO assembly code.

4.6 Summary for the Control System

The Power Order Control Block;Look-up Tables andVoltage-boost Conver-

ter Controller; and Rectifier Current Controller described in this chapter control

machine voltage to 1.0 p.u. and control the inverter capacitor voltage V1 to the

required level during steady running. The control system is primarily a feed-

forward control which gives fast and reasonably accurate control during large

load changes. Feed-backloops are providedin the control to correct the steady

running errors.

The operation of the apparatus including controls is demonstrated by tran-

sients simulation results presented in Chapter 5. Laboratory verification of the

apparatus with dc load substituted for the inverter is presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter Five

System Performance Demonstrated
through Tþansients Simulation

5.1 Introduction

The protot¡le transients simulation progrâm described in Chapter 3 was

used to simulate the power apparatus illustrated in Figure 30 including controls

as illustrated in Figures 3L,32, and 33. The simulated apparatus includes the

test machine described in Appendix I; delta-connected 170 ptr. selÈexcitation

capacitors; a controlled six-pulse Graetzbridge rectifier with 1 mH commuta-

tion inductors; a 1 kHz voltage-boost converter with 100 mH dc inductor and

7.2 mF electrolytic dc capacitor; and a twelve-pulse voltage-sourced inverter

\Mith shunt filtering as described in Appendix III.

The simulated apparatus was designed for operation over a speed range be-

tween 1.0 and 1.4 p.u. speed. Simulation results are presented from four cases.

Case L results showperfonnance duringa sequence ofevents at 1.0 p.u. machine

speed including a start-up with ac load disconnected; a subsequent application

of 1.0 p.u. load; and a later load rejection. Case 2 is the same as Case 1 except

that Case 2 is for operation atI.4 p.u. machine speed. Cases 3 and 4 show per-

formance at 1.0 and 1.4 p.u. speed during starü-up with a præonnected ac load

impedance correspondingto 1.0 p.u. acload. Loadvoltage\¡¡aveshapes andasso-

ciated harmonic contents are included with Case 3 results.

The four cases demonstrate the dynamic and steady running performance

of the system for the full ranges of machine speed and loading. Laboratory test

results are compared with simulation results in Chapter 6.
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5.2 Case 1- Simulated Performance at 1.0 p.u. Machine Speed
with ac Load Applied after Start-up

The simulated result presented in this section shows perfomance of the ap-

paratus at the lowest designed operating speed of 1.0 p.u. machine speed. The

simulated result shows performance during a sequence of events including

start -up with ac load disconnected; application of 1.0 p.u. ac load at t = 1.05 sec-

onds; and load rejection att = 1.35 seconds. Control signal plots are presented

for:

i ) the power order ( Figure 57 ) from the Power Order Control Block (

Figure 34 );

ii ) the basic dc current reference I¿*(ord) ( Figure 52 ) from the Look-up

Tables ( Figure 35 );

iii ) the signal representative of the average voltage at the load end of the

dc inductor Vcomp ( Figure 58 ) from the Voltage-boost Converter Con-

troller ( Figure 35 );

iv ) the rectifier delay angle order cr ( Figure 55 ) from the Rectifier Cur-

rent Controller ( Figure 36);

v ) the voltage-boost converter Duty-Cycle Order B ( Figure 56 ) from the

Voltage-boost Converter Controller ( Figure gS ); and

vi ) the inverter dc capacitor voltage reference Vrr"r( Figure 54 ) from the

ac Load Voltage PI Controller ( Figure 33 ).

In addition to control signals, plots are presented for

i ) dc current Ia ( Fieure 52);

ii ) machine voltage magnitude Vrr, ( Figure 53 );

iii ) inverter dc capacitor voltage Vr ( Fieure 54);
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iv ) ac load voltage magnitude V".(load) ( Figures 59 and 60 ) and

v ) waveshapes of the ac load voltage ( Figure 60 ).

Case 1 is treated as the base case simulation in this chapter. Cases 2, 3, and

4 are briefly compared and contrasted to Case 1. The plots for Case 1 are pro-

vided in Figures 52 through 60. These plots are described below according to the

time periods shown in Figure 52 as follows:

i) Prior to deblocking the rectifier at t = 0.23 seconds;

ii) Between deblocking the rectifier and subsequently connecting ac load

att = 1-.05 seconds;

iii) Between connecting the ac load and subsequently causing ac load re-

jection by opening the ac load breaker at t = 1.35 seconds; and

iv) After the ac load rejection.

The explanation of Case 1 plots includes a detailed description of the interac-

tion of the various parts of the control system.

5.2.1 Case 1- Prior to Deblocking the Rectifier

There are a number of events which occur in the simulation prior to deblock-

ing the rectifier at t = 0.23 seconds. The induction machine is driven at 1.0 p.u.

speed from the beginning of the simulation with the self-excitation capacitors

connected.

Residual magnetism in the induction machine causes the induction machine

to actlike a permanentmagnetmachine duringthe earliest stages ofselÈexcita-

tion [ 24]. T}ne small voltages caused by the residual magnetism initiate the

build-up of current in selËexcitation. The growing machine currents subse-

quently overcome the original residual magnetism. The machine then operates

as an induction machine with slip. The rectifier remains blocked until the ma-
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chine ac voltage magnitude V- rises to 0.75 p.u. voltage so that the load will not

impede the build-up of voltage V*.

Residual magnetism has not explicitlybeen represented in the model. How-

ever its effect is simulated by impressing small initial ac voltages on the machine

during the first 30 milliseconds of the simulation.

Once the machine voltage V- begins to rise it is necessary for the control to

be initialized in anticipation of deblocking the rectifier. The first required action

consists of initializing the frequency of the voltage-controlled-oscillator

( VCO ) in the phase-locked+scillator ( PLO ) shown in Figure 38. It is impor-

tant for the output angle 0 of the PLO to track the positivFsequence voltage be-

fore the rectifier is deblocked because the rectifier firing delay angle cl is applied

with reference to the PLO output angle. Machine speed v and voltage V* are

measured from the beginning of the simulation. The frequency of the VCO is

initialized with the measured machine speed v when unfiltered machine voltage

Vr' rises above 0.1 p.u. voltage. As a result ofVCO frequencyinitialization, the

VCO frequency needs to change only slightly before the rectifier is deblocked at

approximately 0.23 seconds. The minor required change in VCO frequency per-

mits the VCO output angle 0 to track the positive -sequence voltage before the

rectifi.er is deblocked. The effectiveness of this technique for initializing the

VCO has also been verifi ed during laboratory testing of the apparatus described

in Chapter 6.

Although the VCO is initialized at an early stage the remainder of the con-

trols remain inoperative until unfiltered machine voltage V* rises above 0.75

p.u. voltage. At that time the remainder of the controls are activated and the

voltagæboost converter and inverter shown in Figure 30 are deblocked. T?re rec-
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tifier remains blocked for two more milliseconds to assure sufficient time for

properly initializing the controls prior to deblocking the rectifier.

Preparing the remainder of the controls consists of initializing the outputs

of all remaining integrators and low-pass single-pole filters. The balance of this

paragraph lists the various initializations carried out. This information may be

ofinterest to any persons wishing to build the control system. The filters for ma-

chine speed v and machine voltage V* ( in Figure 32) are not initialized at this

time because they are active from the beginning ofthe simulation. The filter out-

puts forl¿,V1, andl¡inthe MainControl ( FigureS2)areinitializedwithpresent

filter input values. The integrator in the Power Order Control Block ( gain = K4

in Figure 32 ) is initially set to a neutral value of zero. The output of the integra-

tor in the ac Load Voltage PI Controller ( Figure S3 ) is initially set at the mini-

mum Vl reference order of 310 volts and is held there until Vl rises to be close

to the 310 volt order. Initializing the above noted filters and integrators in this

sequence assures thatthe Boost Converter FiringLogrc ( FigureS2)irnmediate-

ly receives a valid Duty-Cycle Order Þ ( Figwe 56 ) having regard to the present

machine speed v, dc current I¿, dc capacitorvoltage reference VIr"f, dc capacitor

voltage V1, and dc load current I¡. The output of the low-pass filter for actual

duty<ycle B* in Figure 32 is also initialized to its present input value. Finally

the integrator in the Machine Voltage PI Control Loop ( Figure 37 ) is initialized

to a neutral value of zero. The seme initialization sequence is carried out in the

actual controls that were tested in the laboratory as described in the next chap-

ter.

The rectifier can be deblocked at about t = 0.23 seconds once the control int€-

grators and low-pass filters are initialized as described above. The basic current

reference la*(ord) as illustrated in Figure 52 begins to be passed to the Rectifi.er
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Current Controller at thattime. Avalid rectifier delay angle order cr exists prior

to deblocking the rectifier as illustrated in Figure 55. The duty-cycle order p for

the voltage-boost converter which is illustrated in Figure 56 is also valid. The

Duty-Cycle Order p represents the fraction of each period of the boost converter

during which the GTO device is blocked. The GTO device in the voltage-boost

converter is blocked to cause the dc current I¿ to flow through the diode to the

dc capacitor ( Figure 31 ).

5.2.2 Case 1 - Between Deblocking the Rectifier and Application of ac Load

This section explains the plots for Case 1 ( Figures 52 through 60 ) in the peri-

od between deblocking the rectifier at approximately t = 0.23 seconds and con-

nection of the ac load at t = 1.05 seconds.

In Case 1 the rectifier deblocks att = 0.23 seconds as indicated in Figure 52

by the presence of dc current I¿ beginning at that time. The control system de-

blocks the rectifier 2 msec. after sensing machine voltage larger than 0.75 p.u.

voltage ( see Figure 53 ). The 2 msec. delay provides sufficient time for complet-

ing the control initialization described above before deblocking the rectifier. The

presence of the dc current I¿ immsdiatelybegins to decrease the gfowth rate of

machine voltage Vr' as illustrated in Figure 53. The control of V* provided by

therectifier causesV*to arrive atthe desired 1.0 p.u. operatingvoltage without

significant overshoot. The dc capacitor voltage Vl is zero when the rectifier de-

blocks as illustrated in Figure 54.

Figure 57 illustrates the powerorderwhichis suppliedto the Look-up Tables

in Case 1. The power order is limifsfl to 1.0 p.u. power which is the maximum

value which will be accepted by the tables. Changes in the po\Mer order are dis-

cussed as a basis for explaining changes in the rectifier order cr and the voltag*

boost converter order B as illustrated in Figures 55 and 56.
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The Power Order Control Block ( Figure 34 ) develops the power orderbased

on four factors as explained in section 4.3. The measured load power is zero

when the rectifier deblocks because Vl is zero. Measured load power also re-

mains essentially zeto for Cases 1 and 2 until the ac load is connected at t = 1.05

seconds. Therefore measured load power does not contribute to the power order

when the rectifier deblocks. The integrator ( gain = K4 ) in the Power Order Con-

trol Block ( Figure 34 ) only provides a power order reduction signal when there

is an overvoltage in Vy. However, there is no overvoltage in V¡ when the rectifier

deblocks. Therefore, the integrator does not contribute to the power order when

the rectifier deblocks. The proportional branch ( gain - 2 /Yy"¡ ( nominal ) ) in

the Power Order Control Block ( Figure 34 ) provides a contribution to the power

order due to undervoltage inV1. The undervoltage inVy is L.0 p.u. when the recti-

fier deblocks. However, the limit on the proportional branch contribution is 0.12

p.u. power as illustratedin Figure 34. In summary, the power order consists en-

tirely of the limited output of the proportional branch when the rectifier de-

blocks. Therefore the power order remains constant on the 0. L2 p.u. power limit

until t = 0.77 seconds as shown in Figure 57 until the magnitude of the undervol-

tage in V1 drops below the threshold level of 0.06 p.u. voltage.

The Look-up Tables ( Figure 35 ) receive machine speed v and power order

and provide l¿*(ord) and Va*(ord) as basic references for current I¿ and voltage

V¿. It is noted above that the po\¡¡er order is constant at 0.12 p.u. po\trer until

t = 0.77 seconds. A power order of 0.L2 p.u. po\rer at 1.0 p.u. machine speed

causes the Look-up Tables to provide output for Va*(ord) of about 40 Volts and

output for l¿*(ord) of about 15 Amps as indicated in Figures 7 and 8. The signal

for l¿*(ord) is illustrated in Figure 52. Nor:nally the Voltag+boost Converter

Controller tries to cause a voltage at the load end ofthe dc inductor ( hereinafter

referred to as the Target Voltage ) which is equal to the reference Va*(ord) from
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the tables. However, ifl¿ differs from la*(ord) theVoltage-boost Converter Con-

troller ( FigureSS ) changes the TargetVoltage at the load end of the dc inductor

by a limited factor I¿*(ord) / I¿ in an effort to obtain the ordered power. Further

explanation of this measure is given in section 4.4 which describes the Voltag+

boost Converter Controller. In steady running the average rectifier output volt-

age V¿ is essentially the average voltage at the load end of the dc inductor caused

by the voltage-boost converter.

When the rectifier deblocks at t = 0.23 seconds the Voltage-boost Converter

Controller produces a Duty-Cycle Order p equal tn 0.92 ( Figure 56 ). The order

B is calculated in the Voltage-boost Converter Controller ( Figure 35 ) as de-

scribed in section 4.4by first dividing the Target Voltage ( i.e. approximately

V¿*(ord) = 40 Volts ) by the maximum ofVl and 15 Volts ( i.e. 15 Volts ) and then

limiting the quotient ( i.e. 2.66) to between 0.92 and 0.05. In this way the Volta-

ge-boost Converter Controller tries to cause the voltage at the load end of the

dc inductor to be equal to the Target Voltage to the extent that V¡ is adequate

for this purpose. The Duty-Cycle Order B remains fixed at the 0.92 limit in the

period between 0.23 and 0.28 seconds as shown in Figure 56 because the voltage

Vl is small until about t = 0.28 seconds as illustrated in Figure 54. The Duty-

Cycle Order p of 0.92 causes the maximum permitted fraction of I¿ to be passed

to the dc capacitor to raise the capacitor voltage V1.

Figure 56 shows that p remains on the 0.92 limit in the period between 0.23

and 0.28 seconds. The order B drops from the 0.92limit only when the quotient

of the TargetVoltage dividedbyV¡ drops below 0.92 due to increasing dc capaci-

tor voltage Vr. The timing of this event is indicated in Figure 56 by the decrease

in B at t = 0.28 seconds. The Target Voltage for the voltage at the load end of

the dc inductor remains at approximately V¿*(ord) ( = 40 Volts ) until 0.77 sec-
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onds. The movement of order p from the 0.92 limit att = 0.28 seconds signifies

that the voltage Vl is sufficient to enable the voltage-boost converter to provide

the requested average TargetVoltage at the load end of the dc inductor. The re-

quested Target, Voltage results in a V.oo,o signal for the Rectifier Current Con-

troller comrnencing at t = 0.28 seconds as illustrated in Figue 58. The relatively

constant V.o-p signal lasts until the power order begins to decrease at t = 0.77

seconds.

The Rectifier Current Controller ( Figure 34 ) develops a delay angle order

cr afber the rectifier deblocks at t = 0.23 seconds. The rectifier order cr which is

plotted in Figure 55 varies until t = 0.4 seconds because it depends ( see Figure

36 ) on machine voltage V-, dc current I¿, and V.ornp all of which change until

t = 0.4 seconds. However in the period between 0.4 and 0.77 seconds cr remains

essentially constant as illustrated in Figure 55. The order cr remains constant

because the quantities which deterrnine a namely fd, V*, I¿*(ord), and V.o-o all

remain essentially unchanged during the period as shown in Figures 52, 53, and

58.

The increasing dc capacitor voltage V1 illustrated in Figure 54 causes the

magnitude ofthe undervoltage inVl to decrease below the threshold level of0.06

p.u. voltage aftert =0.77 seconds. The decrease inV¡ undervoltage after t=0.77

seconds causes the Power Order Control Block ( Figure 34 ) to decrease the power

order below the 0.12 p.u. power limit as shown in Figure 57. This decreasing of

the final power order continues until approximately t = 0.83 seconds. At that

time the po\iler order reachs the speed-dependant lower limit on power order lo-

cated as shown in the Power Order Control Block ( Figue 34 ).

The decreasing po\Mer order after t = 0.77 seconds causes the output Va*(ord)

from the tables to undergo a corresponding decrease according to Figure 8. Ttre
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decreasing Va*(ord) decreases the Target Voltage ( Figure 35 ) in the period be-

tween 0.77 and 0.83 seconds. The decreasing Target Voltage in turn causes the

Duty-Cycle Order p produced by the Voltage-boost Converter Controller to de-

crease as illustrated in Figure 56 in the period between 0.77 and 0.83 seconds.

In response to the decreasing p order the average voltage at the load end of the

dc inductor represented by V.o-o decreases as shown in Figure 58. The decreas-

ingV"o-p signal in turn causes the Rectifier Current Controller ( Figure 36 ) to

decrease the final dc voltage order V¿(ord) in the period between 0.77 and 0.83

seconds. The decreasingV¿(ord) signal causes a correspondingincrease in abe-

tween 0.77 and 0.83 seconds as illustrated in Figure 55.

At t = 0.83 seconds the decreasing po\Mer order ( Figure 57 ) reaches the

speed-dependant lower limit located as shown in the Power Order Control Block

( Figure 34 ). After the power order arrives against the limit the Look-up Tables

( Figure 35 ) again provide a constantvalue forV¿*(ord). In response to constant

Va*(ord) the Voltage-boost Converter Controller produces a Duty-Cycle Order

B which remains essentially fixed at 0.05 as illustrated in Figure 56. The con-

stant p order causes a constanüV.o*p signal after t = 0.83 seconds as illustrated

in Figure 58. The constantV.omp sigrral in turn causes the order c to remain es-

sentially constant beginning at t = 0.83 seconds as illustrated in Figure 55.

The undervoltage in V1 is replaced by a slight overvoltage at about t = 0.87

seconds as illustrated in Figure 54. The integrator ( gain K4 ) in the Power Order

Control Block ( Figure 34 ) responds to the overvoltage in Vl by producing a po$¡-

er order reduction signal. The reduction signal causes the power order ahead

of the speed-dependant lower limit to go quickly negative at t = 0.87 seconds.

The Power Order Control Block ( Figure 34 ) responds to the negative value by

providing a zeto power order as illustrated in Fi garc 57 and by signalling for con-
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tinuous conduction of the GTO device. Figure 56 indicates that continuous con-

duction of the GTO device begins at t = 0.87 seconds. The zero power order lasts

until the ac load is connected at t = 1.05 seconds.

Continuous conduction of the GTO device is indicated commencing at t = 0.87

seconds by the Duty-Cycle Order p of0.0 which begins at that time as illustrated

in Figure 56. Continuous conduction ofthe GTO device avoids further charging

of the dc capacitor. The voltage at the load end of the dc inductor represented

by V"o-p drops to zero when the GTO device begins to conduct continuously at

t = 0.87 seconds as illustrated in Figure 58. The rectifier delay angle order cr ap-

proaches 90 degrees as shown in Figure 55 in response to the drop in V"o-p. The

rectifier and voltage-boost converter orders remain unchanged after t = 0.87 se-

conds until the ac load breaker is closed at t = 1.05 seconds.

The ac load voltage magnitude approaches the ordered value of 120 Volts

( rms lin+teneutral ) as illustrated in Figure 59 prior to the application of ac

load at t = 1.05 seconds. The sampled signal for the magnitude of the ac load

voltage is provided using the following simple equation. The result produced by

Vac(load)(rms)=

this equation is correct and smooth for balanced ac voltages which are also free

of hamonics. However, the ac load voltage waves shown in Figure 60 are not

free of hannonic voltages. The hamonic voltages cause a720 Hz ripple on the

Measured Load voltage signal plotted in Figure 60. The frequency of the ripple

on the ac load voltage magnitude shown in Figure 59 is deceptive because it is

caused by aliasing due to under-sampling. The ripple on the measured ac load

voltage is shown correctly in Figure 60 because the blown-up plot is based on

29 s¿mples per millisecond. The voltage plotted in Figure 59 is referred to as

V"(load)2 + V¡Ooad)2 + V.(load)2
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"measured" ac load voltage because within the simulation it is determined by

monitoring the ac voltage \ilave and applying the simple equation given above.

5.2.3 Case 1 - Between Application of Load and Load Rejection

At t = 1.05 seconds the ac load breaker is closed to connect the ac load. The

ac load impedance is selected to draw 1.0 p.u. power ( 5.6 kW ) at 0.8 power factor

lagging when the ac load voltage reaches 1.0 p.u. voltage ( 120 Volts rms line-tæ

neutral ).

When the ac load is connected att = 1.05 seconds the dc capacitor voltage V¡

dips approximately 7 percent as illustrated in Figure 54. On the other hand, the

ac load voltage Vacfload) dips by approximately 12 percent as illustrated in Fig-

ure 59. The difference in the voltage drops is caused by a drop in the voltage

across the inverter transform.er leakage inductance due to flow of current to the

inductive load. Before ac load is connected there is an ac voltage rise from source

to load terminals in the inverter transformer. The voltage rise is due to the ca-

pacitance of shunü-connected ac filters on the load bus. The filters are described

in Appendix III. On the other hand when the ac load is connected onto the load

bus the overall nature of the load plus filters turns inductive thereby causing an

ac voltage drop. The ac Load Voltage PI Controller ( Figure 33 ) responds to the

low ac voltage by increasing V1r"¡as illustrated in Figure 54. The Main Control

( Figure 32 ) adjusts Vr according to the increased VJ."¡to restore the ac load volt-

age to L.0 p.u. by about t, = 1.35 seconds as illustrated in Figure 59.

The power order in the period between 1.05 and 1.35 seconds is the sum of

the measured load power plus a limited proportional component of power order

introduced by the undervoltage in V1. The power order increases abruptly when

the ac load is connected at t = 1.05 seconds as illustrated in Figure 57. The small

dip in the power order immediately after t = 1.05 seconds shown in Figure 57 is
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caused by the short tem drop in ac load voltage shown in Figure 59 occurring

afber connection of the ac load.

The approximate step increase in the power order att = 1.05 seconds which

is illustrated in Figure 57 causes a similar step increase in the basic dc current

reference l¿*(ord) att = 1.05 seconds as illustrated in Figure 52. Conversely, the

actual dc current I¿ momentarily dips when the ac load is connected as also

shown in Figure 52. T\e dip in I¿ is due to an increase in the Duty-Cycle Order

B which causes the average voltage at the load end of the dc inductor to increase

before the Rectifier Current Controller can respond by increasing the voltage at

the rectifier end of the dc inductor. The rectifier responds more slowly in part

because the V.o-o signal illustrated in Figure 58 rises slightly more slowly at t

- 1.05 seconds than the boost converter Duty-Cycle Order p illustrated in Figure

56. The discrete firing times of the rectifier also cause possible delay in the re-

sponse of the rectifier.

Normally the Voltage-boost Converter Controller ( Figure 35 ) tries to control

the voltage at the load end of the dc inductor to the Target Voltage. As mentioned

above the Target Voltage is Va*(ord) from the tables multiplied by the timitêd

quotient of l¿*(ord) / tu. The limits for the quotient are 0.9 and 1.1. At t = 1.05

seconds I¿ is significantly less tha¡r l¿*(ord) as illustrated in Figure 52. There-

fore theVoltage-boost Converter Controller creates a TargetVoltage of L.1 times

V¿*(ord) for the voltage at the load end of the dc inductor. The resultant in-

creased voltage at the load end of the dc inductor is represented by V.o-p after

t = 1.05 seconds as illustrated in Figure 58. The corresponding order p is illus-

trated in Figure 56. The increasedV"o-p signal when added to the voltage com-

ponentV¿(adj) developedin the Rectifier Current Controller ( Figure 36 ) results
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in a rectifier delay angle cr as illustrated in Figure 56 which is pinned against

the 5 degree lower limit until approximately t = 1.09 seconds.

The machine voltage magnitude V- shown in Figure 53 abruptly increases

irnmediately aft,er the application of the ac load for two reasons. On the one

hand, the dc current I¿ decreases when load is applied and therefore the ac cur-

rent magnitude into the rectifier also decreases. hr addition the abrupt change

in o from approximately 88 degrees down to 5 degrees as illustrated in Figure

55 causes the power factor of the current into the rectifier to approach unity.

Consequently, the rectifier absorbs very little reactive power until after the dif-

ference between I¿ and l¿*(ord) is eliminated at t = 1.09 seconds as illustrated

in Figure 52. The machine voltage therefore climbs until that time.

At t = 1.09 seconds the dc current I¿ has risen to match the basic dc curent

reference l¿*(ord) as showninFigure 52. Theincrease inV.o-p due to the factor

Ia*(ord) / I¿ is therefore eliminated at t = 1.09 seconds as illustrated in Figure

58. After t = 1.09 seconds I¿ grows larger than la*(ord) as illustrated in Figure

52. This causes some undershoot inV"o-o as also illustrated in Figure 58. The

corresponding change to order B is illustrated in Figure 56. It is necessary that

I¿ must overshoot l¿*(ord) after t = 1.09 seconds in order to control the machine

voltage V- which has risen to about 1.1 p.u. by t = 1.09 seconds. The multiplica-

tion of the basic dc current reference l¿*(ord) by machine voltage V- in p.u. in

the Rectifier Current Controller ( Figure 36 ) facilitates the appropriate final dc

current order la(ord) for causing machine voltage V* to recover from an oven¡ol-

tage condition ( section 4.5.I).

After t = 1.13 seconds the fast transient due to the application of 1.0 p.u. ac

load is essentially complete. The slow transient associated with the change in
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V1""¡continues until the ac load voltage is brought to approximately 1.0 p.u. volt-

age at t = 1.35 seconds as illustrated in Figure 59.

5.2.4 Case 1- After Load Rejection

At t = 1.35 seconds the ac load breaker opens to cause ac load rejection.

When full load rejection occurs the voltage drop on the inverter transformer

reverts to being a voltage rise, as discussed above, due to a second reversal in

the direction of reactive power flow through the inverter transforrner. The re-

turn of the voltage rise causes an immediate oven¡oltage in ac load voltage

Vu.Qoad) of approximately 10 percent as illustrated in Figure 59. This overvol-

tage occurs even though the imrnediate change in the dc capacitor voltage Vl is

very small as illustrated in Figure 54.

After full load rejection it is important that the GTO device should quickly

commence continuous conduction to prevent an increase in V1 which would add

to the overvoltage inV".Qoad). Continuous conductionis accomplishedby drop-

ping the power order to zero at t = 1.35 seconds as illustrated in Figure 57. The

power order drops to zero for two reasons. On the one hand the measured load

power component of the power order drops to approximately zeto. In addition

the integrator in the Power Order Control Block ( Figure 34 ) integrates to pro-

vide a power order reduction signal because V1 is larger than VIr"f. V1 is certain

to be larger than Vy"ef vêry shortly after rejection of a normal inductive load. Ca-

pacitor voltage V1 can only rise because current cannot flow backward through

the diode in the voltage-boost converter. Also the proportional part of the ac

Load Voltage PI Controller ( Figure 33 ) causes an immediate drop in V¡r"¡due

to the overvoltage in V".0oad). The maximum limit of 0.18 p.u. power on the

power order reduction signal ( Figure 34 ) allows a sufficiently large reduction

in the power order to positively assure that the final power order w'ill drop to zero
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npon load rejection. When the power order drops to zero the Power Order Con-

trol Block ( Figure 34 ) also signals the voltage-boost converter to go to continu-

ous conduction. The result is that F and V.o,,'o both drop to zero att= 1.35 seconds

as illustrated in Figures 56 and 58. The Rectifier Current Controller ( Figure

36 ) then acts alone to adjust I¿ and thereby bring machine voltage V- to 1.0 p.u.

voltage as illustrated in Figures 52 and 53. The overvoltage in load voltage

yr.Qoad) illustratedin Figure 59 is reduced within a few seconds bylosses in the

inverter and ac load voltage filters.

To summartze Case 1, the above described perfomance demonstrates that

a control system can be provided to effectively control both machine voltage and

ac load voltage during both steady running and during the largest load changes

at 1.0 p.u. speed. Figures 53 and 59 show that the machine voltage and ac load

voltage are both controlled to essentially 1.0 p.u. voltage during steadyrunning.

These figures also show that the machine voltage and ac load voltage are both

controlled to between plus and minus 12 percent of 1.0 p.u. voltage duringboth

instantaneous connection of fulI load and instantaneous rejection of firll load.

Case 2, briefly described in the next section, shows that the control system also

provides acceptable performance at the maximum designed operating speed of

1.4 p.u. speed.

5.3 Case 2 - Simulated Performance atl.4 p.u. Machine Speed
with ac Load Applied after Start-up

Case 2 is similar to Case L except that the machine is driven at the maximum

designed operating speed of 1.4 p.u. speed in Case 2 rather than at 1.0 p.u. speed.

Case 2 is similar to Case 1 in that full load is instantaneously applied at 1.05

seconds followed by a full load rejection at 1.35 seconds. The faster speed of op-

eration in Case 2 causes some noticeable differences between the plots for Case
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2 ( shown in Figures 61 through 66 ) and the plots for Case 1 ( shown in Figures

52 through 60 ).

In Case 2 t}ae basic dc current reference la*(ord) which is shown in Figure

61- changes only slightly when the ac load is connected att = 1.05 seconds. This

reflects that I¿*(ord) is essentiallyindependent of power order at 1.4 p.u. speed

and thus essentially constant as shown in Figure 7.

An additional difference between Case 1 and Case 2 is the more rapid build

up of machine voltage Vrn in Case 2 atthe beginning of selÊ-excitation. In that

regard compare plots ofV- in Figures 62 and 53. The plot ofV- in C ase 2 ( Figure

62 ) also shows a machine overvoltage of about 18 percent that results from full

load rejection at 1.4 p.u. speed at t = 1.35 seconds. This compares to an overvol-

tage of about 12 percent afüer a similarloadrejection at 1.0 p.u. speed as shown

in Figure 53. In general V- is subject to more rapid and larger changes at 1.4

p.u. speed as compared to changes at 1.0 p.u. speed.

The rectifier delay angle cr generally increases as speed increases at a given

load. The increase in a at higher machine speeds allows the rectifi.er to absorb

the increase in the surplus V¡\RS which are supplied by the selÈexcitation ca-

pacitors but which are not required by the machine. Qsrnparison of cr in Case

2 ( Figure 65 ) \Mith cr in Case 1 ( Figure 55 ) at 1.0 p.u. ac load confirms the in-

crease in c at higher speeds for a given load. In both cases 1.0 p.u. load exists

immediately prior to t = 1.35 seconds. Figure 65 shows an cr of about 50 degrees

at L.4 p.u. speed prior to t = 1.35 seconds. In comparison Figure 55 shows an ø

of about 20 degrees at 1.0 p.u. speed. The generally higher cr for higher speeds

reflects the lower dc voltages shown in Figure 8 for operation at higher speeds.

Conversely, the boost converter Duty-Cycle Order B generally decreases as

speed increases at a given load. The order p for Case 2 is about 0.5 prior to t =
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1.35 seconds as shown in Figure 66. For similar load the order p for Case 1 is

about 0.75 prior to t = 1.35 seconds as shown in Figure 56. The lower p order

occurs at the higher speed because dc cument I¿ increases with speed as shown

in Figure 7. The higher dc current I¿ at higher speeds means that the order p

need not be as large in order to supply the necessary average current I¡ to the

inverter.

A comparison of the plots ofV".(load) in Figure 64 and Figure 59 shows that

an increase in the machine speed from 1.0 p.u. tþ l.4p.u. speed does not degrade

the ability of the control system to control the ac load voltage during large

changes in load.

The plots for Case 2 are presented above to demonstrate that the control sys-

tem also performs satisfactorily at 1.4 p.u. speed which represents the high end

of the range of perrnitted machine speeds.

5.4 Case 3 - Simulated Performance at 1.0 p.u. Machine Speed
during Start-up with Pre-connected ac Load

In Cases L and 2the machine voltage V* and ac load voltage V""(load) are

allowed to stabilize at essentially 1.0 p.u. voltage before corurection of the ac load

att = 1.05 seconds. Conversely, in Cases 3 and 4 described here, the ac load is

switched in prior to the start of selÈexcitation. In all four cases the ac load im-

pedance is selected to draw 1.0 p.u. po\iler with 0.8 power factor lagging at 1.0

p.u. ac load voltage. The results from Cases 3 and 4 all demonstrate that the

control systemis quite capable of startingthe apparatus underload and stabiliz-

ing V* and V*.(load) at essentially 1.0 p.u. voltage.

Plots for Case 3, which are illustrated in Figures 67 to 72, show the control

system performance at 1.0 p.u. machine speed during starb-up underload. Ad-

ditional plots for Case 3, which are illustrated in Figures 73 to 76, show the per-
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formance of the shunt filtering connected on the ac load bus. The shunt filtering

is described in Appendix III as part of the description of the twelve-pulse volta-

ge-sourced inverter. Further Case 3 plots which are illustrated in Figures 77

and 78 show simulated voltages at inductive nodes. A node is referred to as an

inductive node when onlyinductive branches are incident on the node. Finally

the plots in Figure 79 show the simulated cunents in a capacitive loop forrred

by the delta-connected selÊ-excitation capacitors.

As mentioned above, Case 3 demonstrates that the control system can start

the apparatus at 1.0 p.u. speed with futl load connected to the inverter and then

regulate both V- and V".(load) to essentially 1.0 p.u. voltage. Plots of machine

voltage Vrr' dc capacitor voltage V1, and ac load voltage V""(load) during start-up

atl.0p.u.speedwithloadareshownrespectivelyinFigures63,69,andT0. Plots

ofcorresponding quantities for Case 1 are shownin Figures 53,54, and 59. Com-

paringthe Case 3 plots to the Case l plots shows thatthe control system controls

the main system quantities V*, Vr, and V".(load) equally well whether or not ac

load is connected during start-up.

Case 3 plots of f¿, o, and P which are illustrated in Figures 67 ,71, and 72 dif-

fer from Case 1 plots because the ac load power increases gradually in Case 3

according to the gradual increase in V".(load) plotted in Figure 70. The gradual

change in power order is reflected in I¿*(ord) and I¿ plotted in Figure 67 and

angle cr plotted in Figure 71. The Duty-Cycle Order p which is plotted in Figure

72 remains highthroughoutthe start-upin orderto utilize I¿ duringalarge frac-

tion of each period of the boost converter to charge the dc capacitor and supply

the inverter.

The Case 3 load voltage V".(load) which is plotted in Figure 70 stabilizes at

essentially 1.0 p.u. voltage prior to ac load rejection at t = 1.35 seconds. Figure
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73 contains a plot of a cycle ofload voltage prior to load rejection. Fourier analy-

sis was performed on the wave to determine the magnitudes of the harmonic

components. The magnitudes are given in Figure 74. Figure 74 indicates that

the arithmetic sum of the characteristic harmonics below the 30th is approxi-

mately 2.9 percent. This level of harmonic content is achieved by using a shunt

G-type filter and a shunt tuned 11th hamonic filter located on the ac load bus

as shown in Figure 30. The frlters are described in Appendix III. A shunt tuned

13th harmonic filter could be added if necessary to further reduce the 13th har-

monic voltage illustrated in Figure 74. Figures 75 and 76 illustrate that the ac

load voltage waveshape contains approximately the same hanrronic content af-

ter ac load rejection.

5.4.1 Numerical Oscillation Suppression in the Simulations

Each phase of the ac load voltage in the Case 3 simulation is supplied by three

series-connected load-side windings in the inverter transfomers as illustrated

in Figure 30. Plots of the voltage components provided by the windings are

shown in Figure 77. In addition the voltages at the nodes between the series-

connected windings are shown in Figure 78. These inter-winding nodes are re-

ferred to as inductive nodes because the only branches which are incident on

these nodes are the inductive transformer windings. In conventional transients

simulation algorithms solutions for voltages at such inductive nodes are often

subject to numerical oscillations oftwo time-step period as described in chapter

three. However the plots of the inter-winding node voltages produced by the

prototype transients simulation program are free of such numerical oscillations

as illustrated in Figure 78. It is therefore apparent that the simulation tech-

nique described in chapter 3 does not introduce numerical oscillations in volt-

ages at inductive nodes. In a similar manner, capacitive loops are often subject
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to numerical oscillations of two time-step period in the solutions for the cur-

rents. Figure 79 contains plots of the currents in the capacitive loop consisting

ofthe delta<onnected selËexcitation capacitors. Itis apparent that the simula-

tion technique described in chapter three does not introduce numerical oscilla-

tions of current in the capacitive loop.

5.5 Case 4 - Simutated Performance at 1.4 p.u. Machine Speed
during Start-up with Pre<onnected ac Load

The conditions for Case 4 are the same as the conditions for Case 3 except

that the start-up under ac load occurs at 1.4 p.u. speed in Case 4 rather than

at 1.0 p.u. speed. Plots for Case 4 are shown in Figures 80 to 85. Comparison

of plots of V-, V1, and V""(load) in Case 4 to corresponding plots in Case 2 make

it apparent that having ac load connected during start-up has little impact on

the ability of the control system to control the quantities V-, V1, and V".(load).

The corresponding Case 2 plots are shown in Figures 62, 63, and 64.

5.6 Conclusions

The main conclusion to be drawn from the simulations is that an effective

control system can be implemented to control the thesis apparatus illustrated

in Figure 30.

The simulations demonstrate acceptable performance of the control system

for load powers ranging between 0.0 and 1.0 p.u. power and for machine speeds

in the design range between 1.0 and 1.4 p.u. speed. The ac load voltage during

steady-running is regulated to essentially 1.0 p.u. voltage at 60 Hz in these

ranges of power and speed. The machine voltage is similarly regulated to essen-

tially 1.0 p.u. voltage.
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The control system also provides dSmamic regulation of the ac load voltage

to withinplus orminus 12percentduringeitherinstantaneous connectionorre-

jection of fuIl ac load while running at either the minimum or maximum design

speed. The control system similarly provides regulation of machine voltage to

\¡rithin plus or minus 18 percent during either instantaneous connection or rejec-

tion of full ac load while nrnning at either the minimum or maximum design

speed.

An additional conclusion to be drawn from the simulations is that a twelve-

pulse voltage-sourced inverter can provide ac load voltage of generally accept-

able harmonic content when shunt filtering is provided such as described in Ap-

pendix III.

The simulation results presented in this chapter also demonstrate that the

simulation techniques described in chapter 3 can be used in simulating a system

of moderate size whichincludes a machine, controls, three different converters,

transform.ers, breakers, lumped elements, filters and ac load.

The effi.cacy of the simulation techniques and the expected operation of the

thesis apparatus are confi.rrred in the next chapter by comparing laboratory test

results to simulation results.
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Chapter Six

System Performance Demonstrated
through Laboratory Testing

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes tests conducted on an apparatus that was built in the

laboratory for testing as illustrated in Figure 86. The test apparatus is the appa-

{ {
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of the voltag+sourced inverter in order to simplify the test apparatus. The ex-

perimental control system illustrated in Figure 86 consists essentially of the

Main Control illustrated in Figure 32. The test control system does not include

the ac LoadVoltage PI Controller ( Figure 33 ) because the inverter and ac load

are not included in the test apparatus. The ac Load Voltage PI Controller can

be omitted from the test apparatus because it is mainly intended to correct for

the significant variations in voltage drop across the inverter transformer. The

other errors corrected by the ac Load Voltage PI Controller are comparatively

minor.

The apparatus testing described below confirms the ability of the Main Con-

trol to control the rectifier and voltage-boost converter in the desired coordi-

nated manner. In that regard, the control regulates machine voltage V* to 1 p.u.

voltage and causes the apparatus to supply the dc load according to a fixed refer-

ence voltage Vlrerof 310 Volts. In the test results presented below there is very

little error in the load voltage Vr even without the error correcting action of the

ac Load Voltage PI Controller. In the full apparatus the ac Load Voltage PI Con-

trollerproducesVl""¡as anintermediate signalwhichis adjustedbythe Control-

ler to remove all error in the load voltage.

Figure 87 contains a photograph of the laboratory apparatus. The induction

machine is shown at the center left of the photograph. A high po\¡¡er factor ma-

chine as described in Appendix I is used in order to keep the capacitance of the

self-cxcitation capacitors as small as possible. The resulting smaller capaci-

tance reduces the level of excess VARS produced by the capacitors during high

speed operation. The reduction in output of excess VARS in turn reduces the

current ratings ofthe rectifier; the dc smoothing inductor; and the voltage-boost

converter. A contactor is providedbetween the machine and the selÈexcitation

capacitors as illustrated in Figure 86. The control system opens and closes the
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Figure 87. A Photograph of the Laboratory Test Apparatus.

contactor to start and stop the operation of the apparatus. The rectifier in the

test apparatus is included in the upright cubicle shown in the center of Figure

87. The rectifier was available in the laboratory due to an earlier research proj-

ect. The voltage-boost converter is in the large box on the table shown in the

right-hand side ofFigure 87. Figure 88 contains a photograph lookinginto the

back of the voltage-boost converter enclosure. The voltage-boost converter in-

cludes a 50 Amp 1000 Volt IGBT ( insulated gate bipolartransistor ) device. An

IGBT gate firing card including a fibre optic isolation link was designed and

built as part of the thesis work. The digital control system is housed. in the box

on the table in the foreground of Figure 87. Figure 89 contains a photograph

looking into the top of the control enclosure.
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The control system illustrated in Figure 89 is based on a 33 J0t'[}lz Texas In-

struments TMS320C30 DSP ( digital signal processor ) chip. The control system

was fabricated on a wire-wrap board for the tests. The basic architecture of the

control system is illustrated in Figure 90. The control system also implements

four protective functions as indicated by labelling on the LEDs ( light emitting

diodes ) in Figure 90. The control system acts to shut-down the apparatus if it
senses unacceptable machine overvoltage; dc inductor overcurrent; machine

overspeed; or dc capacitor oven¡oltage. The control system effects shut-down

by opening the machine contactor to disconnect the machine from the selÈexci-

tation capacitors and the rectifier. Shutdown action includes continuous con-

duction of the GTO device in the boost converter and firing of the rectifier at 90

degrees.

The prime mover in the test apparatus is a 10 horsepower induction machine

supplied from a variable frequency machine drive.

The next five sections of this chapter present the test results from five groups

of tests conducted on the apparatus. The laboratory results are compared to sim-

ulation results for each test. One puq)ose of presenting the comparisons is to

demonstrate how well the simulation results represent the performance of the

actual hardware. Differences between actual responses and simulated re-

sponses are discussed. The five groups of tests illustrate good performance for:

start-up of the apparatus with and without connected load
at both high and low speed;

application of approximately firll load in one step at both
high and low speed;

waveshapes during steady-running;

rejection of approximately fuIl*load at both high and low
speed; and

application of and recovery from overload.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.2 Demonstration of the Apparatus during Start-up

The first group of four tests involves starting the apparatus at various speeds

and with different connected loads.

The starfup conditions in Tbsts 1-to 4 correspond respectively to the starb-

up conditions simulated in Cases t to 4 in chapter five with only minor differ-

ences. The first minor difference is that the dc load resistance in Tests 3 and 4

is selected to draw 0.95 p.u. power while the load simulated in Cases 3 and 4 in

chapter five is selected to draw 1.0 p.u. power. In addition the load in Tbsts 3 and

4 is a dc load while the load in Cases 3 and 4 in chapter five includes a voltage-

sourced inverter supplying an ac load.

Test l involves starting the apparatus at 1.0 p.u. machine speed with no dc

load connected.

Test 2 involves starting the apparatus at 1.38 p.u. machine speed \Mith no dc

load connected.

Tests 3 and 4 are respectively repeats ofTbsts 1 and 2 except that a dc load

is connected during start-up. The dc load resistance is such that it draws 0.95

p.u. power at 1.0 p.u. dc capacitor voltage ( i.e. 5.32 kW at 310 Volts ).

In Tests l to 4 the laboratory results are compared to results obtained from

transients simulations of the laboratory apparatus.

6.2.1 Tbst 1- No Load Start at 1.0 p.u. Speed

Test 1 compares laboratory results and simulation results for starting of the

laboratory apparatus at 1.0 p.u. machine speed with no dc load connected. FiS-

ure 91 shows plots of dc inductor current, machine voltage, and dc capacitorvolt-

age obtained during starting of the real laboratory apparatus. The plots shown

in Figure gl begin slightly afrber the machine contactor shown in Figure 86 is
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closed and end only after all plotted magnitudes have become steady. Figure 92

shows corresponding simulationresults for startingofthelaboratoryapparatus

in Test 1 starting conditions. Some small differences exist because the growth

of selÊ-excitationvoltage is very sensitive to the dc current order and the actual

non-linear magnetizing current curve for the machine.

The test results ( Figure 91 ) show that the dc capacitor voltage is controlled

to a stable voltage of about 307 Volts ( measured using a dc voltmeter ). The small

errorbetweenV¡ andV1""¡ ( i.e 310Volts )is ofno consequenceinthe full appara-

tus describedin chapter five. In the full apparatus, the ac LoadVoltage PI Con-

troller produces V¡¡"¡ as an intermediate signal and adjusts V¡r"¡ as required in

order to obtain the requested ac load voltage. The simulation result shown in

Figure 92 and the laboratory result shown in Figure 91 illustrate approximately

the same transient response for the dc capacitor voltage during starting with the

Test L starting conditions.

The rated machine voltage is 120 Volts RMS line-to-neutral or 294 Volts

peak line-to-line. Both Figures 91 and 92 show thatthe machine voltage peak

line-to-line magnitude is about 305 Volts which is larger than the rated value

of 294Yolts. The plotted machine voltage waveshapes extribit peak values high-

er than expected only due to harm.onic distortion ofthe voltage waveshape. The

distortion of the machine voltage waveshape is shown in detail in the plots for

Test 8 below ( Figure 106 ).

The plot of dc inductor current obtained from laboratory testing shown in

Figure 91 compares well with the plot obtained from simulation shown in Figure

92. T}rre final values of dc current compare well. The differences in the plotted

transient responses are minor. Similar differences in transient responses are

discussed in more detail during discussion of Test 2 results below.
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6.2.2 Test 2 - No Load Start at 1.38 p.u. Speed

Test, 2 compares laboratory results to two separate simulation results for

starting of the apparatus with no dc load connected as in Test 1 but at 1.38 p.u.

machine speed. Figure 93 shows plots obtained during starting of the real labo-

ratory apparatus. As in Test 1, the plots shown in Figure 93 begin slightly after

the machine contactor is closed. Figure g4 shows simulation results for Tbst 2

starting conditions. Figure 95 shows results from an additional simulation for

Test 2 starting conditions but with the PI controller in the Rectifier Current Con-

troller initialized to 1.5 Amps instead of zero Amps. The simulation results and

laboratory results show that the control system regulates machine voltage and

the output dc capacitor voltage to desired steady levels.

The plot of dc capacitor voltage ( Figure94) obtained by transients simula-

tion for Test 2 starting conditions compares well \Mith the corresponding plot

( Figure 93 ) obtained during laboratory testing.

It is useful to note the close correspondence between the plot of dc inductor

current and the shape of the envelope of machine voltage magnitude shown in

Figure 93. The similar shape exists because the basic dc current reference

I¿*(ord) is multiplied by machine voltage magnitude Vm in the Rectifier Current

Controller as discussed in chapters four and five. The influence ofmachine volt-

age magnitudeV- on dc current I¿ exists in everylaboratory and simulationre-

sult.

There are notable differences between the plot of dc inductor current I¿ ob-

tained by simulation ( Figure 94 ) as compared to the conesponding plot ob-

tained during laboratory testing ( Figure 93 ) for Tbst 2 starting conditions. The

steady-running level of I¿ in the simulation result ( Figure 94 ) closely matches

the basic dc current reference I¿*(ord) provided by the Look-up Tables of about
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32 Amps as illustrated in Figure 7 for 1.38 p.u. speed and no load. The Look-up

Tables therefore provide an output l¿*(ord) which closely matches the Figure 94

simulation result. The Look-up Tables can be expected to give the correct output

in the simulation because the machine model used in developing the Look-up

Tables uses precisely the same parameters and magnetizing curve as the tran-

sients simulation model of the machine.

However, the steady-running level of I¿ in the corresponding laboratory re-

sult ( Figure g3 ) is about 6Vo ( i.e.2 Amps ) less than Ia*(ord). The Look-up

Tables are therefore in error for the actual apparatus in that the tables provide

a value of l¿*(ord) which is about 2 Amps too high.

As noted above, the Look-up Tables provide output which is almost ideally

suited for controlling the model ofthe simulated apparatus. However, in actual

service, the Look-up Tables do not represent the real apparatus with the same

level of precision. For that reason, a PI controller is provided in the Rectifier

Current Controller which forces small adjustments in I¿ relative to I¿*(ord) in

order to regulate V- to the desired level of 1.0 p.u. machine voltage. The output

of the slow-acting PI controller must adjust in the real apparatus to correct for

the noted error in the Look-up Tables. A corresponding adjustment does not oc-

cur during the simulation. The needed activity of the slow-acting PI controller

in the real laboratory apparatus indicates that the laboratory responses must

differ to some degree from the corresponding simulated responses.

It is noted above that the Look-up Tables provide a value of l¿*(ord) which

is about 6Vo (i.e.2 Amps ) too high as compared to the steady-running level of

I¿ which was measured in the laboratory for Tbst 2 conditions. Therefore the

Look-up Tables contribute somewhat too much to the dc current order l¿(ord)

when the actual rectifier deblocks in Test 2. T};Le slightly excessive dc current
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order existing when the actual laboratory apparatus deblocks can be expected

to suppress the g¡owth rate of machine voltage V- as compared to the growth

rate of V- in the simulation. Figure 93 illustrates that the growth rate of ma-

chine voltage V- after the rectifier deblocks in the laboratory test is in fact sup-

pressed as compared to the simulated growth rate illustrated in Figure 94.

An additional transients simulation \ilas run for Test 2 starting conditions in

order to confi.rm the effect of a slightly excessive dc current order l¿(ord) on the

growth rate ofmachine voltage V*. The dc current order Ia(ord) is made initially

larger in the additional simulation by initializing the integrator in the PI con-

troller in the Rectifier Current Controller to 1.5 Amps instead of to 0 Amps. The

plots for the additional simulation result are illustrated in Figure 95. The inte-

grator adjusts generally downward during the modified additional simulation

because the dc current I¿in Figure g5 settles to match the component of current

order provided by the Look-up Tables ( i.e. I¿*(erd) = 32 Amps ). The envelope

of the machine voltage V- obtained in the additional simulation and plotted in

Figure 95 exhibits a suppression in the growth rate ofthe machine voltage. The

suppression in the growth rate ofthe machine voltage has a general resemblance

to the suppression exhibited in the plot ofmachine voltage obtained from labora-

torytestingasillustratedinFigure 93. The additional simulationthereforever-

ifies the general magnitude of the effect that can be caused by a slightly exces-

sive dc current order brought on by eïTor in the Look-up Tables.

The Test 2 results point out a difficulty which can be encountered in simulat-

ing apparatus which is controlled by the combination of a fast-acting feed-for-

ward control which is based on a model and a slow-acting feed-back control loop

which corrects for errors in the model. The simulated response plotted in Figure

94 is too close to ideal because the model usedin feed-forward control is almost

precisely correct for the simulated model of the apparatus. I¡r a simulation an
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overly precise feed-forward type control can obviate any significant activity by

the slow-acting feed-back control loop. If the feed-forward control model does

not match the real apparatus as well as the model matches the simulated appa-

ratus then the slow-acting feed-back control loop will have a larger role in the

real apparatus. A larger role for the slow*acting feed-back control loop in the

real apparatus means the response of the real apparatus will be less close to

ideal than the response obtained from simulation.

6.2.3 Test 3 - Start Under Load at 1.0 p.u. Speed

Test 3 is similar to Test 1- except that a dc loadis connected during start-up

at 1.0 p.u. speed in Tbst 3. The dc load is such that it draws 0.95 p.u. power at

1.0 p.u. dc capacitor voltage. Plots of actual and simulated dc inductor current

I¿ are shown respectively in Figures 96 and 97. The control system is able to

bring the apparatus to steady-running operation at desired levels of machine

voltage V- and output dc capacitor voltage VI commencing with no machine volt-

age at 1.0 p.u. machine speedandwith aconnecteddcloadof 1.05 p.u. resistance.

6.2.4 Test 4 - Start Under Load at 1.38 p.u. Speed

Test 4 is similar to Test 2 except that a dc load is connected during start-up

at 1.38 p.u. speed in Tbst 4. The dc load has a resistance of 1.05 p.u. as in Tbst

3. Plots of actual and simulated dc inductor current I¿ are shown respectively

in Figures 98 and 99. The control system is able to bring the apparatus to stea-

dy-running operation at desired levels of machine voltage V* and output dc ca-

pacitor voltage V1 commencing with no machine voltage at 1.38 p.u. machine

speed and with a connected dc load of 1.05 p.u. resistance.

Tests 7to 4 utilize laboratory apparatus to demonstrate that the control sys-

tem can start the apparatus and regulate machine voltage V- and output volt-
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6.3 Demonstration of Application of Load during Steady Running

6.3.1 Tþst 5 - Applying 0.95 p.u. Load at 1.0 p.u. Speed

Test 5 shows the response of the system to application of 0.95 p.u. dc load in

one step while the apparatus is running at 1.0 p.u. machine speed with machine

voltage steady at 1.0 p.u. voltage. Figure 100 shows plots of laboratory re-

sponses for I¿, machine voltage, and output voltage V1. Figure 101 shows corre-

sponding plots for simulated responses. The load is applied slightly after 0.4 sec-

onds in the plots. The agreement between simulated responses and actual

responses is quite good for operation at 1.0 p.u. speed.

6.3.2 Test 6 - Applyrng 0.95 p.u. Load at 1.38 p.u. Speed

Test 6 shows the responses of the system to application of 0.95 p.u. dc load

in one step while the apparatus is running at 1.38 p.u. machine speed with the

machine voltage steady at 1.0 p.u. voltage. Figure L02 shows plots oflaboratory

responses for f¿, machine voltage, and output voltage V1. Figure 103 shows cor-

responding plots for simulated responses. The load is applied slightly after 0.4

seconds in the plots. The agreement between simulated responses and actual

responses is again quite good at 1.38 p.u. speed.
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6.4 lllustrations of Waveshapes During Steady Running

The results of Tests 7 through 10 provide waveshapes of system quantities

during steady-running at 1.0 and 1.38 p.u. speeds withloads of 0.0 and 0.95 p.u.

load at each speed.

6.4.1 Tbst 7 - Steady f,,trnni¡g u¡ith O.95 p.u. Load at 1.0 p.u. Speed

Plots from Test 7 show steady-running operation at 1.0 p.u. machine speed

with 0.95 p.u. load. Figure 104 illustrates waveshapes of I¿; machine voltage;

A-phase machine current; A-phase excitation capacitor current and A-phase

rectifier current obtained from laboratory testing. The reference directions for

the phase currents are into the machine, capacitor, and rectifier. Figure 105 il-

lustrates the corresponding waveshapes obtained from simulation. In Test 7

there is excellent agreement between the actual machine voltage waveshape

( Figure 104 ) and the simulated machine voltage waveshape ( Figure 105 ). The

ripple on the dc inductor current compares well in the simulated and actual plots

of I¿. The Test 7 waveshapes ofmachine current and excitation capacitor current

obtained in laboratory testing ( Figure 104 ) agree in general shape with corre-

sponding curves obtained from simulation ( Figure 105 ). However, the wave-

shapes of machine current and capacitor current obtained in laboratory testing

( Figure 104 ) include an additional component of low magnitude current ripple.

The current ripple noted above in the actual machine current and capacitor

current ( Figure 104 ) occurs in part due to the existence of snubber circuits in

the actual rectifier apparatus. The snubber circuits were not represented in the

simulated apparatus. The actual snubber circuit time constant is quite short

and it was decided to omit the snubber circuit from the simulation rather than
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( continued )

represent it poorly. Therefore, the simulated turn-offof the A-phase rectifi,er

current shown in Figure 105 is much closer to an ideal turn--offthan is the actual

turn-offof A-phase rectifier current illustrated in Figure 104. The simulation

( Figure 105 ) does not account for reverse recovery current in the thyristors or

reverse conductionin the snubber circuits during application of reverse voltage.
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( continued )

Such reverse currents canbe seen in the laboratory waveshape for A-phase rec-

tifier current shown in Figure 104. The illustrated small spikes of reverse cur-

rent can only come from the machine and the excitation capacitors. The spikes

of reverse current in the rectifier current therefore must contribute to some de-
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gree in producing the current ripple on the waveshapes of machine current and

ac capacitor current shown in Figure 104.

6.4.2 Test I - Steady R,unning with No Load at 1.0 p.u. Speed

Plots from Test 8 show operation again at 1.0 p.u. machine speed but with

no load. Figure 106 illustrates waveshapes of machine voltage and dc inductor

current I¿ obtained during laboratory testing. Figure 107 illustrates corre-

sponding waveshapes obtained from simulation. As in Test 7 there is good

agreement between the actual waveshapes of machine voltage and I¿ ( Figure

106 ) and the corresponding simulated waveshapes ( Figure 107 ).

6.4.3 Test I - Steady Running with 0.95 p.u. Load at 1.38 p.u. Speed

Plots from Test 9 show machine voltage at 1.38 p.u. machine speed with 0.95

p.u.load. Figure 108 illustrates the waveshape ofmachine voltage obtained dur-

ing laboratory testing. Figure 109 illustrates the corresponding waveshape of

machine voltage obtained from simulation. There is excellent agreement be-

tween the actual and simulated waveshapes of machine voltage in this test.

6.4.4 Tþst 10 - Steady Running with No Load at 1.38 p.u. Speed

Plots from Test L0 show machine voltage again at 1.38 p.u. machine speed

but with no load connected. Figure 110 illustrates the waveshape of machine

voltage obtained during laboratory testing. Figure 111 illustrates the corre-

sponding waveshape of machine voltage obtained from simulation. As in Test

9, there is good agreement between the actual and simulated waveshapes of ma-

chine voltage in this test.
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6.5 Demonstration of Load Rejection Performance

6.5.1 Tbst 11 - Load Rejection of 0.95 p.u. Load at 1.0 p.u. Speed

Plots from Test 11 show load rejection of 0.95 p.u. load during steady-run-

ning at 1.0 p.u. machine speed. Figure 112 illustrates plots of I¿ and machine

voltage obtained during laboratory testing. Figure 113 illustrates correspond-

ingplots obtained from simulation. Both the simulated and actual results show

that the control system controls I¿ well during a load rejection of 0.95 p.u. load

at 1.0 p.u. speed.

A valid comparison of the simulated and actual transient responses at the

instant of load rejection is not possible because the load current does not drop

to zero instantly in the laboratory apparatus when the load switch is opened.

Arcing of the actual load switch can extend the reduction in dc load current over

a period of about 0.03 seconds as illustrated in the plot of dc load current shown

in Figure 118. The simulation does not model the arcing that occurs in the actual

apparatus. Therefore the load current can drop abruptlyin the simulation when

the load switch opens as shown in the plot of load current shown in Figure 119.

The arcing of the load switch in the laboratory apparatus must cause minor dif-

ferences in the dynamics of the simulated and actual load rejections.

6.5.2 Test 12 - Load Rejection of 0.95 p.u. Load at 1.38 p.u. Speed

Plots from Test 12 show load rejection of 0.95 p.u.load during steady-run-

ning at 1.38 p.u. machine speed. Figure L14 illustrates plots of dc current I¿ and

machine voltage obtained during laboratory testing. Figure 115 illustrates cor-

responding plots obtained from simulation. Both the simulated and actual re-

sults show that the control system controls dc current well during a load rejec-

tion at 1.38 p.u. speed.
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6.6 Demonstration of Application and Removal of Overload

6.6.1 Tþst 13 -Application of Overload

Plots from Test 13 show application ofoverload to the apparatus during stea-

dy-running at 1.2 p.u. machine speed. Two resistances \trere arranged for con-

nection as dc load in the laboratory apparatus. The two resistances \Ã/ere respec-

tively load boxes set for 1.08 p.u. resistance and 1.29 p.u. resistance. The 1.08

p.u. resistance \Mas connected as load prior to the application ofthe overload. The

apparatus \tras therefore operating at about 0.93 p.u. power before the second

resistance was connected in parallel to provide the overload. Figure 116 illus-

trates the responses obtained during laboratory testing when the dc load resis-

tance was dropped to 0.59 p.u. resistance at about t = 0.2 seconds in the plots.

Figure 117 illustrates the corresponding plots obtained from simulation. The

plots agree very well.

Figure 116 illustrates plots of the dc capacitor voltage V1, the dc load current

I¡, and the machine voltage obtained during application of the overload in labo-

ratory testing. The plot of Vr ( which is the load voltage ) and the plot of I¡ illus-

trated in Figure 116 show that the control protects the apparatus to some extent

when an overloadis applied. In particular, the control system causes the dc out-

put voltage V1 to drop when the overload is applied as illustrated in Figure 116.

The machine voltage sees no disturbance during the application of the overload

as illustrated also in Figure 116. The capacity for self-protection exists because

the Look-up Tables do not accept a power order larger than 1.0 p.u. power as

discussed in chapter four. The power actually supplied to the load resistance of

0.59 p.u. resistance during the attempted overload is limited to about 0.97 p.u.

power.
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6.6.2 Test 14 - Recovery from Overload

Plots from Test 14 show removal of the overload on the apparatus at 1.2 p.u.

speed which was applied in Test 13. Figure 118 illustrates plots of the dc capaci-

tor voltage V1, the dc load current I¡, and the machine voltage obtained during

removal ofthe overloadinlaboratorytesting. Figure 119 illustrates correspond-

ing plots obtained from simulation. The switch connecting the 1.08 p.u. load re-

sistance is opened to remove the overload at about t = 0.2 seconds in the plots.

When the overload is removed the control system promptly restores the dc

output voltage ( dc capacitor voltage ) to the desired level of about 310 Volts as

illustrated in Figure 118. The plot of the actual dc load current in Figure 118

illustrates the effect of arcing which occurs when the knife switch is opened to

disconnect the 1.08 p.u. resistance load bank. The dc current in the arc drops

to zero over a period of about 0.03 seconds. The simulated result illustrated in

Figure 119 does notinclude modelling ofthe arc and thus the load current drops

immediately when the load switch is opened in the simulation.

6.7 Conclusions from Laboratory Testing

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the laboratory testing

of the apparatus.

The control system and power apparatus built in the laboratory performs

generally as predicted by simulation. In fact, simulation made possible the de-

velopment of the control stratery to the point where laboratory testing could be-

gin.

The control system can start the apparatus with or without full load con-

nected at any speed between the minimum and maximum design speeds of 1.0

and 1.4 p.u. speed.
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Full load can be applied or removed in one step in the specified range of ma-

chine speed.

It is necessary to model the rectifier snubber circrdts in the simulations in

order to see the ripple on the machine and selÈexcitation capacitor currents

which is caused by the snubbers.

The apparatus outputvoltage will "brown out" to prevent overloading the ap-

paratus in circumstances where the load resistance drops too low.

Ttre laboratory testing in Tbst 2 demonstrates that the PI controller in the

Rectifier Current Controller is necessary to overcome the minor error in the

Look-up Tables. The contents of the Look-up Tables could be improved by up-

dating the tables based on measured values of actual I¿ obtained during opera-

tion of the actual apparatus at various combinations of speed and power order.

A method therefore exists for improving the Look-up Tables. However, the ef-

fect of inaccuracy in the Look-up Tables on the response of the apparatus is

mainly confined to the period during starting of the apparatus at higher speeds

( such as 1.38 p.u. speed ). In addition, the actual apparatus \Mas not over-

stressed during starting. Therefore, improvement of the Look-up Tables is only

of peripheral interest.

Chapter seven provides overall conclusions based on the thesis work.
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Chapter Seven

Conclusions and Contributions

This thesis describes the development of a novel apparatus for supplying an

isolated ac load from a selËexcited induction generator operable at variable

speed. The ac voltage supplied to the load is well regulated in frequency and

magnitude.

7.1 Conclusions from Chapter 1- Introduetion

A novel configuration of apparatus is specifi.ed. The selected power appara-

tus consists of a self+xcited induction machine supplying an isolated ac load

throughanasynchronous dclink. Inthe dclink, avoltage-boostconverterinter-

faces the variable dc output voltage from a controlled Graetz bridge rectifier to

the relatively fixed dc input voltage of a voltage-sourced inverter. The asynchro-

nous nature of the dc link permits the induction machine to be operated at vari-

able speed.

7.2 Conclusions from Chapter 2 -
Steady State Characterization of the Apparatus

A method is described for obtaining the entire steady state solution for the

apparatus at a given machine voltage as a function of machine speed and load

po\Mer. The method provides for the selection of the required selÈexcitation ca-

pacitance and also provides characteristic curves for use as a model in a feed-for-

ward control system.

A simplified non-linear search procedure is described for obtaining the sta-

tor current and frequency of an induction machine at 1.0 p.u. machine voltage
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Vt for ranges of machine speed v and output power P¡. The search variables are

magnetizing reactance X- expressed in ohms per p.u. frequency and effective

rotor resistance &otor equal to R"/s in ohms. The objectives at each combination

of machine speed v and output power P¡ are to obtain Vt equal 1.0 p.u. and to ob-

tain the conductance G¿ lookinginto the machine terminals which is appropriate

for the given output power P¡. The search procedure converges quickly and reli-

ably because Vt is strongly dependant on X- and weakly dependant on R o¡o,.

while G¡ is strongly dependant on &otor and weakly dependant on Xn .

A method is described for selecting the size of the selÈexcitation capacitors

for the apparatus based on operation at minimum speed ( e.g. 0.95 p.u. speed ),

maximum load, minimum rectifier firing delay angle ( e.g. 5 degrees ) and Vt

equal to 1.0 p.u. voltage.

A method is also described for developing families of curves which define the

average outputs ofthe rectifier I¿ andV¿ which are required for maintaining ma-

chine voltage at L.0 p.u. voltage and providing the necessary porñ¡er to the load.

The curves of I¿ and V¿ are given as functions of machine speed v and power P¡.

7.3 Conclusions from Chapter 3 -
Electromagnetic Thansients Simulation

The third chapter describes special modifications for adapting an electro-

magnetic transients simulation program based on the trapezoidal algorithm of

Dommel t 16 l. The modifications facilitate the simulation of systems which in-

clude arbitrarily specified configurations ofpower-electronic switching devices

such as diodes, thyristors, and GTO devices. A technique is also described for

improved simulation of self-excited induction machines. The techniques have
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been incorporated into a prototllpe program which was instrumental in develop-

ing and testing the control methods described in chapter 4.

The modifi.cations to the conventional algorithm are based on three tech-

niques. The three techniques when combined in the prototype simulation pro-

gram result in shortened preparation time for simulating new power electronic

apparatus.

A technique is described for representing devices according to simple v-i

characteristic curves. The main benefit here is not to represent the characteris-

tics accurately but to improve the numerical perfonnance of the program when

devices in close proximity are switched simultaneously. Iteration of the solution

\Mithin the same time-step is carried out to ensure that the solution always falls

on the v-i characteristic. Howeve¡ the program has an automatic selection cri-

terion that only iterates the solution when required and no iteration takes place

in the periods between device switchings.

The prototype program permits the use oftwo time-step sizes during a simu-

lation. A specifiable large time-step size is the default. However, a sequence

of small time-steps can be used either to accurately locate a switching point or

to gradually change the characteristic for a device between the "on" and "off'

characteristics. The available choice of a large time-step size allows the simula-

tion to progless at an increased rate when switching is not in progress.

A modification to the conventional Dommel simulation algorithm is de-

scribed for eliminating numerical oscillations from the solutions for capacitive

loops andinductive nodes. The modification allows for the continuous use of the

trapezoidal integration method but also eliminates the numerical oscillations.

The more accurate trapezoidal integration method is preferred as a component

in the modified algorithm rather than the backward Euler method because the
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modified algorithm is used in ever time-step rather than only at expected solu-

tion discontinuities.

A modified induction machine model is implemented in the prototype simula-

tion program which provides a more accurate simulation ofthe d5mamics of selÈ

excitation. The modification has also been suggested by Hallenius et al t 14 l.

The effectiveness of the modification to the induction machine model is con-

firmed by comparison of simulation results to laboratory test results.

7.4 Conclusions from Chapter 4 - Control System Design

A control system for the apparatus has been developed consisting of a feed-

forward control which provides quick response to sudden load changes combined

with a feed-back control which corrects for error in the feed-forward control.

The model used in the feed-forward control is provided in Look-up Tables

containing the curves of I¿ and V¿ developed as functions ofmachine speed v and

power P¡. The curves are developed using non-linear search techniques as de-

scribed in Chapter 2.

The contributionto the dc current orderl¿(ord) producedbythe feed-forward

control consists of the basic dc current reference l¿*(ord) from the Look-up

Tables multiplied by p.u. machine voltage magnitudê V*. The multiplication of

I¿*(ord) by machine voltage magnitudeV- adjusts the feed-forward component

of the current order l¿(ord) to stabilize and correctV- during temporary under-

voltages and overvoltages h V*.

The PI controller in the Rectifier Current Controller responds to error in V*

so as to correct and stabilize V-. Steady running error inV- is removed by the

contribution to the dc current order provided by the integrator in the PI control-
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ler. Minor oscillations in machine voltage magnitude V* during operation at

high speed and no load are eliminated by the proportional output of the PI con-

troller.

The control system regulates both machine voltage and load voltage to 1.0

p.u. voltage during steady running. The frequency of the load voltage is fixed

at fundamental frequency by the inverter firing logic while the speed of the ma-

chine is permitted to vary.

The operation of the Tbansvektot 126I type phase locked oscillator ( PLO )

is demonstrated using a laboratory apparatus. It is confirmed to within the ac-

curacy of the laboratory apparatus that this type of PLO tracks the angle of the

positive sequence of the input voltages.

7.5 Conclusions from Chapter 5 -
Simulated Per{omance of the Apparatus

The prototype simulation program was used to simulate the fuIl apparatus

including the self-excited induction machine; the controlled rectifier; the volta-

ge-boost converter; the voltage-sourced inverter; the control system; and the

shunt frlters on the load bus. The main conclusion to be drawn from the simula-

tions is that the control system is effective in controlling the apparatus during

steady running and transient conditions.

The simulations show that the control system provides acceptable control of

the apparatus for load powers ranging between 0.0 and 1.0 p.u. po\¡¡er and for

machine speeds in the design range between L.0 and 1.4 p.u. speed. The ac load

voltage during steady running is regulated to essentially 1.0 p.u. load voltage
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at fundamental frequency in these ranges of speed and power. The machine volt-

age is similarly regulated to 1.0 p.u. machine voltage.

The control system also provides dynamic regulation of the ac load voltage

to within plus or minus 12 percent of rated voltage during sudden application

or rejection of full ac load while running at either the minimum or maximum de-

sign speed. The control system similarlyprovides regulation ofmachinevoltage

to within plus or minus L8 percent of rated voltage during these extreme load

changes.

An additional conclusion to be drawn from the simulations is that a twelve-

pulse voltage-sourced inverter can provide ac load voltage ofgenerally accept-

able harmonic content when shunt filtering is provided on the load bus.

The simulation results for the thesis apparatus demonstrate that the numer-

ical oscillation suppression technique described in chapter three is effective in

suppressing numerical oscillations in the solutions for capacitive loops and in-

ductive nodes in a practical simulation.

7.6 Conclusions from Chapter 6 -
Per{omance of the Laboratory Apparatus

An apparatus was built and tested in the laboratory to confirm the operation

of the main control system. For each laboratory test a corresponding electro-

magnetic transients simulation was conducted. The laboratory testing general-

ly confirms the operation predicted by the transients simulations.

The laboratory testing shows that the control system can initiate selËexcita-

tion in the apparatus and subsequently stabilize t}re machine voltage and load

voltage at desired levels. This start-up performance is demonstrated with full
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load either connected or disconnected during starting at any speed between the

minimum and maximum design speeds of 1.0 and 1.4 p.u. speed.

The laboratory testing shows that the control system provides acceptable

control of the apparatus during sudden full load rejection as expected based on

the simulations. The control system also controls the apparatus well during sud-

den application offull load commencing from no load. This perforrnance is dem-

onstrated for any speed between the minimum and maximum desig¡r speeds.

The laboratory testing points out a difficulty which can be encountered in

simulating apparatus which is controlled by the combination of a fast-acting

feed-forward control which is based on a model and a slow-acting feed-back

control loop which corrects for errors in the model. The simulated response can

be too close to ideal if the feed-forward control model does not match the real

apparatus as well as the feed-forward model matches the simulated apparatus.

The simulated apparatus can show a better response than the real apparatus

because the feed-forward model andthe simulation model of the apparatus are

often based on precisely the same parameters whereas there may be more dis-

crepancies between the feed-forward control model and the real apparatus.

The laboratory testing confirms that the PI controller in the Rectifier Cur-

rent Controller is a necessary supplement to the feed-forward control and re-

moves error and small oscillations in machine voltage V* during steady run-

ning.

The laboratory testing also confirms that the control system will reduce the

load voltage to prevent overload of the apparatus in circumstances where the

load resistance drops too Iow.
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Finally, the laboratory testing demonstrates that a practical and effective

high performance control system can be irnplemented for the apparatus based

on a single digital signal processor ( DSP ) chip.

7.7 Summary

This thesis describes the development of an apparatus for supplytng an iso-

lated ac load from a selËexcited induction generator operable at variable speed.

A novel and s¡rnergistic configuration of apparatus is specified. New simulation

techniques are implemented in a prototype electromagnetic transients simula-

tion program in order to provide an effective tool for developing the apparatus.

A control method is described for the apparatus based on a developed under-

standing of the characteristics of the apparatus. The control system is implem-

ented in a laboratory apparatus in order to demonstrate the practical nature of

the control method. The satisfactory dynamic and steadyrunningperformance

of the apparatus is demonstrated through transients simulation and laboratory

testing.
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Appendix I

Induction Machine Data
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Appendix I - Induction Machine Data

This appendix contains the parameters of the induction machine simulated

as described in Chapter five and used in the test apparatus as described in Chap-

ter six.

ASEA Made in Sweden

Motor MBT 1325

Three Phase 60 Hz.

6.3 kW

0.84 p.f.

IEC 34_1

No.7523528

7725 r.p.m,.

CI. F

360 Volts
14.4 Amps

A
208 Volts
25.0 Amps

IP 54 40 kg

Name Plate Data

The machine is connected in delta. The appropriate base quantities are

therefore as follows:

Ib."" = 25.0 Amps
Vb""" = L20 Volts ( line to neutral )
Zb^u = 4.8 Ohms
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jX*f &,o,,4
&otor=Rt/s

Induction Machine Equivalent Circuit

The leakage reactances and resistances of the machine at 1.0 p.u. frequency

are as follows:

xs
R.
&
R"
Ri"o.,

= 0.101 p.u.
= 0.056 p.u.
= 0.097 p.u.
= 0.056 p.u.
= 32.8 p.u.

The induction machine magnettzing curve is as follows:

V, ( n.u. ) I* ( p.u. ) X- ( p.u. )

0.276
0.4'1"6
0.556
0.694
0.830
0.898
0.955
0.986
1.00
1.05
1.09
1.11

0.L00
0.L45
0.t97
0.258
0.333
0.380
0.423
0.459
0.476
0.535
0.614
0.650

2.76
2.86
2.83
2.69
2.50
2.36
2.26
2.I5
2.70
1.96
t.77
r.7t
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Appendix II - Representation of a Simple Characteristic Curve

-'l radius - Vo'

The simple characteristic curve used to represent a device consists of two

straightlines tangent on the arc ofa circle as illustrated above. The characteris-

tic curve defines the voltage source E' and resistance R'used to represent the

device for a given i'.

The projections i1 and i2 from the two tangent points onto the current axis

as well as the center is of the circle can all be calculated based on R¡, Ro¡¡, and

Vo,, usingbasic trigonometry. In the simulations describedin Chapter 5 the val-

ues defining the 'on" characteristic are

v'

E'

Von = 1-.0 Volts

Ror = 1.0 x 106 Ohms

R1 = 0.01 Ohms
Note:

i2= 1.0 Amp

The corresponding magnitudes i1, i2, and i3 are specified as follows:
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Vo' x2 Defn: x = 1/Ron
11 = \F
lg= vo'

12= 13
Vo" R1

The characteristic curve for i < i1 is of course represented by the following

equations:

R=Roff

E= 0.0

V=

i=
Ron i
v/Roç

Intheregion ir < i < i2the magnitudes of v andi onthe characteristic curve

are related according to the following equations:

1= t3-

The equations take this form because mathematically they describe a circle of

radius Vo' centered at i3 on the current axis. The current axis could be scaled

to cause full forward voltage drop to occur at a higher or lower level of current.
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The resistance R and series voltage source E representing the device in the

region ir < i < i2 are given by the following equations:

R= dv rg-I
and E = v-Ri

In the region i > iz the the device can again be represented by a constant

resistance R = Rl and a constant series voltage Source E = Ez where E2 is given

by the following equation:

di

nz=@ -Rriz

In the region i > iz the magnitudes of v and i on the characteristic curve

are related according to the following equations:

v=E2+Rti i = 
v-Ez

R1

The resistance R and the voltage source E representing the device branch are

varied in a controlled manner during the iteration procedure which is carried

out in the switching zone ir < i < i2. The appropriate resistance and series

voltage source are respectively R' and E'at a given current i' as shown in the

above diagram. It is useful to be able to calculate the change Ai in i'which will

cause R'to be changed in an iteration by a factor Sr. The equations for the char-

acteristic curve in the switching zone i1 < i < iz can be used to show that

ai = y 
[ 

10
( sl - t.o ) y2 * vo.,2

where y=(is-i')
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Appendix III

Data for the Voltage-sourced fnverter

and

Shunt Filtering
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Appendi= III - Data for the Voltage-sourced fnverter
and Shunt Filtering

The Voltage-sourced Inverter

The transformer connection diagram for a twelve-pulse voltage-sourced in-

verter simulated in Chapter 5 is illustrated below. The voltage-sourced inverter

is designed for 5.6 kW at 0.8 p.f. lagging. The total rating of the transformer is

therefore 7.0 kVA ( based on fundamental-frequency components only ).

Bridge 1 Bridge 2

+

t_t

V"(load)

V¡(load)

'r'"Ioad)

Note: The firing of Bridge 2
is delayed 30" with
respect to Bridge 1.

Tlansfor.mer Connection Diagram for a TWelve-pulse
Voltage-sourced Inverter
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The twelve-pulse inverter bridge consists of two six-pulse inverter bridges

as illustrated in the above diagram. The firing sequence for the GTO thy¡istors

in Bridge Lis L-2-3-4-l-6 as marked in the diagram. Each GTo goes ,,on" for

180o and then "off'for L80o. The firing sequence ofBridge 2 is the same as Bridge

1 except that the firing of Bridge 2 is delayed 30'with respect to Bridge 1. Bridge

1 contains 3 twewinding transformers ( each referred to as type T1 ) while

Bridge 2 contains 3 three-winding transformers ( each referred to as type T2 ).

The ratings and parameters of the transformer ty¡res are shown in the d,iagram

below and are selected according to the discussion which follows:

Base Values Base Values
Vp = 253.5 Volts
Ip = 4.60 Amps
Zp = 55.I Ohms

Vs1 = 60.0 Volts
Isr = 19.45 Amps
ZsL = 3.09 Ohms

Base Values

V"z = 34.65 Volts
Isz = 19.45 Amps
Zs2 = 1.78 Ohms

Base Values

Vs2 = 34.65 Volts
Isz = 19.45 Amps
Zs2 = 1.78 Ohms

Equivalent Circuit of Tbansfonner þpe T1

Equivalent Circuit of Tbansfonner þpe T2

Xp = 0.05 P.u. Xs1 = 0.05 p.u.

X.z = 0.0433 p.u.

Xp = 0.05 P.u.

xm-
50.0 p.u.

Base Values

Vp = 253.5 Volts
Ip = 4.60 Amps
Zp = 55.7 Ohms

&z = 0.0433 p.u.
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The primary ( converter side ) windings of transformer types T1 and T2 each

have the following \¡¡aveshape applied by the inverter bridges:

V¿

The RMS magnitude of the fundamental component of voltage applied to the pri-

mary windings is therefore

VP = 0'78 V¿

The limits on the dc capacitorvoltage reference V1r"¡shown in Figure 33 are

310 and 340 Volts. The transformer types T1 and T2 are therefore designed for

the average voltage of 325 Volts. The rated voltage of the primary windings is

therefore Vo equal 253.5 Volts.

Bridge 1 contributes 507o ofthe rated load voltage of 120 Volts RMS. There-

fore the rated secondary voltage of T1 is V.1 equal to 60 Volts RMS. The trans-

formers T1 and T2 contribute to each phase of the load voltage according to the

following phasor diagram:

K#s#K5

, 60 Volts , 60 Volts ,

rj--- --:*:---- ------:JItrlr.a 300
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Based on the above phasor diagram the voltage rating of each of the secondary

windings in a type T2 transformer is therefore:

v"z = ( u2 )( 2 / ^ls ) 60 Volts = 34-65 Volts

The primary windings of transformer types T1 and T2 and the secondary

winding oftransfomer t¡pe T1 are each rated at So - 7 kVA / 6 = 1167 VA. There-

fore in the above equivalent circuits:

Io = 4.60 Amps

ZP = 55'1 Ohms

fsl = L9.45AmPs

ZsL = 3'09 Ohms

The secondary windings of T2 must car\ir the same current as the secondary

winding of T1. Therefore:

\9.45 Amps

1.78 Ohms

The leakage reactances Xo and X"1 are each selected as 0.05 p.u. on the re-

spective base impedances ZoandZrl. For a given phase it is desired to have the

same total fundamental-frequencyvoltage drop in the two T2 secondaries as oc-

curs in the one secondary of T1. Therefore:

X"z =
Z.r &r
2 Z"z

&z = 0.0433 P.u.

Is2 =

Zs2 =
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Shunt Filtering

A C-type filter and a 11th harmonic tuned filter are connected as shunt fil-

ters on each phase of the load bus in the apparatus simulated in Chapter 5.

C-type Filter

Each phase of the load bus is rated as follows:

T[ned Filter

S

V

I

Z

2334 VA

120 Volts

L9.45 Amps

6.167 Ohms

C-type Filter

The C-type filter used in Chapter 5 places 0.25 p.u. of capacitive support on

the load bus and has a Q of 2 at the 5th harmonic.

In the G-type filter L1 and C1 in series are tuned to pass fundamental fre-

quency current without voltage drop. Therefore C2 is selected to provide the de-

sired kVAR rating. Therefore

Cz = 0.25/(aoZ) = 107.5PF
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In the G-type filter the series connection of C2, L1, and C1 are tuned to the

5th harmonic. Therefore:

c,= [[+] '] c2

where fn = 300 Hz and 1o = 60 Hz.

or Ct = 2.58 mF

As noted above L1 and Cl in the C-type filter are tuned to the fundamental

frequency. Therefore:

Lr = Ll(4nzfozct) = 2.728 mH

In the C-type filter a Q of 2 means the impedance ofl,l is twice R at the tuned

( fifth ) harmonic, f'. Therefore:

R = 2æf"LrlQ = 2.57tOhms

The llth Hannonic T\rned Filter

One tuned frlteris provided on each phase of the load bus. The filteris tuned

to the lowest characteristic harmonic which is the 11th harmonic and places 0.1

p.u. of capacitive support on the load bus. Therefore:

Cs = 0.1/( @oZ) = 43 pF

Lg = tl(ronzCs) = L.352 mH
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